COMICS SECTION

AAA MILWAUKEE PUBLISHING CO.

ARSENIC LULLABY #16
The King of all funny books marches on! Desperate Cubans force Baron Von Donut to help them escape, a man disguises his gifted son as a rooster and enters him in a cock fight, and more! If the usual stuff is putting you to sleep, this is your wake-up call!
b&w, 24pg	$2.65

AARDVARK VANAHEIM

CEREBUS VOLUME 16: THE LAST DAY TP
by Dave Sim & Gerhard
The 240-page conclusion to comics' first 6,000-page graphic novel. Follow Cerebus' last day on Earth as he deals with debilitating aches and pains, memory loss, political turmoil, indigestion, incontinence, and when, exactly, is his son going to come to pay a visit? Includes complete annotations by Dave Sim. Available in a Signed First Printing (signed by Sim & Gerhard) or in an Unsigned Second Printing.
UNSIGNED 2ND PRTG SC, 7x10, 240pg, b&w	$20.00
SIGNED 1ST PRTG SC, 7x10, 240pg, b&w 	$30.00

AARDWOLF PUBLISHING

THE UNCANNY DAVE COCKRUM TRIBUTE SC
Edited by Clifford Meth
The Uncanny Dave Cockrum Tribute includes a parade of industry legends who have donated unpublished art and new writings to help the ailing comics legend behind DC's Legion of Superheroes and the revamped Uncanny X-Men (first seen in Giant-Sized X-Men #1). In addition to Alan Moore, contributors include Neal Adams, Bob Almond, Murphy Anderson, Sergio Aragones, Terry Austin, Dick Ayers, Mark Bagley, Charles Barnett, Al Bigley, David Boswell, Rich Buckler, Travis Charist, Chris Claremont, Gene Colan, Peter David, Alan Davis, Diane Duane, Harlan Ellison, Steve Englehart, Mark Evanier, Neil Gaiman, Ron Garney, Mike Grell, Tony Isabella, Dan Jurgens, Sam Keith, Bill Messner-Loebs, Steve Lieber, Stan Lee, Pablo Marcus, Bob McLeod, Jerry Ordway, Tom Palmer, Mike Pascale, George Perez, John Romita, Joe Rubinstein, Marie Severin, Dave Sim, Louise Simonson, Walt Simonson, Mark Texeira, Roy Thomas, Herb Trimpe, Sal Velluto, Lee Weeks, Len Wein, Marv Wolfman, Dave Gibbons, Randy Bowen, Michael Kaluta, Gabrielle Della'otto, and Kia Asamiya. While Cockrum's condition has improved somewhat, he is still hospitalized at press time with neither income, medical insurance, nor royalties from the characters he created. He is being cared for at the Bronx Veterans Administration Hospital in New York.
SC, 8x11, 56+pg, b&w	$29.95

ABIOGENESIS PRESS

STRANGEHAVEN #16
by Gary Spencer Millidge
It's 1940. The Luftwaffe is bombing the south coast of England, and the Royal Air Force is heavily outnumbered. Britain stands alone as the last bastion of a free Europe against the might of Nazi Germany. Hurricane pilot Michael McCreadie returns from another successful mission defending "ol' Blighty" against the odds when he's suddenly attacked by a rogue German fighter... But what's all this got to do with Strangehaven? What's in Billy's mysterious letter? Is Bev really trying to kill her husband? And what the hell has happened to Alex? This very special issue of the critically acclaimed, award-winning, soap opera noir, features 26 pages of beautifully painted comics, plus the usual entertaining selection of features and reviews underneath another fully painted colour cover by Millidge.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$2.95

ABOUT COMICS

DNAGENTS VOLUME 1: BORN ORPHANS TP
by Mark Evanier, Will Meugniot, & Al Gordon
Some heroes are born... but some are made. Meet the DNAgents, imbued by Matrix Incorporated with the powers of gods, the bodies of teens, and the wisdom of newborn babes. This affordable trade paperback collects the first six issues of this exciting, fun series, including the first appearance of Crossfire!
SC, 6x8, 176pg, b&w	$9.95

ABSTRACT STUDIO

STRANGERS IN PARADISE VOLUME 14: DAVID'S STORY TP
by Terry Moore 
He was an angry teenage gang member standing trial for murder when Yousaka Takahashi turned his life around to become good guy David Qin. From the streets of L.A. to the arms of Katchoo, this is the story of one of Strangers In Paradise's most enigmatic characters in a prequel to the series with a surprise ending!
SC, 7x10, 80pg, b&w	$8.95

STRANGERS IN PARADISE VOLUME 3 #66
by Terry Moore 
Katchoo's nude portraits are the talk of the town, in fact everybody wants one! But an anonymous patron insists on buying one painting at any price - "Portrait of Francine!" Katchoo won't sell until she knows who and why, and begins an investigation of all possible 'suspects'... leading her to a startling discovery. 
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

AC COMICS

DARKSHADE #1
by Bill Black, Rik Levins & Will Blyberg
New Lowere Price! While in the Orient, Roger Brant acquired the ability to project his astral image from his corporeal body, thus enabling him to fight evil and crime as Darkshade! His legs rendered usless, he is confined to a wheelchair, however, his psyche is attuned to acts of evil to which the Astral Avenger responds. Darkshade works nights busting drug lords and a super-powered vigilante called The Black Terror. Yes, that Black Terror! PLUS: Captain Freedom and The Liberty Corps! Cover by Joseph Mbeh.
b&w, 36pg	$4.95

FEMFORCE: CLAWS OF THE SHE-CAT #1
New Lowere Price! This is a retelling of the bonding of She-Cat to Octavia Howard after her bond with Ms. Victory is destroyed when Joan Wayne became the outlaw agent, Rad. Without Ms. V's super abilities to help contain it, the evil entity Sekhmet within She-Cat comes to the surface for a bloody killing spree. This adventure is comprised of elements from FemForce #14 & #15 and the complete story from FemForce #16 with "artistic re-working." Story by Wes Covington, with art by Darren Goodhart, Bill Lux, Ralph Cabrera, and Brad Vancata. New cover by Brad Gorby. 
b&w, 36pg	$4.95

MEN OF MYSTERY #49
This very special issue of MoM features a rare Golden-Age Minute Man story that has never before been printed in comic book format! When Fawcett began publishing comics, they hired the Chesler art shop to produce their books, including the feature, Minute Man, The One Man Army. In 1941, they produced a 200-page Minute Man "Dime Action Book," similar to a "Big-Little Book." The format of the book was a full page illustrations alternating with text pages. AC has used the full page art as panels and constructed a new comic book story (apparently drawn by Charles Sultan, who also drew Bulletman and Spy Smasher during this period). PLUS: Bulletman and Bulletgirl, Captain Wings by Bob Lubbers, Jim Mooney's Wildfire, and Bob Powell's Atoma! 
b&w, 52pg	$6.95

QUALITY SUPERHEROES OF THE GOLDEN AGE PACK #1
Huge collection of 1940's Quality Comics reprints- 32 stories featuring the art of Will Eisner, Lou Fine, Reed Crandall, Jack Cole, and more. Death Patrol, Espionage, Dollman, Firebrand, Manhunter, Human Bomb, The Ray, Quicksilver, and others! Plus: an interview with Chuck Cuidera. Pack includes one copy each of Golden Age Greats Spotlight #2 TP and Men of Mystery #12 & #22, bagged.
Pack (x3), b&w	$38.95

ACTIVE IMAGES

HIP FLASK: UNNATURAL SELECTION WIDESCREEN HARDCOVER LIMITED EDITION 
Active Images and Comicraft have put together a special edition of their smash-hit, Hip Flask: Unnatural Selection! This 48-page, oversized hardcover features cover-to-cover painted art by Ladronn, and collects the re-mastered and expanded "widescreen" art from Unnatural Selection, along with pages and covers from Hip Flask: Elephantmen. This Limited Edition (only 500 copies available) features a different cover and also includes a beautiful new illustration by Ladronn, signed-and-numbered by Starkings, Casey and Ladronn! The Standard Hardcover version is also still available! NOTE: Quantities are limited. Allocations may occur.
LTD/HC, 48pg, FC 	$49.95
REG/HC, 48pg, FC (STAR19898)	$29.95

HIP FLASK LADRONN SKETCHBOOK SC
by Ladronn
The Hip Flask Sketchbook features 24 pages of previously unseen inked character sketches and finished convention drawings by Ladronn. This book features an ivory cardstock cover.
SC, 6x9, 24pg, b&w	$9.95

TIM SALE "CHINA GIRL" PRINT
by Tim Sale
On one of his regular trips to Europe to promote his work in the French and Spanish markets, Batman, Hulk and Catwoman artist Tim Sale produced this beautiful "China Girl" illustration for the Album comic book store in Paris. Active Images secured a hundred copies of the print - which Tim has individually signed and numbered - and they're making them available for just $19.95 each! 
Print, 10x17, FC	$19.95

A.C.T.O.R.

DF/ACTOR X-MEN GOLD TEAM LITHOGRAPH
by Joe Quesada
Mighty Joe Quesada creates another Marvel Masterpiece, and DF is bringing it to you as this exclusive Lithograph benefiting ACTOR! Featuring the X-Men - Wolverine, Iceman, Bishop, Archangel, Colossus, Storm - set for attack against an unseen foe! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb. Gallerie Silk stock, this masterpiece will be a treasured addition to your collection!
Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99

DF/ACTOR SPIDER-MAN LIMITED EDITION LITHOGRAPH
by David Michael Beck
This Amazing litho by painter, David Michael Beck features his first Spider-Man image, and did we mention that it's amazing?! Measuring 18" x 24", this lithograph is printed on 80lb Gallerie Art Silk stock. 
Litho, 18x24, FC	$24.99

DF/ACTOR WHITE QUEEN LITHOGRAPH 
by Salvador Larroca
New Size! New Price! Same Great Quality and Art! X-Men artist Salvador Larroca and colorist Liquid create a masterpiece and unleash the devil in the X-Men's own White Queen on this brand-new DF Exclusive Lithograph benefiting ACTOR! Best of all we're offering this incredible piece of art in a new size, but with all of the exceptional quality you've come to expect from a DF Lithograph! Measuring 11" x 17" and printed on archival 80lb. Gallerie Silk stock, this masterpiece will be a treasured addition to your collection! 
Litho, 11x17, FC	$16.99

DF/ACTOR ULTIMATE VENOM LITHOGRAPH 
by Mark Bagley
Ultimate Spider-Man artist Mark Bagley and colorists Transparency Digital create a masterpiece and unleash the evil of Ultimate Venom on this brand-new DF Exclusive Lithograph! Best of all we're offering this incredible piece of art in a new size but with all of the exceptional quality you've come to expect from a DF Lithograph! Measuring 11" x 17" and printed on archival 80lb. Gallerie Silk stock, this masterpiece will be a treasured addition to your collection! 
Litho, 11x17, FC	$16.99

DF/ACTOR SPIDER-MAN: GREEN GOBLIN TRIUMPHANT SIGNED LITHOGRAPH
by Jae Lee
A brand new image by artist Jae Lee and colorist Jose Villarrubia - created exclusively for Dynamic Forces! The Green Goblin finally achieves victory over Spider-Man and learns of his identity as Peter Parker! This lithograph was created by Lee in homage to the classic original artwork by John Romita Sr. seen in Amazing Spider-Man #39 and #40! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on 100lb Gallery Art Silk stock.
Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99

DF/ACTOR SPIDER-MAN: DIRTY DOZEN LITHOGRAPH
by John Estes 
What happens when 12 of Spider-Man's most dastardly and deadly foes get together to attack him? What happens when the Spider is caught in the middle of the web, and he's the prey, not the predator? This image was created and painted by John Estes exclusively for Dynamic Forces, featuring everyone from Venom to the classics Rogues' Gallery members: the Green Goblin, Doctor Octopus, the Lizard, Carnage, the Vulture, the Sandman, Electro, Kraven the Hunter, the Scorpion and the Rhino! Printed on 80lb Gallerie Silk stock and measuring a perfect 18" x 24", this limited edition lithograph can be yours for only $19.99!
Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99

DF/ACTOR HULK VS. WOLVERINE LITHOGRAPH! 
by David Finch 
Artist David Finch - recently taking on art chores in the Ultimate Marvel Universe - depicts two of comic's most deadly foes in this brand-new DF lithograph! Featuring an attacking Wolverine and a defiant Incredible Hulk. Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb Gallerie Silk stock, this masterpiece is highlighted by the incredible coloring by June Chung!
Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99

DF/ACTOR THE DARKNESS: PRELUDE #1 COVER A
This exclusive The Darkness: Prelude begins the process of reintroducing mobster Jackie Estacado to the world of comics, this time courtesy of the writing of Paul Jenkins (Origin, Spider-Man) and the talented penciling of Jae (Fantastic Four, Captain America) Lee. Jackie glows with renewed vigor and energy in this limited edition story that needed to be told! Each copy comes with a certificate of authenticity!  
FC, 32pg	$5.00

DF/ACTOR THE DARKNESS #1-LIMITED FAN CLUB COVER EDITION
This extremely limited edition of The Darkness #1 was originally given to Top Cow fan club members as part of their fan club package. If you weren't around then, here's your opportunity to get this cool limited edition issue!
FC, 32pg	$10.00

DF/ACTOR STREET FIGHTER #1-EXCLUSIVE ALTERNATE FOIL 
Dynamic Forces and Udon Studios have teamed up to bring you one of the hottest comics of 2003! 
FC, 32pg	$10.00

ADHOUSE BOOKS

PROJECT: TELSTAR SIGNED-&-NUMBERED LIMITED EDITION BOOK
by Various
In celebration of the one-year anniversary of the release of Project: Telstar, AdHouse Books offers this ultra-limited (100) signed-and-numbered edition of this fantastic "spacial-robotic" anthology! This version of the book includes a metallic paper tip-in signature plate with 22 signatures from the various creators, plus two bonus limited full-color postcards. And it all comes wrapped up in a non-static re-sealable computer bag!
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x9, 192pg, b&w	$30.00

TELSTAR LIMITED EDITION SILKSCREEN PRINT
by Jay Ryan
Show your robot love as Indy music fan-favorite poster artist Jay Ryan captures the spirit of Project: Telstar with this limited edition (300 copies) two-color silkscreen poster! Created to commemorate the Project: Telstar Travelling Art Show, the image comes printed on heavyweight cardstock.
Print, 15x25, PC	$15.00

ADV MANGA

R2 VOLUME 1 TP
by Maki Hakoda
Bi-Kwang and Hwa-Rin are still on an expedition to find Hwa-Rin's grandfather, but their journey is interrupted when they are forced to fight Sang Pil "Gold Cobra" and his men for guardianship of the Sword of the Flowers. The two are outnumbered, and Sang Pil walks away the victor and possessor of the sword. Bi-Kwang and Hwa-Rin's journey now becomes a desperate pursuit of Sang Pil and the Sword of the Flowers. It won't be easy, because Sang Pil is no longer their sole rival - another group is after the sword. Master Yoo, Sang Pil's superior and a man with more strength and intelligence than his young pupil, has enlisted the help of the Black Serpents, a gang that is sure to hold the sword before the end of this tale...
SC, 5x8, 186pg, b&w	$9.99

STEEL ANGEL KURUMI VOLUME 5 TP
by Hideyuki Kikuchi
When young Nakhito placed a single, innocent kiss on the lips of a sleeping girls, he got much more than he expected - the Steel Angel Kurumi, a lovely and very devoted robot companion who just happens to be a lethal warrior as well. Fists fly as Kurumi continues to engage in devastating conflict with other Steel Angels and those who would control her!
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x8, 180pg, b&w	$9.99

YOUR & MY SECRET VOLUME 1 TP
by Ai Morinaga
High schooler Nanako Momoi may be petite and adorable, but she is far from sweet - she is obnoxious, violent, and has the table manners of a wild boar. Akira Uehara, a dainty, feminine boy has, for some mysterious reason, developed quite a crush on her. One day, Akira stumbles upon Nanako's grandfather, a man best described as a mad scientist. He is performing an experiment on Nanako, but Akira manages to get in the way...and suddenly finds that he and Nanako have switched bodies!
SC, 5x8, 186pg, b&w	$9.99

FULL METAL PANIC! VOLUME 5 TP
by Shouji Gato & Retsu Tateo
Kaname and Tessa have been captured! The terrorist group A-21 is desperate for information, and it's attempting to use the girls to get data out of Kalinin. The girls' only hope is escape, but success looks bleak, unless they can destroy a massive weapon held by the terrorists. If A-21 can manage to activate it, the result could prove to be catastrophic. Only one man has the power to get the huge machine moving. Will he succeed, or will Chidori and Tessa be able to stop him in time? Watch these girls in action and see firsthand if they can escape their captors in the next thrilling installment of Full Metal Panic!
SC, 5x8, 172pg, b&w	$9.99

LOUIE THE RUNE SOLDIER VOLUME 2 TP
by Jun Sasameyuki
Escaping elvish prisons, dueling arrogant knights, avenging murders... Louie's just getting started in his new profession, but he's beginning to realize that life as an adventurer is a lot more time consuming than he anticipated! With the aid of his trusty companions, a handful of enchanted tools, and a pair of rock-solid fists, the street fighter-gone-hero continues his mad-cap adventures. But when Louie is challenged to a duel by Conrad, official knight of Mylee (and Melissa's fiancée), the question arises -is it finally time to learn swordplay too? Sword or fist, city or forest, Louie tries his best to get a handle on the whole hero thing - and busts a few heads along the way!
SC, 5x8, 174pg, b&w	$9.99

THOSE WHO HUNT ELVES VOLUME 4 TP
by Yu Yugami
The Elf Hunters continue their journey through the bizarre alien world, searching for the fragments of the mystical spell that is their only way back to Japan. When the Hunters reach a town full of fortunetellers, they decide to enlist their help to locate the Elves with the remaining spell fragments. But in that town, the Hunters encounter a strange cult led by an Elf with a horribly evil agenda. Before you know it, Junpei, Airi, Ritsuko, and Celcia are taking her on to save the world!
SC, 5x8, 202pg, b&w	$9.99

RULER OF THE LAND VOLUME 3 TP
by Kook Jin Jeon
Bi-Kwang is in danger! The search for Hwa-Rin's grandfather continues and the Sword of the Flowers remains coveted by the most abject of men. The journey becomes a perilous one, and after Sang-Pil immobilizes Hwa-Rin, a furious Bi-Kwang seeks revenge, only to be bulldozed by his enemy's men. When death seems inevitable, the Black Winds appear, but can they save the young adventurer? Meanwhile, Hwa-Rin is nowhere to be found! Unbeknownst to her friend, she is now a guest in the house of the Lord of the Thousand Horses, an extremely hostile place, full of ill intentions...
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x8, 202pg, b&w	$9.99

SKY BLADE SWORD OF THE HEAVENS VOLUME 1 TP
by Kang Suk Hyung
Jih-Ro was destined from birth to become a great conqueror. But then he learns that there is another-someone born on the same day at the same time-who shares this destiny. One must become the conqueror - the other must die! While searching for the other destined one, Jih-Ro meets Il-Geum. When he learns that Il-Geum was born on the same day at the same time, he begins to suspoect that Il-Geum is the other one. Their meeting proves to be no mere coincidence, however, as they continue on a journey filled with danger, humor, and the promise of new friendships.
SC, 5x8, 184pg, b&w	$9.99

FANTASY LAND VOLUME 1 TP
by Si Young Lee
Ji-Yoon's life is a mess! Her father has decided that she must get married as soon as she graduates high school - the last thing she wants! As she walks the streets in her gloom, she is strangely drawn to a statue in a shop window. She purchases it for a bargain price and brings it home. The day that Ji-Yoon dreads the most arrives - the day she must meet her new fiance. But she is saved from her fate when the statue comes to life and takes her to another world, a world where Ki Yoon is known as Princess Isdale, and she must battle against the evil Cardiff, who covets her Lunar Mirror. Has she escaped the frying pan only to land in the fire?
SC, 5x8, 196pg, b&w	$9.99

SWEET & SENSITIVE VOLUME 1 TP
by Eun Ah Park
Ee-Ji has a problem. She's not sure which boy she wants to be involved with! On one hand there's Han-Gyul. He was her first crush from her elementary school days, and even though they are in high school, she still hasn't forgotten him. But on the other hand, there's Sae-Ryun. He's Han-Gyul's best friend, and even though he is very rude and picks on Ee-Ji all the time, he has a certain something that Han-Gyul lacks. Who will she pick - or will the decision be made for her?
SC, 5x8, 200pg, b&w	$9.99

AIT/PLANETLAR

DEMO #7
by Brian Wood & Becky Cloonan
Echoing current events, this issue puts us in the boots of John Hatfield, a poor kid who enlists in the army for college tuition. It's the only option for kids where he's from, to have anything that even resembles a future. But when war breaks out and he's shipped overseas, his natural talent to never miss his target becomes his curse... because Johnny just doesn't want to shoot anyone. Torn between doing his duty, and killing, and living with his conscience, or to be court-martialed and lose his best chance to provide for himself and his family, John's story isn't over when you come to the last page.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (7 of 12)	$2.95

HENCH GN
by Adam Beechen & Manny Bello
The fine line between 'hero' and 'villain' is just another of longtime super-villain henchman Mike Fulton's many scars. Now, faced with a terrible choice that could mean life and death for heroes, villains, his family, and himself, Mike ponders just how his normal life went so crazy. Slam-bang adventure, powerful biography and loving homage to superhero comics, Hench is a new, original graphic novel from writer Adam Beechen (Teen Titans Go!) and explosive new artist Manny Bello!
SC, 7x10, 72pg, b&w	$12.95

ALCHEMY TEXTS

ARMAGEDDON PATROL: FIRST MISSION #2
by John Short & Alex Paterson
The three-issue mini-series of the title that asks the question: "What if super-heroes had fought in Vietnam?" continues. September 1967 sees the American super-humans drafted and posted to the war in 'Nam. But can even super-powers help against guerilla warfare tactics? Join Maiden America and the rest of the team for their First Mission in-country!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 28pg (2 of 3)	$3.50

ALTERNATIVE COMICS

A FINE MESS #2
by Matt Madden
Matt Madden returns with exciting and challenging new short stories that invite the reader to explore new vistas of comics structure and storytelling. "Prisoner of Zembla" tells the tale of an exiled philologist who makes a doomed last stand to save the written alphabet of her native language. "The Envoy" is the tale of four hardy seamen who accompany an eminent scientist and his young daughter on a perilous mission to uncharted Arctic waters. "La Mulata de Córdoba" is a retelling of a legend from colonial Mexico about a witch who conjures magic from a source we are all close to: the drawn line. Rounding off the issue will be another installment of Madden's acclaimed "Exercises in Style." Oversized format.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 8x9, 32pg	$3.50

GONGWANADON GN
by Thomas Herpich
Weaving layers of subtlety and symbol around simple, raw, emotional cores, these new works place emphasis on the expressive power of Herpich's drawings. Although the approaches and techniques used in each story are varied, this is a unified collection. These are stories about relationships. Herpich is fascinated with the deforming consequences of evaded responsibility and lax discipline that seem inherent in human interaction. The centerpieces of the book, "Gongwanadon 1" and "Gongwanadon 2," come from a series of experiments by the author, focusing on spontaneity, risk, and intuition. The results are consistently inventive, morally aggressive, and, above all, graphically stunning.
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x11, 48pg, b&w	$4.95

HICKEE VOLUME 2 #2
by Various
This anthology consists of really funny stories by tremendously talented cartoonists. Each strip flows beautifully from panel to panel, demonstrating an amazing aptitude for expression and nuance. The animation backgrounds of the contributing cartoonists really shine through the impeccable pacing of the strips. Contributors include Graham Annable, Paul Brown, Vamberto Maduro, Joe White, David Bogan, Razmig Mavlian, Nathan Stapley, and Scott Campbell. Oversized format.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 8x9, 48pg	$4.95

AMAZE INK/SLAVE LABOR GRAPHICS PUBLISHING

Amaze Ink

EMILY AND THE INTERGALACTIC LEMONADE STAND
by Ian Smith & Tyson Smith
Earth is under attack! Aliens invade! Robots fight in the streets, battling over the most desirable piece of real estate just discovered in the suburban outskirts of the Cosmos. Emily is 11. She has a giant robot, a lemonade stand, and would kill for a pony. Somehow she's Earth's savior!
SC, 7x10, 96pg, FC	$12.95

LITTLE GLOOMY ADVENTURES #2: CRYPT OF CREEPS
by Landry Walker & Eric Jones 
Return to the world of Frightsylvania with three all-new Little Gloomy adventures presented in full-color! This stand-alone issue is a perfect introduction to the creepy world of Slave Labor's cartoon horror, and a great opportunity to rediscover why Little Gloomy is one of Disney Adventures' most popular comics!
FC, 24pg	$3.95

Slave Labor Graphics

BEAR #5
by Jamie Smart
Bear Vengeance! Cor? Yes! See our dinky hero strike back at the world that torments him! Also: Fun with lawnmowers and flammable aerosols, the bear and looshkin baybeez (hee hee aww), and evil puppetry! Plus: Looshkin gets killed off! Really?! That sounds like a dumb idea in sales terms. Fwinggggg!
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

BEAR SHIRT #4: EEEEE!
by Jamie Smart
More big crazy fun from Jamie Smart. This time Bear is on Fire! White design on a black t-shirt. Available in Men's sizes Small to XX-Large; or in babydoll sizes Small to Extra-Large. 
MEN'S-S-XL	PI
MEN'S-XXL	PI
BABYDOLL--S-XL	PI

EVENFALL #8
by Pete Stathis
The bird-man Don Greycloud guides Phoebe to the cave of an ancient witch known as the Zuri Ramla. It is their hope that the Ramla will cure Phoebe of her poisoned wound, but the locals say those who seek out the old witch are never seen or heard from again...
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

GLOOMCOOKIE #20
by Serena Valentino & Harley Sparx
Sebastian wakes up after having passed out at the club, and learns Lex is dead and he never brought her back - his memory comes back to him revealing some startling surprises and tragic events.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

GLOOMCOOKIE VOLUME 1 TP-NEW PRINTING
by Serena Valentino & Ted Naifeh
Collects issues #1-6, plus sketches, fan art, and pin-ups by Roman Dirge, Tommy Kovac, and Eric Jones. 
SC, 7x10, 240pg, b&w	$18.95

I FEEL SICK #1-NEW PRINTING
by Jhonen Vasquez
I Feel Sick is a testament to love and friendship's uncanny ability to make one buckly at the knees and purge the contents of one's stomach in the most violently projectile of manners. Will the spasms quit long enough for Devi to hold the paintbrush and finish a painting?
FC, 32pg	$3.95

JOHNNY THE HOMICIDAL MANIAC #6-NEW PRINTING
by Jhonen Vasquez
Enter the dark corners of the human psyche in these hilarious and thought-provoking episodes in the life of Johnny. "[F]unny, poignant, horrifically violent and dashed with moments of genuine artistry [...] one of the most unique and affecting graphic novels ever committed to print."-Alasdair Stuart, Savant
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

LITTLE SCROWLIE #6
by Todd Meister & Jennifer Feinberg
Fashion zombies begin their slow, credit card-enabled takeover of America; starting with the malls, as Scrowlie and co. continue their journey through Hell. Caught in the clutches of the feared albino lick-monsters of outer Hell, the cats' hopes of rescuing their mentor and misinformed magus, James, appear to fade.
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

LITTLE SCROWLIE T-SHIRT
by Jamie Smart
Here's some ghost- and kitty-ridden goodness that you can wear! Fight the fashion zombies and get the first-ever Little Scrowlie shirt. Double-sided white design on a black t-shirt. Available in Men's sizes Small to XX-Large; or in babydoll sizes Small to Extra-Large. 
MEN'S-S-XL	PI
MEN'S-XXL	PI
BABYDOLL--S-XL	PI

NIGHTMARES & FAIRY TALES #9
by Serena Valentino & FSc
Annabelle, Gwen, and her new friend Bunny find themselves in a haunted house full of mirrors that trap the souls of dead children... Hopefully Annabelle will be able to save them. 
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

SQUEE! TP-NEW PRINTING
by Jhonen Vasquez
Squee reminds us all of what childhood was all about - witnessing vicious dog attacks, being abducted by aliens, discovering your schoolmates are all zombies, and having dinner at Satan's house. Ah, youth! 
SC, 7x10, 144pg, b&w	$15.95

STREET ANGEL #2
by Jim Rugg & Brian Maruca
The Sharks meet the Crips in West Side Story 2 - minus the singing, dancing, and title! Street Angel teams up with Ireland's first astronaut and Inti, the Incan Sun God, to sort out a 400-year-old Spanish conquistadors/pirates vs. Incans and ninjas street battle royale.
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

TUPELO TP
by Matt DeGennaro & Phil Elliott
In 1977, Famous Monsters led by the eccentric Captain Tupelo, burned up Greenwich Village's punk scene. When the Monsters broke up, rumors spread of a strange street avenger. They called him "Captain Tupelo." Today, few remember the story. Until one night...and one murder. This edition collects the original 4-issue run and includes a Famous Monsters music CD!
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 144pg, b&w	$17.95

AMAZING MOON FACTORY

AMAZING ADVENTURES FROM ZOOM'S ACADEMY TP
Here is the critically acclaimed Zoom's Academy young adult novel that is currently in development as a major motion picture. Zoom's is an upbeat and emotional father-daughter story that involves an unpopular teenager who finds out that she has superpowers. The book is full of surprises and twists that will keep you glued to every page!
SC, 7x10, 148pg, b&w	$9.95

ANARCHY STUDIOS / HARRIS COMICS

Anarchy Studios

VAMPI: VICIOUS CIRCLE #2
by B. Clay Moore & Gabriel Rearte
Hunting the Hunters: Vampi climbs the corporate ladder to discover some of the truth behind the Headhunters and their prey. This is a whole new world for Vampi, where people are set in their ways and won't fight back; they're content and Vampi isn't. There's something wrong with their status quo and she's not giving up hope... no matter how much they've lost it. Written by Hawaiian Dick's B. Clay Moore, with artwork by Gabriel Rearte and Dub. Regular cover by Dub; Alternate cover by Kevin Lau, limited to 1,000 copies.
REG. CVR.-FC, 32 pg	$2.99
LTD. CVR.-FC, 32 pg	$9.95

Harris Comics

VAMPIRELLA COMICS MAGAZINE #6
by Various
Murder, music and mayhem! Delve into the summer conventions and movies, with overviews, reviews and interviews with the horror gurus around the media madness. Check out original the Vampirella comic from Frank Tieri (Weapon X) and Greg Scott (Gotham Central). And Vampirella meets the Scurvy Dogs! By the top dogs themselves, Andrew Boyd and Ryan Yount! Painted cover by Dan Brereton (Nocturnals). Photo cover of model Kitana Baker limited to 1,500.
ART COVER-Magazine, 48pg, PC	$3.95
PHOTO COVER-Magazine, 48pg, PC	$9.95

VAMPIRELLA VS LADY DEATH PLATINUM SET
This collector's set includes all three issues featuring Vampirella and Lady Death! Three hard-to-find issues that includes: Vampirella vs Lady Death #1 Gold Edition, Vampirella vs Lady Death: The Revenge #1 Platinum Edition, and Vampirella vs Lady Death: The End #1 Platinum Edition. Offered at a special price and will not be available again!
Set (x3), FC	$19.95

ANGEL GATE

BLACK TIDE #11
by Debbie Bishop & Nar
SECRETS REVEALED: Part Two-Truths are revealed as Justin remembers more of his past. Kaila attempts to outwit her ultimate rival Catharta. Theros discovers dark secrets of Atlantis. Cover A by Norm Breyfogle; Cover B (wraparound) by Alex Amezcua.
COVER A-FC, 32pg	$2.95
COVER B-FC, 32pg	$2.95

THE 10TH MUSE VOLUME 2: ROUND TWO TP
by Marv Wolfman & Roger Cruz 
The Muse packs her bags and goes on her first out-of-dimension journey to save her best friends from the hands of Medusa's spell. To locate the mysterious Minotaur, she is off to the Savage World - where she teams up with the Savage Dragon! More importantly, the realm of Tellos holds a secret to her past! Collecting issues #5-#8. From the pages of this month's Playboy to the pages of The 10th Muse, Rena Mero (a.k.a. the WWE's "Sable"), graces the cover of this collection!
SC, 7x10, 112pg, FC 	$14.99

ANGRY DOG PRESS

POTLATCH #3
by Various
Potlatch is a benefit book to aid the SPA (Smalll Press Association), whose mission is to support the reading and creation of comics. The SPA provides a forum for feedback and sharing of information, along with a printing service. In addition, the SPA offers to schools a teaching program for creating comics (involving both art and math). The anthology features 14 contributors on ten stand-alone illustrated tales!
b&w, 64pg	$6.95

ANTARCTIC PRESS

ANGELS 750 #2
by Ted Nomura
The all-new, all-girl 750cc motorcycle club is facing a dilemma. While they constantly try to promote motorcycle safety and, most important of all, common sense, the rival boy's motorcycle club not only challenges them to a duel, but brings tragic results upon themselves!
b&w, 32pg (2 of 9)	$2.99

ASSEMBLY POCKET MANGA TP
by Sherard Jackson
This is a tale of war in a desperate future.  Giant mechanized warriors are locked in perpetual struggle, but it's the feeling core, the pilots, who fuel the war.  What motivates Shon, a young woman living in poverty, to sign away her freedom to face almost certain death?
SC, 5x7, 142pg, b&w	$9.99

DICTATORS: HITLER #3
by Ted Nomura
This third issue depicts Hitler's rise to power after the Great War. From his time as a spy for the Army investigating the new "Socialist" party, to a failed coup attempt, and ultimately to his succession to President Hindenburg, Adolf Hitler puts Germany on a collision course with the rest of the world!  
b&w, 32pg (3 of 4)	$2.99

DRAGON ARMS: CHAOS BLADE #6
by David Hutchison
The Ultimate Manga Fantasy-Epic comes to an unrelenting climax.  In the wake of the final battle between Eon and Naga, only time can judge victory and human cost against a bitter speculation: Is the war over, or has it merely begun?
b&w, 32pg (6 of 6)	$2.99

GOLD DIGGER #54
by Fred Perry
Barbra "Crush" Duncan, a hero coerced into villainy, has almost paid her debt to society. Her good friend Danielle "The Avenger" Carter comes from NYC to the Federal Meta-Detention Center in Florida for her release. However, Crime Syndicate X stage a massive prison siege that same day, leaving Barbra and Danielle trapped inside. Luckily, Agency Zero agents 'Gia and Xane are there too...
FC, 32pg	$2.99

HOW NOT TO DRAW MANGA SPECIAL TP
by John Kantz with Chris Reid
All your manga are belong to us! Any book can show you "How to" - this book shows you how not to do it. Join the only tongue-in-cheek instructional guide you will ever need to Anime Bimbos, Loners with Huge Swords, and Big Gad-dumb Robots! Draw, Otaku, Draw!!!
SC, 7x10, 192pg, b&w	$19.95 

I HUNT MONSTERS #4
by Rod Espinosa & Craig Babiar
Along with Aarna the sorceress and the vampire Delilah, William Warlock investigates a series of zombie attacks in New York's labyrinthine subways. There they meet a diabolical Zombie Lord turning slack-jawed winos and unsuspecting tourists into powerful juju zombie slaves to take over Manhattan!
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

MANGAZINE #56
Get on board Mangazine, the longest-running American manga compilation! Read the American manga pioneer series Ninja High School, "Families of Altered Wars," Gold Digger and more! It's Mangazine, the biggest package of anime- and manga-inspired comedy, action and adventure in America for over 15 years! A good buy, a great read! Squarebound.
SC, 7x10, 150+pg, PC	$9.99

NEOTOPIA POCKET MANGA VOLUME 1 TP
by Rod Espinosa
In a world where Man has finally learned to exist in harmony with Nature, the citizens of Mathenia live happily under their beloved Grand Duchess. Unknown to them, she is Nalyn, a commoner impersonating Nydia, the real Duchess. When Nalyn is kidnapped by an enemy country bent on bringing back the age of technological excess, she must lead her country to war!
SC, 5x7, 168pg, FC	$9.99

NEOTOPIA POCKET MANGA VOLUME 2 TP
by Rod Espinosa
Defeated by betrayal, Nalyn flees Mathenia for the open ocean, into the hands of rogue sky pirates. She and her crew gain friendship and freedom, only to fly into the largest storm they've ever seen. Badly damaged, the ship limps to the shore of the Island of Eriden, where Nalyn rushes repairs, fearing she will draw Krossian Army down upon the island's natives.
SC, 5x7, 168pg, FC	$9.99

NEOTOPIA VOLUME 3 #4 
by Rod Espinosa
THE BATTLE FOR LESAZON'S FREEDOM-Their defenses broken, the Lesazonians' leader, Nara, sounds the retreat into the deep caverns below their once-beautiful land; the crew of the Majestic Explorer suffer a terrible defeat, their members seriously injured; and Nalyn's life hangs in the balance as the final battle for Lesazon begins!
FC, 32pg	$2.99

NINJA HIGH SCHOOL #118
by Katie Bair
Explosions! Violence! Giant robots! Sinister organizations! Godhood revealed! and worldwide apocalypse - all featured in the previous issue! In this issue, Thor must deal with the aftermath! He's discovered that he's the son of a god, the girl he loves just doesn't like him "that" way, and Death (and his yo-yo-wielding ninja sidekick) may be the only answer to his mounting problems!
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

QUAGMIRE USA #3
by Ben Dunn 
Kassy, Bento, and Asagi have found Ricky in a fairy realm and now must help him invade a massive fortress and destroy a soul-twisting magical artifact. But will Tomorrow Girl spoil everything? Can they work as a team? Why do the fairies have a copy of the artifact? And is Bento really expected to sleep with the girls while camping out?
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

YOU CAN DRAW MANGA #6
by Dunn, Hutchison, Espinosa & Denham
The masters continue to reveal the secrets of the intricate manga style! Manga maestros Ben Dunn, David Hutchison, Rod Espinosa and more show you how "You Can!" master tricky techniques with easy-to-follow, step-by-step lessons, tips, and insight! Now you can draw manga, the hottest art style in the universe!
b&w, 32pg	$4.95

APC

ASSASSIN SCHOOL VOLUME 2 #4
by Phil Littler & Enrique Corts
Dr. Ivan Bender has created an army of robots - and he wants to take over the world. Assassin School's Emma Lee tries to hunt down the evil Bender - but she runs into a few problems along the way! Featuring the dazzling art of Enrique Corts, colors from Len O'Grady and the super-script of Phil Littler... it's no wonder why Assassin School has become a hit with comic fans around the world!!!
FC, 32pg	$3.50

DARKHAM VALE PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE SUPER SET
by Jack Lawrence
A Previews Exclusive! Darkham Vale can be simply described as one of the biggest Indie smash hits of 2003... and now you have the chance to get every copy of the first series in one collector's pack, featuring every comic and every cover with a brand new exclusive printing of the first issue!
Set, FC	$45.00

MONSTER CLUB VOLUME 2 #1
by Richard Emms & Theo Bain 
With the announcement of the animated movie, Monster Club has become an independent comic smash-hit. The Monsters have won the battle - but will they win the war? Introducing a brand new character to the team... including Allysia, an assassin out for Monster blood! 
FC, 32pg	$3.50

MONSTER CLUB VOLUME 2 #1 PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE SKETCHED EDITION
by Richard Emms & Theo Bain 
A Previews Exclusive! Limited to only 75 copies worldwide this previews exclusive is a must for Monster Club fans. All copies come with an original sketch from series artist Theo Bain, along with a certificate of authenticity. Each copy is numbered on the cover. 
FC, 32pg	$49.95

ARCANA STUDIO

EZRA #1
by Sean O'Reilly & Alfonso Ruiz
As a medieval mercenary, Ezra is always for hire... for the right price. She has accepted a job from a deadly band of thieves led by Barak Bacillus. But before her quest has even begun, she finds herself shackled and held captive on a brigand's ship. She'll need more than her good looks to stay alive... Bi-monthly.
FC, 32pg	$2.95

ANT #1-2ND PRINTING
by Mario Gully with Repovski
To escape a less-than-perfect home life, eight-year old Hanna Washington writes in her journal and draws fantastic stories. The contents of her journal are what many comic scholars have dubbed a 'juvenile power fantasy,' as she has created a fictitious world where she can act out her noble aspirations as her adult superhero ego... Ant! Ant #1 was a complete sell-out! Now Arcana Studios offers this second printing with an alternate penciled cover! Bi-monthly.
FC, 32pg	$2.95

ARCHAIA STUDIOS PRESS

ARTESIA ANNUAL #3
by Mark Smylie
This third Annual for the Artesia series contains a full "History of the Known World, including nine "pages of detailed timelines and nine accompanying maps to chart the history of the Artesia setting. Plus, two short stories bridge the gap between last year's Artesia: Afire series and the forthcoming Artesia: Besieged. In "The Throne of Huelt," Urgrayne and the head of Bran return to the Citadel of Dara Dess, and in "Helmets & Heartaches," Artesia and her captains hear a love story about the Usurper and Queen Nihagen.
MATURE READERS
FC, 48pg	$4.95

ARCHIE COMICS

ARCHIE #549
by Various
"Unbalanced" (by Craig Boldman & Stan Goldberg): Art is in the eye of the beholder, but when it gets into the hands of Archie and Jughead, watch out! "Sooo Cute!": It runs in the family - Betty's 11-year-old cousin has a crush on Archie, too! "It's A Mad Ad World" (by George Gladir & Goldberg): Archie longs for the good old days, when advertising was subliminal instead of blatant! "Wonder Women" (by Gladir & Goldberg): Today's empowered women have Archie feeling like a damsel in distress!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARCHIE & FRIENDS #83
by John Workman & Dan Parent
"TV Tribulations": The search for a BIG TV at the BIG discount store leads to BIG headaches for Archie and his friends!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ARCHIE DIGEST #208
by Various
The adventures of America's favorite teen continue with new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$2.39

ARCHIE'S DOUBLE DIGEST #153
by Various
What's better than a digest full of those teen dream queens Betty & Veronica? A double digest full of new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$3.59

BETTY #139
by Various & Stan Goldberg
"Three is Just Perfect" (by George Gladir & Goldberg): The love triangle of the new Millenium - Archie/Betty/Adam - continues! "Life is no Picnic" (by Mike Pellowski & Goldberg): A day in the country is anything but when Archie and Betty share a Murphy's law picnic. "Trust is a Must" (by Barbara Slate & Goldberg): Betty learns to trust her instincts in this sweet tale!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

BETTY & VERONICA #201
by Various & Jeff Schultz
"Running From Hot and Cold" (by Kathleen Webb & Schultz): The girls can't decide what's worse - the sweltering heat outside or the frigid air conditioning inside! "Nature Girl" (by Webb & Schultz): Veronica "roughs it" her way - by buying all the latest high-priced hiking aids! "Marked Woman" (by Webb & Schultz): It seems like a good idea when the hunk on the beach writes his number on Betty's ankle... until she takes a swim, that is! "Ideal Scenario" (by Mike Pellowski & Schultz): Betty and Veronica realize that when it comes to reality, their idea of the "ideal lifeguard"... and "ideal man"... is all wet!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

BETTY & VERONICA DIGEST #149
by Various
Bright and brassy, bold and beautiful, blonde and brunette - teen dream queens Betty & Veronica romp through this collection of new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$2.39

BETTY & VERONICA DOUBLE DIGEST #125
by Various
What's better than a digest full of those teen dream queens Betty & Veronica? A double digest full of them! Featuring new stories and classic tales.
Digest, FC	$3.59

JUGHEAD #159
by Craig Boldman & Rex Lindsey
"The Pooch Plot": Jughead has gone to the dogs... or at least his name has, when Trula Twyst names her dog after the crowned one!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

JUGHEAD WITH ARCHIE DIGEST #194
by Various
If you think Archie gets into trouble on his own, check out the action when he teams up with Jughead! Featuring new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$2.39

JUGHEAD'S DOUBLE DIGEST #105
by Various
It's double-decker sandwiches and double-trouble as the irrepressible Jughead tilts the laugh-o-meter in this uproarious collection of new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$3.59

LAUGH DIGEST #194
by Various
The timeless high school hijinx of the entire Riverdale gang are highlighted in this hilarious collection of new stories and classic tales! 
Digest, FC	$2.39

PALS-N-GALS DOUBLE DIGEST #86
by Various
The spotlight is on the wonderful cast of Archie supporting characters, in this double-digest featuring new stories and classic tales!
Digest, FC	$3.59

SABRINA THE TEENAGE WITCH #59
by Tania del Rio 
The annual Greenvale High Blue Ribbon Basketball tournament is here again - and with it the tradition of players giving ribbons to the girls they want to cheer for them. Sabrina gets a ribbon from Harvey and is anxious to cheer him on, but a sly sprite she meets in Charm School has other ideas. Meanwhile, Sabrina must ponder Amy's jealousy/loneliness; and complete one of the most important steps in Charm School by making her own broom!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

SONIC THE HEDGEHOG #138
by Various
"The Return to Angel Island" Part 1 (of 4-by Karl Bollers, Jon Gray, & Mike Higgins): Sonic, Knuckles, and the Chaotix go back to the magical island to find it a far worse place than last seen. Overrun by Robotnik, Dingo's and the Dark Legion, one can only wonder: have the Guardians faltered, and can the island ever be the same?! Find out in this epic tale! "My Dinner with Sonic" (by Ken Penders, Steven Butler, & Jim Amash): The popular "Mobius, 25 Years Later" saga continues! When old friendly nemeses sit down for what's supposed to be a cordial meal, it seems like there's less humble pie on the menu than steamed egos!
FC, 32pg	$2.19

VERONICA #153
by Dan Parent
"One Dad Too Many": Everyday is Father's Day for Veronica's new boyfriend, Bryan - at least it seems that way, as he keeps showing up on all their dates! Can Veronica find someone to occupy Bryan's dad's time, or are they doomed to be a crowd of three?
FC, 32pg	$2.19

ASPEN ENTERTAINMENT

FATHOM: DAWN OF WAR #0
by Krul, Caldwell, Gorder & Strain
War is coming, and even the most innocent soul cannot escape the imminent destruction. High atop a secluded mountain range, a lone military outpost stands, distancing itself away from the world and guarding secrets unknown to most of mankind. For if man were to encounter these 'secrets,' the events to follow would surely shake the earth to its core, and unleash a maelstrom of ruin never before seen in human history. Welcome to Fathom: Dawn of War #0, a completely brand new lead in to the upcoming Fathom: Dawn of War series, premiering later this summer! Featuring 12 new pages of art by Talent Caldwell, Jason Gorder and Christina Strain, (the same great creative team behind SUPERMAN!), and introducing J.T. Krul, writer of this 12-page story and future scribe of the Fathom: Dawn of War series! Also including exclusive Fathom: Dawn of War source material, character sketches, layout designs, and Aspen updates, this incredible issue is not to be missed! 
FC, 24pg	$2.50

ASTONISH COMICS

SPOONER #4
by Ted Dawson
Spooner has been described as "Archie all grown-up, and he married Betty like we all knew he would." Astonish Comics offers this monthly peek into the life of newlyweds Spooner and Roxanne, featuring compilations of the newspaper strip as well as new stories and features created especially for the books. Hailed for it's dead-on humor, unerring honesty and, dare we say it, above-average art, Spooner offers couples the chance to laugh at themselves through this comedy of errors called Marriage.
FC, 32pg	$2.99

ASYLUM PRESS

HEX OF THE WICKED WITCH TP
by Frank Forte
Once known as Salem, Massachusetts, a doomed megapolis called Salem City now stands in it's place. In this dark and evil city, witches, vampires, werewolves and voodoo priests fight an endless battle for control of it's insidious power. Alexandria, The Wicked Witch, searches for the murderers of her Coven of Seven. Only she has survived this massacre and with a vengeance! In Hell, the souls of these witches are being held captive, their energies being funneled to a powerful warlock back on Earth. The Wicked Witch must find this warlock and destroy him before his arcane magicks allow him to take control of Salem City. But time is running out as a dark prophecy, "The Dawn of Blood," approaches. Can the Wicked Witch save the city, or is it destined to destroy itself? Cover by Philip Straub.
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

SATAN GONE WILD #1
by Robert Steven Rhine, Hilary Barta, Steve Mannion, & Frank Forte
Robert Steven Rhine cooks up five tales of twisted terror, illustrated by Hilary Barta (Spider-Man), Steve Mannion (Batman), and Frank Forte (Cry for Dawn). In the first story, "Live Nudes," two rowdy college buddies explore the underbelly of New Orleans and wind up gutted; In "Eat Me," two reality show producers give the pitch of their life... or is it death?; Next, in "The Fungus Among Us," a boy's moldy tennis shoes turn into a nightmare for his family; In "Skinned Deep," a decrepit old woman longs for firmer flesh, and finds it on the jogging path... literally! Finally, a noir horror story "Private I." Cover by Frank Forte.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 40pg	$2.95

AVATAR PRESS

Pulsar Press

STARGATE SG-1: P.O.W. #3-READY FOR ACTION EDITION
by James Anthony & Jorge Correa Jr.
Hot new Stargate artist Jorge Correa Jr provides this amazing new cover of the SG-1 team ready for combat. This final issue of the P.O.W. series is action-packed as the forces of the SGC try to rescue a captive O'Neill! This exclusive cover is available here for the first time. Limited to just 1500 copies.
FC, 32pg (1 of 3)	$5.99

STARGATE SG-1 2004 CONVENTION SPECIAL-PRISM FOIL COVER EDITION
by James Anthony & Renato Guedes 
The 2004 convention season starts here, as the SG1 team rockets into Season Two continuity in an all-new tale of sci-fi adventure. When the SGC learns the location of vital tactical information about Apophis's military plans, SG1 must execute a daring snatchandgrab operation to retrieve it from the Goa'uld mothership. This special prism foil edition is limited to just 500 copies. These copies will ship bagged with a certificate of authenticity.
FC, 32pg	$12.99

Avatar Press

LANSDALE & TRUMAN'S DEAD FOLKS TP
by Joe R Lansdale & Tim Truman
The cult favorite team of Joe R. Lansdale and Timothy Truman are back together bringing all the hilarious insanity and violence that made their Jonah Hex series modern classics. Except this time the kid gloves are off as they deliver even more mayhem, death and, of course, zombies! Wayne is a bounty hunter, but he has the bad luck to be one in the middle of a desert filled with the undead. But he has to bring in his man if he wants to get paid, and the dead folks had best get out of his way if they know what's good for 'em! But of course, being dead, they don't. Joe Lansdale's over-the-top dialogue and Truman's crisp lines make this book a must-read for fans of Garth Ennis and Warren Ellis' work, if you're not already a convert to the church of Lansdale.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, b&w	$9.99

TIM VIGIL'S WEBWITCH TP
by Tim Vigil
Fans of horror rejoice, because Vigil is back! Nina the Webwitch holds a special place in the evolutionary ladder; she is the bridge between the alien Spidernation and humanity. Her choices can help determine who controls the globe in the next century. Biologically part of both worlds, but not fully embraced by either, she is torn between the desire to help the Spidernation expand, and the human's quest to rid the world of the greatest predators the Earth has seen! The collected edition include all three issues of the series, as well as the special preview story from the Web Witch Companion, with art by the master of the macabre Tim Vigil and special assists from Adam McDaniel (Witchblade)!
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, b&w	$10.99

BRIAN PULIDO'S BELLADONNA PREVIEW
by Brian Pulido & Clint Hilinski
Brian Pulido arrives at Avatar! Pulido unveils the first of his dark new offerings, Belladonna, the story of an animal-controlling witch in Ireland, circa 951 AD. She wants nothing more than a quiet ordinary life, but the Viking hordes ruin and kill everything she loves, driving her to unleash her vengeance! Contained within are the designs for the character, Brian Pulido's notes on the development of the character, pages from the story, and other exclusive materials you won't find anywhere else! This preview issue also features variant covers by Paulo Siquiera (artist on the upcoming Pulido book Gypsy) and Di Amorim (artist on the upcoming Pulido book Unholy)!
REGULAR CVR. b&w, 16pg	$1.99
SIQUIERA CVR. b&w, 16pg	$2.99
AMORIM CVR. b&w, 16pg	$2.99

NIGHTJAR: HOLLOW BONES #1
by Antony Johnston & Max Fiumara
This special one-shot unfolds the wings of Nightjar! Antony Johnston starts with an all-new text story with new pinup illustrations by series artist Max Fiumara, where we meet magic from this side of the pond, American Birds! Travel back to the birth of the jazz age, as a young girl named Demdyke arrives in New York, seeking to escape her tragic past in a whirlwind of music, drugs, sex and magic. But New York has its own Birds... and they don't take kindly to trespassers! Also included in this super-sized book are the copious design illustrations for the first Nightjar series and characters from artist Fiumara and Johnston's complete script to Nightjar #1.
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR. b&w, 40pg	$3.99
WRAPAROUND CVR. b&w, 40pg	$3.99

NIGHTJAR #4
by Antony Johnston & Max Fiumara
The story Alan Moore outlined is continuing on from where he left it two decades ago, this time by his frequent collaborator, writer Antony Johnston. In this electrifying final issue, magic, faith, and friendship are all tested to the limits as Mirrigan and the Phoenix clash for the last time. Mirrigan's power is failing, her inexperience placing everyone in danger and now she's led the Phoenix straight to her friends! But the Phoenix hasn't reckoned on the magic of the battlefield, and Mirrigan's link to the famous Pendle Witches may be stronger than anyone realized... 
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR. FC, 32pg (4 of 4)	$3.50
WRAPAROUND CVR. FC, 32pg (4 of 4)	$3.50

WARREN ELLIS' STRANGE KILLINGS: NECROMANCER #3
by Warren Ellis & Mike Wolfer
Ellis and Wolfer return for another brutal series featuring combat magician William Gravel! On a secluded Philippine island, combat magician William Gravel's female target for assassination has been found. With an army of the undead hungering for their flesh and a renegade British scientist conducting chemical weapon experiments in the tropical jungle hell, Gravel curiously chooses to let her live. But as they fight for their lives against overwhelming odds, has Gravel postponed the American reporter's deathsentence to exploit her knowledge of the island's secrets... Or is it something more? Only a trip to the Body Orchard can possibly even the odds, but Gravel may only be postponing his own inevitable demise at the hands of the zombie hordes.
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR. b&w, 32pg (3 of 6)	$3.50
WRAPAROUND CVR. b&w, 32pg (3 of 6)	$3.50

JOE R LANSDALE'S BY BIZARRE HANDS #2
by Joe R Lansdale, Dheeraj Verma & Jacen Burrows
One the most popular horror novel writers, Joe R. Lansdale, is unleashed again in this all-new series that adapts some of his favorite short stories, all chosen by Lansdale himself, into comic form for the first time. This issue features the story "Not From Detroit," with art by Italian Armando Rossi. An aging car mechanic is simply not going to let Death take his wife, so he has to outsmart him. But it's not a easy game to play with the Grim Reaper himself! With Lansdale's biting wit and razor-sharp dialogue, fans of Garth Ennis are sure to love this new six issue monthly series.
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR. b&w, 32pg (2 of 6)	$3.50
WRAPAROUND CVR. b&w, 32pg (2 of 6)	$3.50

RICH JOHNSTON'S HOLED UP #2
by Rich Johnston & Gonzalo Martinez
The most-read Internet comic columnist, Rich Johnston, is now serving up his all-new all-twisted humor series! Is the replacement postman really a Fed in disguise? Is torture the only way to get at the truth... or is it just fun? Remember, the family that flays together, stays together. But when the feds mount a siege of the Holed family's shack in Idaho, it looks like history is about to repeat itself. Rich Johnston, gossip columnist for Lying In The Gutters, continues this dark family survivalist sitcom as moves to a new level of insanity.
MATURE READERS
REG. CVR. b&w, 32pg (2 of 3)	$3.50
HOMELAND SECURITY CVR. b&w, 32pg (2 of 3)	$3.50

ALAN MOORE'S THE COURTYARD #1 & #2 WRAPAROUND SIGNED SET
by Alan Moore & Antony Johnston, & Jacen Burrows
This special set of the wraparound covers for The Courtyard #1 and 2 are signed by both the adapter Antony Johnston, and artist Jacen Burrows. This set is limited to just 150 and all copies ship in a bag and board with a certificate of authenticity.  NOTE: Quantities are limited. Allocations may occur.
MATURE READERS
Set (x2), b&w	$22.99

JUNGLE FANTASY #1/2-JUNGLE GREEN FOIL EDITION
by Robert Lugibihl & Jack Jadson
Your every jungle fantasy is finally granted, with this new ongoing series! This special #1/2 issue features the first appearance and story with the all-new jungle babe, Lorelei! Newcomer Jack Jadson provides the beautiful art on this all new story! This special foil edition is limited to just 300 copies, all of which ship in a bag and board. NOTE: Quantities are limited. Allocations may occur.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 16pg	$5.99

HELLINA VS PANDORA #0, #1, & #2-CONNECTING ADULT COVER EDITIONS
by Doug Miers & Di Amorim
This is a three-part adult triptych connecting cover set, drawn by the detail master, Juan Jose Ryp! The catfight battle for all of Hell and Earth starts right here! Avatar's greatest female warriors get sucked into the biggest conflict ever, one for control of Hell itself! Scythe has set her sites on unifying all of Hell under one ruler, but that will prove no easy task with Hellina against her. When one of Pandora's most powerful artifacts is stolen, she is thrust into the fray as well, to face off with Hellina and the legions of Hell. All three parts of this set are limited only 750 copies!  See Previews Adult for cover images. Quantities are limited. Allocations may occur.
MATURE READERS
#0 FC, 32pg	$6.00
#1 FC, 32pg	$6.00
#2 FC, 32pg	$6.00

BASEMENT COMICS / AMRYL ENTERTAINMENT

CAVEWOMAN: PANGAEAN SEA #8-GOLD FOIL EDITION
by Budd Root
Meriem and Klyde the gorilla do battle with the King Vampire in this exciting issue! Limited to only 450 copies worldwide, each issue is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity, and is bagged and boarded for protection.
b&w, 24pg	SRP: $9.95

CAVEWOMAN: "BATTLE WEARY MERIEM" ART PRINT
by Budd Root
Hey, not all her Raptor fights are a walk in the park! Meriem finishes mopping up a pack of those rascally creatures, but it wasn't easy! This limited edition Cavewoman art print measures 11" x 17" and comes printed on high-quality paper stock, suitable for framing. And now it comes in a brand new collector's envelope with new Cavewoman graphics! Limited to only 450 art prints! NOTE: Quantities are limited. Allocations may occur.
Print, 11x17, FC	MSRP: $16.00

BOTH BARRELS: THE CHEESECAKE ART OF THE MASSEY BROTHERS SPECIAL EDITION
by Devon & Mitch Massey
Devon Massey cuts loose on this sexy special cover to his new pinup book! Page after page of jungle girls, space babes, super cuties, and bodacious barbarian queens are found here! Limited to only 750 copies worldwide, each issue is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity and is bagged and boarded for protection. NOTE: Quantities are limited. Allocations may occur.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	SRP: $8.95

HEAVY METAL LIVE: THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF JULIE STRAIN #3
Now more pages than ever! This third issue of the new hit photo-pinup series is here! This full-color squarebound series once again serves up sensual women in a variety of exotic poses and settings, all under the artistic direction of internationally-known model and actress, Julie Strain! Many of the most popular models in the industry today appear in these pages and, of course, every issue features a good dose of Julie Strain as well! Also available in a Nude Cover Edition featuring Julie Strain on the cover! See this month's corresponding Previews Adult for the Nude Cover edition image.
MATURE READERS
REGULAR-FC, 48pg	$8.95
NUDE COVER-FC, 48pg 	$8.95

BECKETT COMICS

RUULE: KISS & TELL #1
by Jeff Amano, Craig Rousseau, & Giulia Brusco
Low $0.99 Cover Price! Betrayed by all legs and even more curves, Sam Swede finds himself alone and in-between the mob and dirty cops. Having immense strength never gave Sam a reason to use his noggin' much, not even as a private dick. So no one was surprised that Sam got taken to the bank when he met a dame with the upstairs to match the downstairs. The real surprise was how Sam came back and made the whole stinkin' town pay. Covers by Jeff Amano.
FC, 32pg (Note Price)	$0.99

BLACK INC! IMPRINTS

MENTHU #1
by Robert Roach
Rashan, a pro football player, has his world turned inside out when he learns that his father, Anhur, is ancient Egypt's god of war. This revelation leads him to set forth on a quest to understand his awesome new powers. 
FC, 32pg	$2.95

BLACK LIBRARY

WARHAMMER MONTHLY #82
The Black Library's all-action comic featuring storming adventure from the grim worlds of Warhammer returns with another awesome issue! This month sees Ephrael Stern being hunted by the dark powers of Chaos in Daemonifuge! The dark elf host continues its advance into Ulthuan, but there's treachery in the ranks in Darkblade! Also: Adrian Smith draws the awesome Warhammer tale with the foul Skaven rat-men making an unwelcome appearance! Plus: the usual mix of cool, high-octane strips, interviews and features!
b&w, 40pg	$3.50

DEATHWATCH GN
On countless savage battlefields across the breadth of the Imperium, the stalwart servants of the Imperium wage a bloody war against the myriad alien creatures that would see mankind exterminated. They are the ork, the eldar, the tyranids and far, far worse. The last line of defence against these foul xenos is the Deathwatch - an elite cadre of alien hunters drawn from the ranks of the Space Marines. Now an elite team of the Deathwatch, under the command of Jerron, an Ultramarine veteran has been sent to quell an alien insurrection on the Imperial planet of Pavia. But when the aliens have infiltrated Imperial society and appear to be human, the team must mark their targets carefully!
SC, 7x10, 68pg, b&w	$6.99

BLINDWOLF STUDIOS

PATRICK THE WOLF BOY: FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL
by Art Baltazar & Franco
It's that time of the year again kids! The time for bad gift ideas like crazy ties, black socks, tool-gadgets, and homemade t-shirts! You guessed it - its Father's Day! Even the Father of a Werewolf will celebrate this colossal event! Patrick returns this month and he's bringing gifts for his Dear Ol' Dad! Come join us for this special Holiday Treat and find out how Patrick makes this day a memorable one! Guest starring Zyggie the Bizzarro Alien Patrick. Recommended by Art's Dad.
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

BLUE KING STUDIOS

CITY OF HEROES #2
by Richard Dakan, Brandon McKinney, & Moose Bauman
The brand-new monthly series set in the world of City of Heroes, the upcoming MMORPG (massively-multiplayer online role-playing game), continues! Three fledgling heroes - Apex, War Witch, and Horus - have uncovered a secret laboratory where unsuspecting medical patients are being horribly transformed into the walking dead! The heroic trio must discover the identity of the mad doctor behind this scheme before he claims more victims - including our heroes! 
FC, 32pg	$2.95

BONGO COMICS 

BART SIMPSON #18
by Verrone & Rivette 
Bart is recruited by a secret agency charged with co-opting the nation's youth for missions of extreme prejudice. But is Bart in over his head or has he met his true calling? Live dangerously with Bart Simpson this June! 
FC, 32pg	$2.99

SIMPSONS COMICS #95 
by Boothby & Ortiz
Marge Simpson is in a rut. She lacks motivation and spontaneity. So she hires a life coach to help her find new meaning and a new direction. But that direction takes a bizarre turn when her life coach turns out to be ...Krusty the Clown! There's a new clown in town this June! 
FC, 32pg	$2.99

BRASS BALL COMICS

BUBBA THE REDNECK WEREWOLF #5
by Hyman, Graham, Janowsky, Nash, & Hyatt
"Double Bubba" Issue! We can't slap celebrities, but ol' Bubba can! In "Hollweird Wolf," Bubba gets his own TV show! Bubba nails mumbling rock stars, syndicated TV shrinks, exploding laywers, and LA show biz loonies. Then, Bobby Nash parodies his own comic (Jungle Fantasy) and puts Bubba in a loin cloth for eight pages of "Jungle Family."
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

BROADSWORD COMICS

TAROT: WITCH OF THE BLACK ROSE VOLUME 2 TP
by Jim Balent
This new trade paperback collects the sold-out and sought-after Tarot #7-11, featuring the two story arcs "Raven Hex: Return of the Dark Witch" and "Tarot's Journey." This second Volume will also feature a gallery of all published covers from the collected issues, a Litho Gallery, and never-before-seen art and info! A must-have for Tarot Lovers! Also available in a Previews Exclusive Deluxe Color Plate Edition, featuring a ravishing Raven Hex with her impish goblin friend, as rendered by Jim Balent exclusively for Previews! Signed by Balent and limited to 500 copies.
MATURE READERS
REGULAR-SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC	$24.99
DELUXE PX-SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC 	$34.99

SUGAR, BLOOD & ROCK-N-ROLL!! T-SHIRT
by Holly G!
The newest design in Holly G!'s "Ghouly Girlies" group of gals, this time featuring her new character Cherri Creeper (from her upcoming summer project, School Bites)! Cherri is rockin' out to every vampire gal's motto... "Sugar, Blood & Rock-n-Roll!!" The Top comes 3 ways: In an all-black gal's Raglan cap sleeve top (one-size-fits-most); in a white body/red-sleeved gal's Raglan cap sleeve top (one-size-fits-most); and in a basic black XL tee for everyone! 
BLACK/RAGLAN-OSFM	$21.99
WHITE/RAGLAN-OSFM	$21.99
BLACK/T-SHIRT-XL	$19.99

BUD PLANT

THE FIRST KINGDOM SET
by Jack Katz
Warehouse find-Publisher File Copies! This set contains 14 issues from the original 24 issue run, with each set including issue #1 plus an assortment (with no duplicates) of issues #2, #4-6, #8, #10-11, #13-16, #18-22, and #24. A complex fantasy and science fiction epic that tells of man's migration into space, the ensuing galactic battles, and the great mystery of mankind's origins before the fall of civilization back into barbarism. Highly detailed artwork, intense, with a packed storyline. Each book is introduced by top talents like Jim Steranko, Stan Lynde, and Burne Hogarth. Katz began his career in the early 1950s as a penciler for Stan Lee and Marvel Comics, and continued into the early 1970s. Then he dropped out of the mainstream to devote 12 years to this project. It was completed with book #24 in 1986. Each issue took Katz roughly 6 months to write and draw. Published by Bud Plant, 1974-1986.  NOTE: See this month's Previews Adult for cover art. 
MATURE READERS
Pack (x14), b&w	SRP: $29.95

LEG HC
Sale! Was $45.00! This explores the sensual limb as a natural sculpture, fashion statement and erogenous zone. Includes work from the world's top photographers, including Jeanloup Sieff, Man Ray and Helmut Newton, as well as painters, sculptors, and illustrators. Plus memorable moments in advertising, film, art, and culture. 120 images. Foreword by Donna Karan. GPG, 1997. 
MATURE READERS
HC, 10x13, 144pg, PC	SRP: $22.99

CASTLE RAIN ENTERTAINMENT

JACK THE LANTERN #5: THE QUEST
by Michael Angelos & Tim Vigil
The climactic end is here! The last issue of the first chapter in the Jack the Lantern trilogy continues with Tim Vigil (Faust) providing his amazing, highly detailed pencils! Following the high-octane events in the last issue, we find Jack, who has now made his first change into the body of Argotakar, now face-to-face with Roman... Jack's first real test as the new host. With Lisa gravely injured in her battle with Roman, and London Dirk's security forces making there way to the battle, Jack's mind is overcome with the full power of his fear and rage. What happens next is simply pure mayhem, and no one is safe in the end!
b&w, 28pg (5 of 5) 	$3.50

CLASSICS ILLUSTRATED JR.

CLASSIC ILLUSTRATED JR. #502: THE UGLY DUCKLING
This issue re-presents Hans Christian Andersen's classic fairytale, The Ugly Duckling, the story of a little duck who always feels the hurt of rejection by everyone he meets... until finally he matures and surprises everyone. Cover and interior art by William A. Walsh. Fillers include: "The Cat and the Fiddle" (by Alex A. Blum) and The Animal World: Polar Bear (by William A. Walsh). Also included is a biography of Albert Lewis Kanter is included in the inside front cover, and a "color me" page on the inside back cover. 
SC, 7x10, 32pg, FC	$3.99

CLASSIC ILLUSTRATED JR. #503: CINDERALLA
A beautiful young girl struggles to cope with an evil stepmother and stepsisters, in the classic fairytale Cinderella by Charles Perrault. A fancy ball, a handsome prince, and a glass slipper all contribute to a happy ending. Cover by Dik Browne and interior art by Peter Costanza. Back-up features include: "Jack and Jill"(Alex A. Blum), and The Animal World: Giant Panda (by William A. Walsh). Also included is a biography of Albert Lewis Kanter is included in the inside front cover, and a "color me" page on the inside back cover. 
SC, 7x10, 32pg, FC	$3.99

CLASSIC ILLUSTRATED JR. #535: THE WIZARD OF OZ
This issue presents the beloved tale of Dorothy, the Scarecrow, the Tin Man, the Cowardly Lion (and Toto too!) as they travel across the Land of Oz in search of L. Frank Baum's Wizard of Oz. Cover by Dik Browne and interior art by Mike Sekowsky. Fillers include: Aesop's Fables: "The Fox and the Lion" (Mike Sekowsky), "Old Mother Hubbard" (Alex A. Blum), and The Animal World: The Koala. Also included is a biography of L. Frank Baum is included in the inside front cover, and a "color me" page on the inside back cover. 
SC, 7x10, 32pg, FC	$3.99

CLASSIC ILLUSTRATED JR. #539: THE ENCHANTED FISH
This issue presents "The Enchanted Fish" by the Brothers Grimm, the tale of an magical fish with wondrous powers, a fisherman and his wife. Definitely a story where too much of a good thing can lead to ruin! Cover and interior art by Lin Streeter. Fillers include Aesop's Fables: The Four Oxen and the Lion (William A. Walsh), "The Queen of Hearts" (Alex A. Blum), and The Animal World: The Armadillo (by William A. Walsh). Also included is a biography of Albert Kanter is included in the inside front cover, and a "color me" page on the inside back cover. 
SC, 7x10, 32pg, FC	$3.99

CLAYPOOL COMICS

DEADBEATS #66
by Richard Howell & Ricardo Villagran
Finally, Kirby returns to his own time-band, unfortunately, too far back - to his parents' wild youth! More importantly, will Adam and Rachel live long enough to create Kirby - with the town's first vampire targeting them for death? It's in "Hot Fun in Someone's Time!" by Richard Howell and Ricardo Villagran.
b&w, 32pg	$2.50

ELVIRA #134
by Various
Elvira uncovers a jocular racetrack mystery involving enchantments, eveningwear, and equestriennes, in "The Story of Tea-Buscuit!" by Janet Hetherington, Tod Smith, and Mike Manley. Also: Elvira becomes a guest celebrity at a local clown college, in "Take Back the Delight!" by Howell, Day, and DeMulder. Color photo cover.
b&w, 32pg	$2.50

COM.X

CLA$$WAR #6
by Rob Williams & Travel Foreman
The final, furious battle between American, Enola Gay and the U.S. military takes place on the island of Glenada as the President prepares for the decision that could see him go down in history. Does he have the force of will to say no to America's true corporate rulers when ordered to do the unthinkable? Can he end the super-powered rebellion now before the country erupts? And what will the outcome be of Heavyweight and American's brutal rematch? 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.50

COMIC BOOK LEGAL DEFENSE FUND

NEIL GAIMAN VIDEO AND T-SHIRT PACK
Spend an evening with a master storyteller! Recorded on The Last Angel Tour, this video captures the unique magic of Neil Gaiman's live performances. Reading before a packed house at Portland's Aladdin Theatre, Gaiman brings to life short stories, poems, old favorites, and new works, including a spellbinding performance of "Chivalry." The video also includes a lively Q&A segment, behind-the-scenes documentary footage, and interviews shot throughout the tour. Included with the VHS tape is one of the few remaining official Last Angel Tour t-shirts, featuring art by Michael Kaluta!  NOTE: So scarce is this tee that the only size left is Medium.
VHS/Shirt Set	$25.00

RICH KOZLOWSKI'S THE MOUSE VERSUS THE SUPREME COURT PRINT
The cover from the CBLDF newsletter, Busted! #14, is now available as a color print! Rich Kozlowski, writer and artist of comic series Three Geeks and the graphic novel Three Fingers, offers the Disney Mouse in seldom seen light - humbled! The Mouse stands before the highest court in the land, the United States Supreme Court, as they prepare to pass verdict over his future! This powerful image is one of most discussed and requested of the all the Busted! covers and now it is available in this limited edition print, signed by the artist! 
Print, FC	$15.00

COMIC CAVALCADE

STARGATE SG-1 CONVENTION SPECIAL-GOLD FOIL COVER EDITION
by James Anthony & Renato Guedes 
The 2004 convention season starts here, as the SG1 team rockets into Season Two continuity in an all-new tale of sci-fi adventure! When the SGC learns the location of vital tactical information about Apophis's military plans, SG1 must execute a daring snatch-and-grab operation to retrieve it from the Goa'uld mothership. This special prism foil edition is limited to 750 copies. These copies will ship bagged and boarded with a certificate of authenticity.
FC, 16pg	$5.99

BONE CONVENTION SPECIAL-1995 SAN DIEGO COMIC CON EDITION
by Jeff Smith
These are original first print copies of the rare Bone 1995 San Diego Convention Book, only available at that one show! All copies have the original gold foil seal of authenticity from Cartoon Books. Our stocks are limited to just 300 copies. They ship bagged and boarded.
b&w, 16pg	$5.99

LADY DEATH VELVET SIGNATURE SET
Rare Chaos! books found! These are original first printing copies of the rare Lady Death Swimsuit Red Velvet and Lady Death II #1 Black Velvet variants. Both books are signed by Lady Death creator/writer Brian Pulido, and this special package is limited to just 100 sets. Both ship bagged with a certificate of authenticity.
Set	$50.00

COMICS CONSPIRACY

GYPSY ROSE #2
by Doug Miers & Gabriel Guzman
Gypsy Rose rides to the gates of Hell, pursued by Nazi bikers, unholy demons, and 2000 years of a terrifying magical legacy. Can she overcome the curse that has haunted her people since the Crucifixion? This oversized 40-page extravaganza also features "The Man in Plaid," a full-length Para Troop back-up story.
b&w, 40pg (Note Price)	$3.50

COMICSONE

BLACK LEOPARD #4 GN
by Wing Shing Ma
Leopard throws caution to wind as he selflessly steps between the unstoppable Drammond and Luther. Does he have what it takes to resist Drammond's newest kung fu form? Also Tien Jun and wolf engage in a bit of Jungle Warfare!
SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC	$14.95

NOW #3 GN
by Park Sung-Woo
Rin is still being held by the cannibal Ah Ghi, who has big plans to make her into a new sumptuous delicacy. Sup Pung returns and must battle Rin's superbly skilled sister - Ran. Plus more on the history of Cho Ryung, her master and the rivalry with her clan sister - So Ghun!
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w	$9.95

RED PROWLING DEVIL 8-VOLUME GN SET
by Toshimitsu Shimizu
Think Le Femme Nikita when you think Red Prowling Devil! Naomi is a former terrorist for the Northern Ireland rebellion, who has been captured and must play the role of a high-flying assassin to gain amnesty for her past crimes! Set includes all 8 volumes. SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w each.
Set (x8), b&w	$65.00

SAINT LEGEND #9 GN
by Andy Seto
Holy Vagabond has been a loyal member of the 8 immortals for centuries. Yet now with the apparent death of his godfather Hades, Vagabond has allowed himself to be possessed by the Soul Parasite to avenge his godfather. This is the battle of one immortal against the remaining 7... Heaven will never be the same again!
SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC	$14.95

STORM RIDERS PART II: INVADING SUN #4 GN
by Wing Shing Ma
Nameless has never known who was behind his wife's murder nearly 20 years ago. Now he will get to meet her killer face to face for the first time "again". Grossly it is someone Nameless has known for decades. Also Cloud and Nameless fight an incredible battle for possession of the Ultimate Sword.
SC, 7x10, 120pg, FC (Note Price)	$9.95

TOPSPEED UNDERGROUND #1 GN
by Wan Wai Cheung
Want more Topspeed?! Well, here it is! Join new characters as the wheels continue to roll to innovative heights in the follow up series - Topspeed Underground!
SC, 6x8, 128pg, FC	$13.95

WEAPONS OF THE GODS #9 GN
by Tony Wong
Earth Lord  has just arrived to assist the Demon Army in crushing the Bei Clan and it's supports - but something is amiss. Has the powerful Ming Huang recovered from his injuries or will the Bei Clan seize this opportunity to finish the vile Lord for good?
SC, 7x10, 160pg, FC	$14.95

COMMITTED COMICS

JAVA #1
by Kensuke Okabayashi with Peter Palmiotti & Lee Stacy
Neo Seattle, 2073: The world has a shortage of coffee beans and coffee has become one of the earth's most valuable commodities. Follow the adventures of Java and her crew as she tries to stop the illegal trafficking of "tainted" coffee beans and bring down the notorious Sunrise Coffee Company!
MATURE READERS
FC, 24pg (1 of 3)	$2.95

COOK COMMUNICATIONS

THE PICTURE BIBLE
by Iva Hoth & Andre LeBlan
This volume collects over thirty years worth of comic stories from the classic Sunday school "take-home paper," PIX, published from the late 1940s through the '70s. In addition to presenting accurate re-tellings of popular Old and New Testament stories, this collection offers a unique opportunity to own the illustrated work of Andre Le Blanc (1921-1998), one of comics' unsung golden age masters. Le Blanc was a longtime collaborator on Will Eisner's The Spirit and Sy Berry's The Phantom, as well as an artist on classic strips including Flash Gordon, Apartment 3-G and Rex Morgan, MD. He was the recipient of the prestigious Southern Cross Award - the highest honor that can be bestowed upon a citizenfor his illustrations of classic literature - in his native country of Brazil. He was a longtime teacher at The School of Visual Arts in New York City.
SC, 800pg, FC 	$12.95
HC, 800pg, FC	$14.95

CPM MANGA

COUPLE VOLUME 1 GN
by Jae Sung Park & Sung Jae Park
After being evicted, Yu Mi must find a place to stay or she will be forced to return to her home in the country. Can she convince Young Ho to allow her to stay at his place until she finishes college? Get a glimpse into the lives of the most unlikely couple ever!
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w	$9.99

HARD BOILED ANGEL VOLUME 1: BLUE ANGEL GN
by Hyun se Lee
Tough City. Tougher Lady! Detective Jiran Ha is a hard-hitting female cop in a city filled with crime and corruption. Heading up the Hard Crimes Unit, she faces crazed stalkers and murderous criminals on a daily basis. When a rash of serial murders terrorizes the town, Jiran must delve deep into society's seedy underbelly to crack the case and bring the killer - or killers - to justice. Story and art by Hyun se Lee, Korea's most renowned and prolific Manhwa creator.
SC, 5x7, 264pg, b&w	$9.99

NADESICO BOOK 3 TP-NEW PRINTING
By Kia Asamiya, the artist of Uncanny X-Men and Batman: Child of Dreams! Captain Yurika has been betrayed and captured by one of her own crewmembers, and the crew of the Space Battleship Nadesico must escape from captivity to rescue her! Can they put aside their differences long enough to rescue their leader? Time is running out, and the heroic space warriors face the greatest challenge of their lives!
SC, 7x10, 168pg, b&w	$9.99

SLAYERS: CITY OF LOST SOULS GN
by Hajime Kanzaka & Shoko Yoshinaka
Trouble seems to follow Lina Inverse and her team wherever they go. After being hired to find and capture a troublesome thief, Lina runs into a mysterious figure from her past. What secret power does this stranger hold? And if that wasn't bad enough, Gourry loses Lina's favorite sword and must fight in a series of highly unusual duels to get it back! Includes an exclusive interview with Hajime Kanzaka and Shoko Yoshinaka!
SC, 5x7, 184pg, b&w	$9.99

CRUSADE ENTERTAINMENT

ANA ISHIKAWA VIRGIN SHI ACTION FIGURE
Before her grandfather's white kabuki makeup is applied, and the Spirit of Vengeance consumes her soul, Shi is still Ana Ishikawa. Limited to only 99 pieces, this ultra-rare Blue Box Shi figure comes with a second alternative makeup-less Ana head, and a special laser-engraved Shi Kanji tattoo on Ana's lower back. All exclusive editions come in boxes signed and numbered by Billy Tucci with weapons and accessories. Limited to 99 figures. 
Figure	$69.99

SHI: REQUIEM FOR THE SOUL SIGNED AND NUMBERED ARTISTS PROOF 
by Billy Tucci
The mass produced 22" x 34" poster and lithograph of Billy Tucci's sublime Sohei contemplating her upcoming battle with Tomoe immediately sold out, creating an aftermarket flood of inquirers and inflated prices. But now Crusade offers this remarkably subtle image of love and death on a limited artist proof lithograph gloriously reproduced on fine linen paper. Numbered to only 50 editions, all prints are signed by Shi creator Billy Tucci and painter extraordinaire Marc Sparacio and are suitable for framing. 
Lithograph	$49.99

SHI: TIGER BABY ORIGINAL SIGNED AND NUMBERED POSTER
by Billy Tucci, 
One of the most beloved and sought after Shi images that captured the world's imagination is printed on glossy 100 lb. poster stock and measures a massive 6' x 2'. This stunning work of art has come to embody all that is Ana Ishikawa, seductively curling up to her trusted naginata while an adorable tiger cub plays with a butterfly at her calf. Long believed sold out, we found the "last in line" of original posters safely tucked away in storage and are now offering these final few gems as "01/69" editions exclusively signed and numbered by Billy Tucci. All posters come double wrapped in protective sleeve and shipping box. Don't miss out on this classic!
Poster, FC	$49.99

CYBEROSIA PUBLISHING

PROBABILITIES GN
by Marcos Prados & Olga Carmona Peral
When Ana, an ambitious young mathematician, moves to the city for a fresh start, she meets her roommate's boyfriend Ezequiel. Soon she suspects that Ezequiel is lying about who, or what, he really is, and as Ana pries into his life, she discovers a terrible secret   one that could cost her, and her friends', sanity.
SC, 56pg, b&w	$7.95

DANCING ELEPHANT PRESS

BURGLAR BILL #5
by Paul Grist
Wybourn's in big trouble   he needs to break in to the offices of the local paper and recover some stolen property. Only problem is, Wybourn's a thief, but he's not a burglar. Looks like this could be another job for Burglar Bill!
b&w, 24pg (5 of 6)	$2.95

DARK PLANET PRODUCTIONS

2 TO THE CHEST #5
by James D. Hudnall & Jose Avilez
The stunning conclusion of this pulse-pounding thriller. Will Troy solve the mystery? Will his life return to normal? The answers will surprise you. Cover by Jose Aviles. 
MATURE READERS
FC, 28pg (Note Price)	$3.99

ROGUES #5 
by Juan Torres & Miguel Genlot
"The Chicken's Curse" Part Two-Bram and the Weasel are cursed. Surely they will be dead rogues unless their curse is removed. But there is no mage alive in Gerada who could challenge Amateramus... except maybe a dead mage? Cover by Juan Jose Ryp. 
MATURE READERS
FC, 28pg (Note Price)	$3.99

DEL REY

XXXHOLIC VOLUME 2 GN
by CLAMP
Watanuki Kimihiro is haunted by visions.  When he finds himself irresistibly drawn into a shop owned by Yuko, a mysterious witch, he is offered the chance to rid himself of the spirits that haunt him.  He accepts. But soon realizes that he's just been tricked into working for the shop to pay off the cost of Yuko's services!  But this isn't any ordinary king of shop...in this shop, Yuko grants wishes to those in need.  But they must have the strength of will not only to truly understand their need, but to give up something incredibly precious in return. Crosses over with Clamp's other hot series, Tsubasa.
SC, 5x7, 208pg, b&w	$10.95

DESTINATION ENTERTAINMENT

THE BIG BOOK OF LETHARGIC LAD TP NEW PRINTING
This book reprints the Lethargic Lad strips from his first full-sized appearance in 1991's Lethargic Comics Weekly #1 through Lethargic Comics and finishing off with 1996's three-issue Lethargic Lad mini-series. Also, this book contains a look at the original 1988 Lethargic Lad's most important supporting cast. 
SC, 146pg, b&w	$15.95

DEVIL'S DUE PUBLISHING

G.I. JOE #31
by Brandon Jerwa & Tim Seeley
The walls are closing in on all sides, and both G.I. Joe and Cobra are feeling the squeeze. Destro is a prisoner of the U.S. government, but how long will that last?  Will Duke be suspended from the G.I. Joe team? What is Cobra Commander going to do now that Zartan has quit? And exactly what kind of trouble did Snake-Eyes and Scarlett get into? We've got answers galore as the "Players and Pawns" story arc heads toward its shocking end!
FC, 32pg	$2.95

GI JOE: COBRA REBORN SIGNED INCENTIVE COVER EDITION
by Paul Jenkins, Eddy Barrows, & Talent Caldwell
This incentive cover for Cobra Reborn was only available in limited quantities to retailers who ordered the book last January. If you missed out now's your chance to get your hands on this coveted comic! Signed by cover artist Talent Caldwell (Superman, Fathom). Bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity! 
FC, 48pg	$29.99

GI JOE: MASTER & APPRENTICE #2
by Brandon Jerwa, Josh Blaylock, & Stefano Casselli
The sword is drawn and set upon the anvil of life. Fate has dealt its hand, and Snake-Eyes faces his greatest challenge in overcoming his own fear of failure. That fear will be put to the test as Firefly reappears in Tokyo. Snake-Eyes and his new apprentice join forces with Jinx and Budo, but they soon find much more than they were prepared for. This mini-series event tells the secret tale of Snake-Eyes and Kamakura, the compelling Ninja duo from the classic Devil's Due G.I. Joe series. 
FC, 32pg (2 of 3)	$2.95

G.I. JOE: RELOADED #4
by John Ney Rieber, Javier Saltares, & Adi Granov
G.I. Joe: Reloaded is a grounded, high action story about a specialized task force made up of members of the U.S. Armed forces, and how they deal with the threat of COBRA. From coast to coast, COBRA has earned followers and radical militant allies. This comic book plays with the frightening possibilities of what could happen if an organization like COBRA really existed, and what our government would be willing to do to stop it!
FC, 32pg	$2.95

THE HEDGE KNIGHT TP
by George R.R. Martin, Ben Avery, Mike S. Miller, & Ted Nasmith
Contains an all-new exclusive short story by George R. R. Martin! Collecting the six-issue mini-series adapting Martin's hit novel, bringing the world of a Song of Ice and Fire to life in comic book form. Night falls over the life of one noble knight and brings the dawn of his squire's knighthood. Dubbing himself 'Ser Duncan the Tall,' The Hedge Knight sets forth to the tourney at Ashford Meadow in search of fame and glory and the honor of upholding his oath as a knight of the Seven Kingdoms. Unfortunately for him, the world isn't ready for a knight who keeps his oaths, and his chivalrous methods could be the very cause of his demise.
SC, 176pg, FC	$14.95

MICRONAUTS #4
by Dan Jolley, Pat Broderick, & Grafiksismik
Ryan Archer has done his damnedest for the past two years to hunt down and destroy the fugitive Baron Karza; his determination was only fueled when Karza's beautiful daughter Persephone shot Archer in the back to help her father escape death at Archer's hands. But when Persephone - now in command of part of her father's fractured empire - approaches him with an unexpected offer, will Ryan Archer give in? For that matter, when suddenly faced with the heavily-armed warships of Karza-loyalist General Ki, can the Micronauts even survive? Find out in "Temptation." 
FC, 32pg, $2.95

RAYMOND E. FEIST'S THE WOOD BOY #2
by Raymond E. Feist, Sean J. Jordan, & Rob Stotz
As young Dirk endures the cruel occupation of the alien Tsurani, his only hope is to one day win the heart of Lord Paul's lovely daughter, Anika. This singular thought guides him through his grueling days of slavery. With new winter, comes a shocking mass murder at Lord Paul's estate. Not only has a traitor slaughtered the household, but also plundered the manor's gold and kidnapped young Anika. As the sole survivor, Dirk is forced to summon his courage and his cunning to escape his Tsurani masters, find the woman who holds the key to his heart and bring the murderer to justice.
FC, 32pg (2 of 2)	$2.95

ROBERT SILVERBERG'S THE SEVENTH SHRINE #2
by Robert Silverberg, Sean J. Jordan, & Anders Finér
A grisly murder at the scene of an archaeological excavation has brought the Pontifex Valentine to the ruins of the ancient Shapeshifter city of Velalisier to investigate. But as Valentine begins to delve deeper into the mystery, he finds that an important discovery has been withheld from him and that the key to understanding everything lies in the legendary Seventh Shrine.
FC, 56pg (2 of 2)	$5.95

STREET FIGHTER #9
by UDON
RYU goes to India in search of the mysterious Dhalsim. Could the Yoga Master and his powers of mental discipline and meditation hold the secret to unlocking Ryu's potential?  Meanwhile, Eliza convinces KEN to take a short vacation with her in Las Vegas, but relaxation is something there isn't time for when he gets mixed up with the head of Shadaloo's American organized crime ring (and ex-heavyweight champion), Balrog!  But Shadaloo's reach continues to reach around the globe as Chun-Li makes a horrifying discovery in Hong Kong about what the evil crime syndicate has been up to.
CVR. A FC, 32pg	$2.95
CVR. B FC, 32pg	$2.95
CVR. C FC, 32pg	$5.00

VOLTRON VOLUME 2 #6
by Dan Jolley, Marie Croall, EJ SU, & Clint Hilinski
Brand new story arc! As Planet Arus and the Galactic Union begin tentative political relations, the Lion Team get to know the visiting pilots of the "Vehicle Voltron" force. But on Naraku, the ultra-secret homeworld of the Drule Supremacy's First Kingdom, a Supreme Council is underway...and the fate of Arus may rest in the hands of the ten assembled Drule monarchs. Plus a new threat arises that the Lion Team never could have foreseen. It's a perfect jumping-on point for new readers, in Chapter One of "Lie Down With Dogs."
FC, 32pg	$2.95

VOLTRON #1 SIGNED INCENTIVE COVER
by Dan Jolley, EJ Su, Clint Hilinski, & Tim Seeley
This incentive cover by Tim Seeley (G.I. Joe) was only available in limited quantities to retailers who ordered the book last January.  If you missed out now's your chance to get your hands on this coveted comic! Comes bagged and boarded with a Certificate of Authenticity! 
FC, 32pg	$14.95

DH PUBLISHING

HINO HORROR VOL. 7 GN
by Hideshi Hino
"The Collection" Part 1: This tongue-in-cheek semi-autobiography follows the absurdly gruesome adventures of a lonely boy and his singularly crazed family. His escape from the madness that surrounds him is his collection of pickled animal and human body parts, to which he adds as one family member after another meets with a grotesque and sometimes terrifyingly funny death. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w	$9.95 

HINO HORROR VOL. 8 GN
by Hideshi Hino
"The Collection" Part 2: The second part of this tongue-in-cheek semi-autobiography follows the absurdly gruesome adventures of a lonely boy and his singularly crazed family. His escape from the madness that surrounds him is his collection of pickled animal and human body parts, to which he adds as one family member after another meet with a grotesque and sometimes terrifyingly funny.
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 208pg, b&w	$9.95 

DIGITAL WEBBING

DIGITAL WEBBING PRESENTS #15
by Various
Take a spin through tales dealing with lessons in gladiatorial combat, a chess expert's stalemate against monstrous robots, slighted carnival freaks seeking justice, the last day of retiring private eyes, supernatural practical jokes, and another crazy story from the comic shop. Cover by NAR.
b&w, 40pg	$2.95

DORK STORM PRESS

ATTACK OF THE POLITICAL CARTOONISTS TP
A hugely important release any year, but a timely one this election year! With laser-like insight and rapier-sharp wit, the political cartoonist is alive and kicking in the 21st Century! Here, 150 members of the Association of American Editorial Cartoonists, whose work has appeared in every major newspaper in North America and beyond, join in this celebration of the art form. The cartoonists collected here have won hundreds of journalism awards, including 13 Pulitzer Prizes. More importantly, they do not suffer fools lightly - in politics, religion or culture - and are always the first to step forward to shout "The Emperor has no clothes!" With an introduction by Arizona Senator John McCain.
SC, 160pg, b&w	$17.99

CARSON THE MUSKRAT CLOISONNE PIN
Forget those "guardian angels" for your lapel. What you need is a Guardian Muskrat. Straight from the pages of Dork Tower comes the Carson the Muskrat Pin! This butterfly-backed cloisonne enameled pin is 1 1/4" tall, and it's guaranteed to radiate Muskrat Love. Banish the forces of non-muskrat evil today by adorning yourself with your very own Carson! Hey, nonny-NONNY! 
Pin	$10.99

GILLY CLOISONNE PIN
Everybody's favorite Perky Goth now comes in convenient lapel pin form! For those live action role-playing evenings at Beef-A-Roo that you just can't take too seriously. This butterfly-backed cloisonné enameled pin is 1 1/4" tall, and it's guaranteed to radiate the Power of Perky. Squeal! For Dork Tower fans (or just plain dorks) everywhere! 
Pin	$10.99

NODWICK CHRONICLES VOL. 4: OBLIGATORY DRAGON ON THE COVER TP
by Aaron Williams
It's the fourth collection of the Nodwick comic book! Containing 160 pages of hench-hilarity, this volume collects issues #19-24 of the fantasy foibles of everyone's favorite henchman! See the genesis of the cussword "krutz"! Thrill to a medieval musical! And See the best LOTR parody this side of the Shire! All this, and more, in "Obligatory Dragon on the Cover," the fourth volume of the Nodwick Chronicles!
SC, 7x10, b&w	$15.99

PS238 #8
by Aaron Williams
Our history reports continue as a group of students give a presentation about the secretive "Rainmaker Program." What was the original program like, decades ago, and what effects does it have on ps238 in the current day? Is something sinister waiting to happen to the "lesser-powered" metahumans at the first public school for super-kids? Get in on the conspiracy with ps238 #7!
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

PS238 VOLUME 1: WITH LIBERTY AND RECESS FOR ALL TP
by Aaron Williams
The first collection of the critically-acclaimed ps238 is here! Collecting issues #0-5, With Liberty and Recess for All gives readers a glimpse at life in the only public school for the children of superheroes! What does a boy do when he's afraid to fly? How can a student with no powers survive at ps238? What happens when you take a field trip to the moon? All this and more await you in this eagerly-awaited collection!
SC, 7x10, b&w	$15.99

DRAWN & QUARTERLY

DRAWN & QUARTERLY SHOWCASE 2 TP
by Jeffrey Brown, Pentti Otsamo, & Erik DeGraaf
Drawn & Quarterly Showcase returns featuring three more of the brightest new talents working in comics today: Chicago's Jeffrey Brown, Holland's Erik DeGraaf, and Pentti Otsamo of Finland. Brown's story is a tense murder-mystery about a man who suspects his co-worker is guilty of abducting a young girl. Pentti Otsamo writes about a boy¹s move to a new town and of the nastiness of the local kids who do their best to shun the new arrival, while Erik DeGraaf deftly explores the disappointment of a young boy after visiting his grandfather's farm, told in a style reminiscent of Best New Talent Harvey Award winner Michel Rabagliati. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x11, FC	$14.95

CLYDE FANS: BOOK ONE TP
by Seth
Book One of Seth's Clyde Fans trilogy focuses on the lives of two brothers and their fan manufacturing company. After one more disastrous attempt at selling, Simon returns to the office defeated and unsure of what he'll do next. Even after studying manuals on the art of selling, he still can't seem to clinch that final deal. In the eyes of his brother Abraham, he is a failure. Here, Seth brilliantly explores the complex and fascinating relationship of the two brothers behind Clyde Fans. NOTE: This edition is entirely different from the Clyde Fans pamphlet from 3 years ago, collecting 144 pages of the story (not 72) and is twice as long.
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x9, 160pg, PC	$19.95

DREAMCHILDE PRESS

QUANTUM: ROCK OF AGES #4
by Philip Clark, James Rodriguez, & Supriya Kalay
Our adventure continues as Nick and company persuade Skyler Hope to join their quest for the Quantum fragments. Will she learn to control her newfound power in time to avoid an ambush by Frosch's Freaks? Plus, who is the "Ace in the Hole" Frosch keeps mumbling to himself about? Philip Clark and James Rodriguez continue the best cross-time epic you're not reading.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (4 of 12)	$2.99

DREAMWAVE PRODUCTIONS

DUEL MASTERS PTPB:
His name is Shobu, ordinary kid and Duel Master tournament champion. Thanks to his mysterious and missing father, Shobu has an unexpected edge in the card games, for he alone can directly access the "Zone," a dimensional realm where mythical and mystical battles are fought between wild beings to the finish. Plenty of would-be masters want to challenge Shobu and even stranger beings want his access to the Zone, but for now the champ stands tough. But a quest for his missing father will open even stranger and deeper mysteries than the boy could have expected.
SC, 5x7, 112pg, FC	$10.95

TRANSFORMERS: ENERGON TP
Transformers: Armada has transformed! Two years have passed since Transformers: Armada debuted as the #1 selling comic in North America. Now this series continues as Transformers: Energon and marks the end of Armada and the start of a new Generation! Don't miss out on this innovative series in a brand new format! In this volume, ten years have passed since Armada, and Unicron is back and hungry for Energon! Earth's right back in the firing line as the great devourer strikes a deal with current Decepticon commander, Skorponok! What about Megatron? Well, trapped within Unicron as a disembodied spark, his only hope is his former adversary, Optimus Prime! Written by Transformers guru Simon Furman, this "Pocket Book" collects the first four issues of Transformers: Energon and is the first Transformers edition in this format.
SC, 5x7, 112pg, FC	$10.95

TRANSFORMERS: ENERGON # 24
by Simon Furman & Guido Guidi
What is the dark, dark secret raw Autobot recruit Ironhide is so desperate to see never comes to light? Back on Cybertron to oversee construction of planetary defenses (bound for Earth), Ironhide comes face to face with Tidal Wave... and the numbing terror and shame of his long years spent as a Decepticon prisoner of war! 
FC, 32pg	$2.95

TRANSFORMERS: GENERATION ONE #6
by Brad Mick & Don Figueroa
This is it - the final showdown between good versus evil, as the Autobots, Starscream and Sunstorm duke it in the Earth's core. But when the battle rages out of hand, are our heroes prepared to make the ultimate sacrifice while the fate of both Earth and Cybertron lie in the balance? 
FC, 32pg	$2.95

TRANSFORMERS: MICROMASTERS #1
by Brad Mick & Adam Patyk, & Rob Ruffolo
Get ready for the most original G1 Transformers series in years! Cursed are the Micromasters, for they shall inherit a devastated Cybertron...the Ark and Nemesis are gone, and with them the leadership of the Autobots and Decepticons. With the war effort in shambles and energy levels low, the young Micromaster recruits on both sides start to question why they're fighting for the larger Transformers who doomed their world. As morale disintegrates, a long-lost Autobot hero returns from the stars to push his people toward a greater purpose... but is it too late? Jump in on the ground floor as an all-new cast grabs center stage! NOTE: This issue will ship with 3 covers by Rob Ruffolo, Don Figueroa, and Pat Lee in equal ratio.
FC, 32pg	$2.95

DYNAMIC FORCES

DF DREADSTAR VOLUME 1 PART 1 TP
by Jim Starlin
Previews Exclusive Cover Edition! Jim Starlin's classic Dreadstar is finally available in a trade paperback collection, featuring the first six issues of the series! Over 20 years in the making and close to 200 pages of story, art and more! Dreadstar follows the adventures of Vanth Dreadstar, the last survivor of the destroyed Milky Way galaxy. Transported to the Empirical Galaxy, there he is recruited by the sorcerer Syzygy Darklock to help bring an end to a 200-year-old war between the corrupt Monarchy and the fanatical Instrumentality. This new edition has been produced by digitally scanning the original film! Also included is a gallery of the original covers and character art, along with an introduction by Walter Simonson. Limited to a run of only 2,000 Regular and 2,000 Previews Exclusive Cover Editions!
REG. EDITION-SC, 7x10, FC	$19.95
PX EDITION-SC, 7x10, FC	$19.95

DF ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN/DR. OCTOPUS PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE DIORAMA STATUE
A Previews Exclusive! DF's first-ever "Ultimate" diorama statue features Spider-Man in the clutches of his arch-foe - Dr. Octopus! Inspired by the work of Ultimate Spider-Man artist Mark Bagley, and sculpted by Tom and Joy Snyder, this incredible new piece stands approximately 6 1/2" high and measures 9" wide! Meticulously crafted with exquisite detail, this Ultimate Marvel collectible will be strictly limited to 1,000 pieces only, so don't miss out on this rare chance to own one of the most faithful renditions of the Ultimate Spider-Man to date! Also available in a very limited Artist's Proof Edition, limited to 199 copies and accompanied by a Certificate of Authenticity signed by the sculptor and painter. 
REGULAR ED.-Diorama	$149.99
ARTIST PROOF ED.-Diorama	$199.99

DF PUNISHER 30TH ANNIVERSARY PREVIEWS EXCLUSIVE DIORAMA STATUE
A Previews Exclusive! Dynamic Forces presents their first-ever 3-D rendition of Marvel's Punisher as he leaps from the rooftops, guns blazing, and evil in his sights! Sculpted by Rick Force and paint-mastered by Dan Lane, this DF Exclusive edition of the Punisher was inspired by the art of Mike Zeck (from the opening page of The Punisher #1 original series) and stands approximately 7" high, on a base measuring 3" x 4 1/2", while The Punisher himself is leaping 6" out from the base! The Punisher is one of Marvel's fan-favorites, and this Diorama Statue will be one of the favorites in your collection! 
Diorama	$89.99

DF X-MEN BY LAROCCA LITHOGRAPH
by Salvador Larroca
Salvador Larroca is known for his perfect renditions of Marvel's most-famous mutants (soon to be seen again with regularity as he takes over art duties on New X-Men), and produced one of DF's Best-Selling Lithographs of all time that featured the lovely x-women! Now, he turns his attention to the men in the X-Men in this stunning new piece, commissioned exclusively for Dynamic Forces! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb Gallerie Silk stock, this masterpiece by Larroca will be a treasured addition to your collection! Available at the introductory price of $19.99 until May 31st! Also available signed by artist Salvador Larroca!
REGULAR-Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99
SIGNED-Litho, 18x24, FC 	$49.99

DFE MICHAEL TURNER'S FATHOM: DAWN OF WAR #0-ALTERNATE COVER
Following hot on the well-drawn heels of their last exclusive alternate cover edition, DF and Aspen team-up once again to bring the heat to the launch of Fathom: Dawn of War! This special #0 issue is available as a limited DF Alternate Cover and is destined to be a sell-out, so don't miss out! Each copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! Also available signed by the entire creative team of Michael Turner, Talent Caldwell And Peter Steigerwald!
REGULAR-FC, 24pg	$6.99
SIGNED-FC, 24pg 	$49.95

DF TEEN TITANS #1 BLACK AND WHITE COVER-SIGNED AND RE-MARKED 
by Nick Cardy
The Teen Titans are a hit! Issue #1 is long-gone, and this rare sketch cover recreates superstar artist Michael Turner's original pencils to his cover of issue #1! Now, veteran Silver Age artist Nick Cardy has joined forces with DF to produce the ultimate Teen Titans collectible - a Re-Marked Edition featuring original sketches by Cardy! Each copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker!  NOTE: This is a later printing of Teen Titans #1.
FC, 32pg	SRP: $69.99

DF TRANSFORMERS: MICROMASTERS #1 EXCLUSIVE COVER EDITION
Get ready for the most original G1 Transformers series in years! Jump in on the ground floor as an all-new cast grabs center stage! Best of all, Dreamwave and DF have teamed-up to launch this new series in style by offering an exclusive cover by Andrew Wildman! Each copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$6.99

DFE WANTED #1 DEATH ROW EDITION-PLATINUM FOIL COVER 
The premiere series from Mark Millar and JG Jones has been released to wide acclaim and red-hot sales! Now DF is bringing you a special and exclusive Platinum Foil Edition of Wanted #1: Death Row Edition! Each copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! Also available Signed and Re-Marked by artist JG Jones!
MATURE READERS
REGULAR-FC, 40pg	$16.99
RE-MARKED-FC, 40pg	$69.99

DF DAWN PAINTED BY TEXEIRA LITHOGRAPH
by Mark Texeira
From the Dawn trading card set comes a brand-new piece of art from legendary painter Mark Texeira! Originally done in oils, and now available as a high-end DF Litho, Texeira presents Dawn - sword in hand, atop a pile of the recent dead! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb Gallerie Silk stock, this masterpiece by Tex will be a treasured addition to your collection! Limited to initial orders only! Also available Signed by artist Mark Texeira and Dawn creator Joseph Michael Linsner!
REGULAR-Litho, 18x24, FC	$24.99
SIGNED-Litho, 18x24, FC 	$89.99

DF GREY AREA #1-SIGNED 
by John Romita Jr.
Fan-favorite artist John Romita Jr. unveils his own creation: Grey Area! The legendary, Spider-Man, Daredevil, and X-Men artist unleashes his own creative fury with his first-ever creator-owned comic! And DF is making a special signed edition of #1 available for all of his fans! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$19.99

DF IDENTITY CRISIS #1 SIGNED & CGC-GRADED EDITIONS
by Brad Meltzer, Rags Morales & Michael Bair
Superstar Michael Turner provides the cover for the biggest event of 2004! Uncover the DCU's deadliest secret with a miniseries that explores the DCU from a whole new perspective.  It's a secret they'll fight to keep; a secret they're willing to sacrifice themselves for. But this sacrifice, this victim seems almost too much for them to bear... Available signed by cover artist Michael Turner, signed by artist Rags Morales, or as a CGC Graded Edition of 9.6!
TURNER SIGNED-FC, 48pg 	$29.99
MORALES SIGNED-FC, 48pg 	$19.99
CGC GRADED-FC, 48pg	PI

DF AMAZING SPIDER-MAN VERSUS THE FANTASTIC FIVE VILLAINS LITHOGRAPH
This brand-new image features an incredible battle scene with Spidey taking on five on his most fearsome foes - The Green Goblin, The Lizard, The Sandman, The Vulture and Doctor Octopus - all in this new image by artists Tom Grindberg, Joe Rubinstein and Tom Smith! Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb Gallerie Silk stock, this masterpiece will be a treasured addition to your collection!
Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99

DF AMAZING SPIDER-MAN #509-SIGNED 
by Mike Deodato Jr.
There's a new Spider-artist in town! Fresh off of his run on Incredible Hulk, Mike Deodato Jr. takes over as regular series artist on Amazing Spider-Man, and DF is making this special signed edition available for all of his fans! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$39.99

DF SPIDER-GIRL #1-SIGNED 
Signed by writer Fiona Avery or Mark Brooks! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker!
FC, 32pg	$19.99

DF SPIDER-MAN: DOC OCK YEAR ONE #1-SIGNED
Marvel reveals the true origins of one of Spidey's greatest foes (as well as his nemesis in the upcoming Spider-Man 2 movie), featuring the creative work of artist Kaare Andrews, who signs this issue exclusively for DF! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$29.99

DF INCREDIBLE HULK: RETURN OF THE MONSTER LITHOGRAPH-SIGNED 
by Kaare Andrews
Featuring the premiere image of The Hulk holding up his incredibly heavy load. An homage to Jim Staranko's classic cover and here is Kaare's premiere cover and you know the original is going for big bucks, so here is your chance to get it reproduced as an 18" x 24" DF limited edition litho, printed on archival 80lb. Gallerie Silk Stock. This masterpiece by Canada's Kaare Andrews will be a treasured addition to your collection! 
Litho, 18x24, FC	$49.99

DF ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #54-SIGNED 
by Brian Michael Bendis
The Spider-Man Movie launches in this issue! Featuring Sam Raimi and Tobey Maguire for the first time in the Ultimate Spider-Man comic book! Available signed, exclusively, for Dynamic Forces! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity, and comes sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! Also available as a CGC-Graded edition at the grade of 9.6 or higher!
SIGNED-FC, 32pg 	$19.99
CGC-GRADED-FC, 32pg	PI

DF ULTIMATE X-MEN #46-SIGNED
Red-hot writer Brian K. Vaughan joins the Ultimate X-Men creative teams and signs his debut issue exclusively for DF! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity, and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker!
FC, 32pg	$19.99

DF ULTIMATE X-MEN #47-SIGNED
Artist Brandon Peterson joins the Ultimate X-Men creative teams and signs this issue exclusively for DF! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity, and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker!
FC, 32pg	$19.99

DF X-MEN: THE END #1-SIGNED 
Following the successful "end" stories, Marvel unleashes the biggest and the best as definitive X-Men writer Chris Claremont details the swan song of the mutants in X-Men: The End #1! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity, and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! Available signed by either artist Sean Chen or, for a limited time only, signed by writer Chris Claremont at the Introductory price of just $19.99 - which reverts to its MSRP of $29.99 on June 5th. Also available as a CGC-graded edition.
CLAREMONT-SIGNED-FC, 32pg 	$19.99
CHEN-SIGNED-FC, 32pg 	$19.99
CGC-GRADED-FC, 32pg	PI

DF ULTIMATE SPIDER-MAN #60-SIGNED
Featuring the debut of Ultimate Carnage and signed exclusively for DF by writer Brian Michael Bendis! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity, and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$19.99

DF SPIDER-MAN VERSUS VENOM DIORAMA STATUE A/P OR HC EDITION
Based on Todd McFarlane's art from Amazing Spider-Man #316, which depicted Spidey and Venom locked in deadly combat, this beautiful resin diorama will be one of the cornerstones of your collection! This is the first in a series of resin memorabilia based on McFarlane's detailed and definitive Spidey art, available exclusively from Dynamic Forces, and to launch the line DF has brought on-board the very best! Sculpted by the Kucharek Bros. this collectible diorama measures approximately 11" x 8" x 8", and will be the centerpiece of your collection!  NOTE: Order for this limited edition version will be filled with either "Artist Proof" or "House Copy" editions. 
Diorama	$295.00

DF ULTIMATE FANTASTIC FOUR #7-SIGNED 
The bold new direction of Ultimate Fantastic Four, featuring the writing of Warren Ellis, is available here signed by artist Wade Von Grawbadger! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity, and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$19.99

DF ASTONISHING X-MEN #2-SIGNED
The most talked about X-Men series continues, featuring writer Joss Whedon (Buffy) and artist John Cassaday - who signs the second issue of Astonishing X-Men exclusively for DF! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered, features a Certificate of Authenticity, and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$19.99

WOLVERINE: THE END #2-SIGNED
The writer who brought you Origin now brings you Wolverine: The End! The second issue of the amazing new series is available signed by writer Paul Jenkins! This second issue is almost impossible to find, and sold-out from the publisher, but available from DF as a signed, limited edition! Each Signed copy is hand-numbered features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$29.99

DF DR. DOOM FULL-SIZE 16-INCH HEAD BUST ARTIST PROOF/HOUSE COPY EDITION
Since his first appearance in Fantastic Four #5, Victor Von Doom, the iron-fisted ruler of Latveria, has fought against every major hero in the Marvel Universe! Now sculptor/painter Mike Hill and designer Alex Ross have captured the dreaded despot as this new addition to DF's Full-Sized Head Bust line! Standing close to 16" tall and almost 12" wide, the Doctor Doom Full-Size Head Bust captures every detail of this classic Marvel Villain! This high end collector's item will be yours to treasure for years to come!  NOTE: Order for this limited edition version will be filled with either "Artist Proof" or "House Copy" editions. 
Bust	$350.00

DF ACTION #812 BLACK-AND-WHITE COVER-SIGNED 
Signed by cover artist Michael Turner and interior artist Talent Caldwell! Action Comics #812 features Part 1 of the 6-part "Godfall" story arc, written by Michael Turner (Fathom) & Joe Kelly (Action Comics), with art by the red-hot Talent Caldwell (Fathom: Killian's Tide)! Each Signed copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$49.99

DF BATMAN: BROKEN CITY HC-SIGNED
Signed by writer Brian Azzarello along with artist Eduardo Risso and cover artist Dave Johnson! The entire team of creators signs this beautiful hardcover collection of the acclaimed 6-issue Batman story arc by the creative team of 100 Bullets! And as an extra added bonus, fans who order this by May 31st will get it at the "Introductory Price" of $69.99! That's over a $30.00 savings off of the MSRP of $100.00! Each Signed copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
HC, 7x10, 144pg, FC	$69.99

DF SUPERMAN #206-SIGNED
Signed by the entire creative team of writer Brian Azzarello with artists Jim Lee and Scott Williams! The Azzarello/Lee run marches on with "For Tomorrow" Part 3 of 12! Each Signed copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$69.99

DF SUPERMAN/BATMAN #11-SIGNED 
Signed by the creative team of writer Jeph Loeb with artist Michael Turner and colorist Peter Steigerwald! "The Supergirl From Krypton" by Jeph Loeb & Michael Turner continues! Each Signed copy features a certificate of authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$69.99

DF SUPERMAN SECRET FILES 2004-SIGNED
Signed by writers Geoff and Jeremy Johns, along with interior artists Michael Turner and Talent Caldwell, and cover artists Jim Lee and Scott Williams! For the first time in years, DF presents a book with six signatures! And offered at the Introductory Price of just $89.99! But you must order by May 31st, otherwise the signed book will return to the MSRP of $149.99! This first Secret Files edition of 2004 showcases the incredible new chapter in the life of the Man of Steel! Each Signed copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$89.99

DF CHALLENGERS OF THE UNKNOWN #1-SIGNED 
Signed by writer/artist Howard Chaykin! One of comics' most innovative creators returns as both writer and artist of this six-issue miniseries reinventing the classic DC team! Five extraordinary people with seemingly nothing in common share the bond of surviving a cataclysmic event! Each Signed copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
FC, 32pg	$19.99

DF JLA/AVENGERS: THE COLLECTOR'S EDITION HC-SIGNED
Signed by the entire creative team of writer Kurt Busiek, artist George Pérez, and colorist Tom Smith, and Re-Marked with a Superman Head-Sketch! The entire team of creators signs this beautiful collection and, as an extra added bonus, fans who order this by May 31st will get it at the "Introductory Price" of $199.95! That's over a $50.00 savings off of the MSRP of $250.00! The landmark crossover event of the decade is collected in a spectacular 2-volume, slipcased hardcover set! Each Signed copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker! 
HC, 8x12, FC	$199.95

DF EX MACHINA #1-SIGNED 
Signed by writer Brian K. Vaughan! The extra-sized premiere issue of the new political thriller by Brian K. Vaughan (Y: The Last Man), Tony Harris and Tom Feister (Starman, JSA: Liberty Files), set in a real world with no heroes! Ex Machina tells the story of civil engineer Mitchell Hundred, who becomes the world's first super-powered being! Each Signed copy features a Certificate of Authenticity and is sealed with a DF Holo-Foil sticker. 
FC, 40pg	$19.99

DF THE UNCANNY X-MEN ANNIVERSARY LITHOGRAPH
by Joe Quesada w/Art Thibert
Dynamic Forces presents one of Joe Quesada's most ambitious drawings as a DF Premiere Lithograph, featuring Quesada's rendition of the Uncanny X-Men, with inks by Art Thibert! Joe Q. covers four decades of everyone's most favorite mutants in this impressive lithograph featuring nearly every major X-Man from the '60s through the '90s, with Professor X at the center. Measuring 18" x 24" and printed on archival 80lb stock, this masterpiece will be a treasured addition to your collection!
Litho, 18x24, FC	$19.99

88MPH STUDIOS INC.

GHOSTBUSTERS #1
by Andrew Dabb, Steve Kurth, Serge LaPointe, & Blond
In June of 1984, Ghostbusters exploded into theaters and captivated a generation. Twenty years later, the boys are back in a brand new monthly comic book series! Now that they've saved the world twice, the Ghostbusters want to go global... but that's easier said than done. Meanwhile, a dead man is wandering the streets of New York, and something wicked stirs in the Central Park Zoo. Old foes, new enemies, trusty unlicensed nuclear accelerators... this exciting first issue has it all! Because even after two decades, you know who to call!
REG. CVR.-FC, 32pg	$2.95
VARIANT CVR.-FC, 32pg	$3.50

EIGOMANGA

RUMBLE PACK #3
by Various
Rumble Pak is an ongoing, monthly anthology comic book series of high quality original manga stories created by American artists. Issue #3 features new chapters of original American manga titles, and introduces the new American manga, "Extinction Level Event," produced by Jeremy Ray, the design artist for Final Fantasy, The AniMatrix, and The Matrix movie trilogy!
b&w, 96pg	$4.95

EL CAPITAN BOOKS

STRAY BULLETS  #34
by David Lapham
The acclaimed comics series continues its fifth arc of gut wrenching tales - an arc of stories full of hjinks, derring-do, and severe beatings. A stupid bet goes awry for Tony Cazzola, and his girlfriend has to pay the ultimate price. A terrifying nightmare becomes a stone, cold reality and there's no one in the world who can help him.  Can Tony find the courage to do what he knows he must?  Can he save his girl from countless tortures and degradations at the hands of a sadistic group of savages? Of course he can't, or this wouldn't be a Stray Bullets story! Football, heartbreak, failure, and lots of cutting are the pieces of this disturbing Stray Bullets tale!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

ETERNAL ENTERTAINMENT

EVIL ERNIE: REVENGE #1-CREATOR FILE SIGNED-AND-NUMBERED COPIES
by Brian Pulido & Steven Hughes
Creator Brian Pulido unlocks his personal vault to reveal a unique collector's item - the Evil Ernie: Revenge #1 Creator File Copy! A file copy is a comic personally collected by the title's creator. Each copy is signed-and-numbered by Brian Pulido and comes bagged & boarded with a killer custom Certificate of Authenticity. Features a glow in the dark cover and a Lady Death centerfold by Jim Balent! Strictly limited to numbered 100 copies. 
FC, 32pg	$30.00

SOJOURN/LADY DEATH #1 SIGNED EDITION
by Chuck Dixon & Brian Pulido, & George Perez
This is the official, exclusive signed edition signed by all three creators - writer Chuck Dixon, Lady Death creator Brian Pulido, and powerhouse penciller George Perez! Comes bagged & boarded and accompanied by a custom Certificate of Authenticity. Limited to 1000 copies. 
FC, 32pg	$20.00

EUREKA PRODUCTIONS

GRAPHIC CLASSICS VOLUME 9: ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON TP
by Various
The ninth volume in the Graphic Classics series includes comic adaptations of The Bottle Imp, The Suicide Club, and a unique two-part interpretation of Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde by Simon Gane and Michael Slack. Plus, a story by Fannie Van de Grift Stevenson, a special feature by Maxon Crumb, and a collection of R.L. Stevenson's short fables and poems, with art by Dan O'Neill, Shary Flenniken, Hunt Emerson, Johnny Ryan, Michael Manning and more! Cover art by Michael Slack.
SC, 7x10, 144pg, b&w	$9.95

EVOLVE PUBLISHING

JULIA CRUZ: EVOLUTION COP #2
by William Binderup & Rudy Garcia
In issue #2 Julia must infiltrate the mansion of billionaire madman Randall Elron, steal his plans for world domination, escape through the jungle, avoid Elrons army of genetically enhanced gorillas and get back to the Evolution Police headquarters in one piece. All this, without damaging her borrowed designer dress! Features art by Diamond Select sculpting superstar, Rudy Garcia! Ships with alternate cover!
FC, 32pg (2 of 4)	$2.95

FANTAGRAPHICS BOOKS

THE COMICS JOURNAL LIBRARY VOLUME 4: DRAWING THE LINE
edited by Milo George
The fourth volume in TCJ Library's ongoing series of lavish coffee-table-book collections of interviews drawn from the Utne Award-winning magazine's archives, this volume gathers together the epic, exhaustive interviews with four of the sharpest social commentators of our times: Ralph Steadman, Jules Feiffer, Edward Sorel, and David Levine. Each definitive conversation will boast the generous amounts of illustration that TCJ Library readers have come to expect from each volume, as well as a full-color gallery of rarely seen work. 
SC, 12x12, 120pg, PC	$18.95

YOU CAN'T GET THERE FROM HERE GN
by Jason 
Norwegian cartoonist Jason's latest graphic novel (his fifth to be released by Fantagraphics) chronicles one of the oldest love triangles in the world: Mad scientist creates monster, mad scientist creates woman for monster, mad scientist... falls in love with the woman he created for the monster! You Can't Get There From Here is presented in the same elegant format as Jason's previous popular graphic novel The Iron Wagon, a two-color process (black and grayish blue) on tinted paper with an uncoated cover stock printed in three simple colors, complete with flaps.
SC, 7x10, 80pg, PC	$12.95

ANGRY YOUTH COMIX #7 
by Johnny Ryan 
Johhny Ryan is a one-man MAD Magazine with the comedy chops of an entire gang of idiots. In this ish, those mavens of fashion, Loady and Sinus, get swept up in a new craze, only to find themselves behind the curtain at the mysterious Comics Code Authority. What th--?! Elsewhere, Boobs Pooter gets way too famous, while "My Stupid Wife" serves up a stupid dinner, Baby Johnson loses his cool, and Luciano Clifton - aka "The European A$$*@%E" - takes a dump on some lame Americans.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

EVIL EYE #12 
by Richard Sala 
The twelfth and final chapter of "Reflection in a Glass Scorpion," the epic graphic novel that has been serialized since Evil Eye #1 and has featured gruesome murders, girl pirates, an evil puppet, a mysterious tower and amateur sleuth Judy Drood. The black-humor horror thriller reaches it's climax in the highest room of the campus clock tower where college student Kasper finds himself face to face with two-hundred-year-old murdering freak Massimo Ibex. Will Judy Drood arrive in time? Also in this issue, cover girl Peculia meets the brides of Dracula!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$3.95

TRUCKER FAGS IN DENIAL 
by Jim Goad & Jim Blanchard 
From the twisted minds behind such notorious publications as Answer Me!, The Redneck Manifesto, Shit Magnet, Bad Meat, and Glam Warp comes the sordidly hilarious tale of Butch and Petey, two aging, obese truckers so steeped in denial of their homosexuality, they're about to burst! Follow these two lovable losers as they trek across the USA in their battered eighteen-wheeler, doling out misdirected hatred to all they encounter, and eventually succumbing to their long-repressed lust for each other! Trucker Fags in Denial marks writer Jim Goad's first crack at writing a feature-length comic book since his recent three-year bid in an Oregon prison. Artist Jim Blanchard, perhaps best known in the comic world as the Harvey-nominated inker for the final 15 issues of Peter Bagge's HATE comics, has never been to prison. Don't miss this sleazy, lovingly-crafted underground comic opus!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$4.95

LUBA #8 
by Gilbert Hernandez 
The hammer-wielding Luba and her friends take time out once again for another intriguing issue of familial adventure. This time around, TV producer Pipo's soccer superstar son Sergio weighs in with his feelings about he and his mother both sleeping (at different times) with Luba's sister Fritz, and he plans to put an end to such depravity. Meanwhile, Pipo and Fritz take Luba nightclub hopping.
MATURE READERS 
b&w, 24pg	$3.50

THE FRANK BOOK HC NEW PRINTING
by Jim Woodring 
On the top lists of The Village Voice and Booksense 76 and ravingly reviewed by Publisher's Weekly and countless other publications, The Frank Book sold out faster than you can say 'Jhiva!' Between its handsome cloth covers are 344 pages of Frank comics, drawings and oddities and new material   lots of rare and previously unpublished material (including the very first Frank story, not seen in over 10 years). Plus, this book includes an introduction from prominent Jim Woodring fan and acclaimed film director Francis Ford Coppola! This definitive collection is the very best way to give, receive and experience one of the great cartoon achievements of the 20th century.
HC, 344pg, PC	$39.95

Eros Comix

HOUSEWIVES AT PLAY: ORIGINAL RECIPE GN
by Rebecca
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 48pg, b&w	$9.95

SMALL FAVORS VOLUME 2 TP
by Colleen Coover
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 96pg, b&w	$14.95

MEGAMANGA VOLUME 13: BEST OF THE ORIGINAL BONDAGE FAIRIES TP
by Kondom
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 304pg, b&w	$19.95

MEGAMANGA VOLUME 14: BEST OF SEXCAPADES TP
by Jiro Chiba 
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 160pg, b&w	$14.95

ENTHRALLED IN GEHENNA: DESCENT BOOK 1 
by Sonath & Mortis 
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$8.95

REAR ENTRY #6
by Various 
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.95

SPANISH CONQUEST #3
by Lanegra
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.95

SEX WARRIOR ISANE #7
by Okawari
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 24pg	$3.95

SMALL FAVORS VOLUME 1 TP NEW PRINTING
by Colleen Coover & Paul Tobin
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

MANGEROTICA GN 10: SECRET PLOT 1 NEW PRINTING 
by NeWMeN
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 104pg, b&w	$15.95

ELIZABETH BATHORY #1-6 PACK 
by Raulo 
ADULT MATERIAL
Pack (x6)	$18.00

FOOL'S CHILD COMIX

HEADSTATIC TP
by Jay A. Hacker III
Fool's Child Comix debuts with the Xeric Award winning Headstatic, a comic about comics with over 75 stories exploring the sequential art form and every genre imaginable, done in a multitude of styles and methods, offering something for everyone. Squarebound.
SC, 7x10, 256pg, b&w	$12.00

FRIGHTWORLD STUDIOS

FLESHROT: TALES FROM THE DEAD VOLUME 2 TP
by Various
Zombies! Fiends! Undead! Oh my!!! Misty Graves hosts this second gore-fest issue while fighting off some hungry guests. Feel the chill of damp, crypt air as you read through all new tales from the dead and brave the rotting flesh in the gallery. Don't miss out on the comic for the ultimate zombie fan! Contributors include Kevin Eastman, Eric Pigors, Rich Larsen, Dave Cook and more.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 80pg, b&w	$9.99

GEMSTONE PUBLISHING

WALT DISNEY'S VACATION PARADE #1
by Various
A holiday special featuring Mickey, Donald, and Grandma Duck! The wraparound cover is a recreation of the original Christmas Parade #1 cover, restored by Rick Keene. The interior consists of three vintage Carl Barks stories from the original issue: "Vacation Time," "Camp Counselor," and "Donald's Grandma Duck," as well as "The Monster Whale," Paul Murry's first Mickey Mouse adventure. Prestige Format.
SC, 7x10, 80pg, FC	$8.95

DONALD DUCK & FRIENDS #317
by Various
In "Not Distant Enough" Donald tries to solve the mystery of an Easter Island-like statue he unearths in his back yard. Mickey tries to make a better dog out of Pluto in "Mascot Training." And Donald takes a job in a clock store in "A Duck in the Works."
FC, 32pg	$2.95	

MICKEY MOUSE & FRIENDS #266
by Various
Mickey tries to foil a plan to steal an entire amusement park in "The Fastest Place on Earth." Donald and Gladstone face off on the latest reality show in "Terror at Talbot Bay." Two short stories featuring Horace Horsecollar and Goofy, respectively, wrap the book.
FC, 32pg	$2.95	

UNCLE SCROOGE #331
by Various
Scrooge's plans to make his Money Bin a sovereign nation backfire in "His Majesty, McDuck," a classic Don Rosa reprint. Then Daan Jippes serves up his latest recreation of a Barks-scripted Junior Woodchucks story, "Wailing Whalers." A Grandma Duck and an Uncle Scrooge short wrap the book. Prestige Format.
SC, 7x10, 64pg, FC	$6.95

WALT DISNEY'S COMICS & STORIES #646
by Various
A new cover by William Van Horn commemorates Donald's birthday. Inside, Donald's cranky until he accidentally inhales laughing gas, in "Just For Laughs," Van Horn's latest. Carl Barks' first Donald 10-pager, "Victory Garden," as well as short stories featuring Mickey, Daisy, Junior Woodchucks, and Big Bad Wolf, round out the book. Prestige Format. 
SC, 7x10, 64pg, FC	$6.95

OVERSTREET'S COMIC PRICE REVIEW #10
From teenage wasteland to certified hit, what put Teen Titans back on top? Take a look at the latest results for the new Teen Titans series as well as the Silver and Bronze Age classics in Overstreet's Comic Price Review #10! The monthly price guide to high-grade certified comics in the 9.0 to 10.0 range includes Market Reports from the Overstreet Advisors, a lengthy listing of certified comic and magazine sales, high-profile comic character toys, and more. This issue also includes a Geoff Johns checklist! Cover by Michael Turner.
b&w, 48+pg	$6.25

GOOD INTENTIONS PAVING CO.

CANDYAPPLEBLACK #1
An exiled angel wanders the shadowy urban backstreets, seen and heard only by those about to take their own lives... and young children. But someone is searching for him, to undo what he's doing - collecting the souls of these damned humans. Is this dark angel a villain... or a savior?
MATURE READERS
B&w, 24pg (1 of 7)	$3.50

GREAT LAKES NINJA BROTHERHOOD

INFINITE KUNG FU #7
by Kagan McLeod
Moog Joogular is sent to the most desolate region of the martial world to keep an eye on his former partner-in-training, the evil Ahli Sihir. Remembering that Ahli's kung fu had always been mediocre at best, Moog expects little difficulty on this mission. But little does he know that Ahli Sihir has since mastered the sinister art of black magic!
b&w, 32pg	$3.00

GUTSOON! ENTERTAINMENT

REVENGE OF MOUFLON VOLUME 2 GN
by Ono Yoichiro
An action-packed suspense tale that doesn't skimp on controversy! In the skies above Japan, terrorists hijack a commercial airliner filled with passengers. They turn the plane towards Tokyo, and hard choices must be made on the ground. When the U.S. government gets involved, old secrets are forced out into the open. One passenger on the plane decides to take a stand, but is it too late for him to make a difference? Collects Chapters 8-15 of the Raijin Comics serial! 
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 190pg, b&w  	$9.95

RAIJIN COMICS #46
by Various
The championship weekly manga magazine continues it's triumphant run! Featuring the hard-hitting action of Fist of the Blue Sky! Also: City Hunter, Slam Dunk, Baki the Grappler, Guardian Angel Getten, Revenge of Mouflon, Bow Wow Wata, Nemuri Kyoshiro, and Climber Saga. Plus: breaking video game and anime news in the RGA Magazine section and more! Squarebound. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 236pg, b&w	$5.95

HEAVY METAL

UNIVERSE OF CROMWELL HC
by Cromwell
Featuring art of Cromwell, the artist that created Anita Bomba, Adventures of Serguei Wladi, and Minettos Desperatos. 
MATURE READERS
HC, 8x11, 84pg, FC	$19.95

HK COMICS

CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON VOLUME 7 GN
by Wang Du Lu & Andy Seto 
100% pages of full color illustrations! Jen Yu and Dark Cloud Lo were made for each other, but due to a wide gap in status, they could not develop a romantic relationship. Jen Yu confides to Jade Fox, revealing her secret love. Hence, Jade Fox attempts to comfort Jen Yu, but at the same time tries to manipulate her. Li Mu Bai discovers that Long Gao has developed astonishing kung-fu skills based on the 'Book of Sacred Form.' Li seeks revenge, for the sake of his teacher Nan Chiang, by confronting Long Gao regarding the whereabouts of this book. Long Gao decides to fight Li Mu Bai alone in order to protect his beloved wife, Jade Fox, who is the real killer of Nan Jiang.  So a battle between the two Kung Fu masters of Wudan is about to begin! Other features include: a free 4" letter opener in the shape of Li's sword for every purchase of the 1st edition of vol.7!
SC, 7x10, FC	$13.95

IDW PUBLISHING

WILL EISNER'S JOHN LAW: DEAD MAN WALKING GN
by Will Eisner & Gary Chaloner
Comics master Will Eisner has contracted award-winning writer/artist Gary Chaloner to develop all-new adventures featuring the pipe-smoking, one-eyed Crossroads cop. These stories, the first original John Law adventures since Eisner worked on the character in 1948, will be available in print exclusively from IDW in June! The IDW edition will have over a hundred pages of new material and will also include 25 pages of classic John Law tales by Will Eisner himself. These stories have been lovingly re-toned by Chaloner to capture Eisner's full noir-stylings.
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$19.99

ALEISTER ARCANE #3
by Steve Niles & Breehn Burns 
Monsters have taken over the town, and it's up to the kids to figure out how to survive in a world gone mad - a world in which their parents would rather eat them than talk to them!  Steve Niles (30 Days of Night) and Breehn Burns (Gloomcookie) bring this tale of a lonely man and his unexpected impact to a wondrous close.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.99

CSI: DEMON HOUSE #5
by Max Allan Collins, Gabriel Rodriguez, & Ashley Wood
What do an armed robbery at Demon House, a series of convenience store robberies, and a murder have to do with one another? The clues are all there and the evidence never lies - but the reader will be guessing until the very last twist is revealed.  The official comic book version of TV's most popular drama wraps up another exciting story in this special issue!
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (5 of 5)	$3.99

GEORGE A. ROMERO'S DAWN OF THE DEAD #3
by Steve Niles & Chee
Zombies, zombies, and more zombies! George A. Romero's classic fright flicks Night of the Living Dead and Dawn of the Dead redefined zombies for modern audiences. Now, in their compelling and faithful adaptation of Dawn of the Dead, Steve Niles (Remains, 30 Days of Night) and Chee (Wake The Dead) keep the Romero tradition alive for the next generation of fear fanatics!
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.99

GRANDE FANTA: THE BEST OF ASHLEY WOOD HC
by Ashley Wood
Spectrum Award-winning artist Ashley Wood is a proven favorite, and this new deluxe hardcover volume collects popular - and currently unavailable - art books Uno Fanta and Dos Fanta along with more recent book Tres Fanta. Ashley Wood's legions of fans have been waiting for something like this - a full compendium of the highlights of his artistic career! 
MATURE READERS
HC, 6x9, PC	$50.00

HYDE #1
by Steve Niles & Aadi Salman
You can't run from Hyde... Two brilliant but misunderstood scientists race to unlock the mystery of man's dual nature. They succeed, unleashing a murderous beast on a terrified city. As suspicion and treachery grow, the startling secret of the beast's origin is revealed.  Steve Niles (30 Days of Night) and Aadi Salman (Silent Hill: Dying Inside) deliver a powerful and frightening tale of duality, deception and death. Hyde has already been optioned for a motion picture by Dimension Films. Squarebound.
MATURE READERS
FC, 48pg	$6.99

REMAINS #2
by Steve Niles & Kieron Dwyer 
Zombies are overrunning Reno - and how much else of the country, or the world, blackjack dealer Tom Bennett and waitress Tori Chambers have no way of knowing. They only know that they're outnumbered about a million to one - and the odds are getting worse! Steve Niles (30 Days of Night) and Kieron Dwyer turn up the terror dial in this installment! 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.99

SILENT HILL: DYING INSIDE #5
by Scott Ciencin & Aadi Salman
What would you sacrifice to gain absolute control over your own destiny? The lives and souls of those who love and trust you? The future? A war rages in the demon-infested town of Silent Hill, where seventeen year-old Goth Lauryn must make a decision that may forever alter the course of this unholy place - and one day unleash Hell itself upon the world. Don't miss the incredible action and chilling terror of the miniseries' conclusion. Featuring a special variant cover by Konami artist Atsushi Tsujimoto.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.99

WAKE THE DEAD TP
by Steve Niles, Chee, & Milx
Steve Niles, the acknowledged master of horror comics, turns his sights on the Frankenstein story in this terrifying tale, illustrated by new sensation Chee. College student Victor works to reverse death, not knowing what a can of worms he's opening up. But he'll find out.  The first issue of the miniseries collected here sold out immediately, and Dimension Films snapped up the movie rights.
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 128pg, FC	$19.99

30 DAYS OF NIGHT: RETURN TO BARROW #4
by Steve Niles & Ben Templesmith
Sheriff Kitka and his son cope in their own ways with the new dark of winter, and the accompanying onslaught of bloodcurdling terror - or do they? When the sun never rises, the horror never lets up! Steve Niles and Ben Templesmith continue their best-selling tale of humans trying to survive in the face of impossible odds.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$3.99

THE ILLUSTRATION STUDIO

MASTERS OF FANTASY: JUST BETTIE PAGE
The 50's pin-up queen Betty Page is explored in this exotic collection of drawings by a collection of artists! Come along on a sensuous sometimes romantic journey with a talented team of artists; your tour guides into a wondrous gallery of Betty's sometimes innocence but always eternal beauty! Look for all-new art from Steve Woron and others. This issue will be signed by 2 cool creators. Limited to less than 2,000 copies printed world-wide. This signed edition will not be eligible for reprinting - ever! Masters of Fantasy will be an on-going title.  
MATURE READERS
REG. b&w, 24pg	$3.25
SGN. b&w, 24pg 	$7.95

IRONCAT

VAMPIRE YUI VOL. 1 TP-NEW PRINTING
by Narumi Kakinouchi
From esteemed artist Narumi Kakinouchi, who brought you New Vampire Miyu, comes the gothic tale of Vampire Princess Yui, a young half-human/half-vampire who does not yet understand her fate. Yui has been sick for some time and doesn't know why. It turns out that it is because of her cravings... for blood. Join Yui as she learns of her vampiric heritage, her relation for the vampire Miyu, and the mysterious Nagi, a young man who is not quite human himself...
SC, 7x10, 200pg, b&w	$15.95

JACKIE NO-NAME COMICS

HAPPY HOUR IN AMERICA #2
by Tim Lane
In this issue of Happy Hour in America, Tim Lane gives us more stories of the American experience, as seen through the eyes of his off-beat, colorful, and sometimes misdirected characters. Also included in this issue is the second installment of Lane's epic graphic novel, Belligerent Piano. Watch and enjoy as Jackie No-name, the story's wayward protagonist, continues his unusual journey through the subterranean landscape of late 1940's America. 
b&w, 24pg	$3.95

JAY COMPANY COMICS

APHRODITE IX & MAGDALENA LIMITED WIZARD WORLD LA 2004 COVER
by Various
Artist Keu Cha returns to Top Cow and renders this sexy pin-up cover for this exclusive The Cow #1 crossover comic. Originally offered as a premium to this year's Wizard World LA con, and limited to only 500 copies worldwide, every book comes with a certificate of authenticity and is sealed in a bag and board. 
FC, 32pg	MSRP: $19.99

STREET FIGHTER #4 CHUN LI HOLIDAY VARIANT EDITION
by K. Siu-Chong, A. Lee & UDON
Jay Company brings you one of the most sought-after Street Fighter variants with the new Chun Li Holiday cover! These Special Editions of Street Fighter #4 were originally offered as an incentive to the Holiday Bust designs, as they feature new artwork by UDON, and were limited to less than 1,000 copies worldwide. All books are sealed in a protective bag and board.
FC, 32pg	SRP: $14.99

STREET FIGHTER #4 WIZARD WORLD LA 2004 GOLD FOIL EDITION
by K. Siu-Chong, A. Lee & UDON
Wizard World LA saw the debut the new "Blonde Bombshell" Foil Edition of Street Fighter #4. This exclusive Gold Foil Edition is limited to less than 1,000 copies, each sealed in a protective bag and board. Every book comes complete with certificate of authenticity.
FC, 32pg	SRP: $9.99

WITCHBLADE #43 WIZARD WORLD LA 2004 LIMITED COVER
by David Wohl & Francis Manipul
Originally offered as a premium to this year's Wizard World LA convention, and limited to only 500 copies worldwide, Top Cow artist Francis Manipul provides a new cover to this special Witchblade book.  Each comic comes with a certificate of authenticity, and sealed with bag and board. 
FC, 32pg	$19.99

JETPACK PRESS

JOHNNY RAYGUN QUARTERLY #2
by Rich Woodall & Matt Talbot
The action continues as Johnny Raygun must stop Batanga the Zombie Master and his Friends of Evil from enacting a diabolical, mysterious plan! Plus: a scintillating second story in which Johnny goes on an actual date with a woman - with fellow agent H2Olaf in tow! Johnny Raygun is an action/comedy that looks affectionately back on the super-hero comics of the '60s while maintaining a satirical edge that plants it firmly among today's comics. Now 32 big pages for the same low price! Featuring a front cover by Erik Larsen (Savage Dragon), with a flip cover by Woodall and Talbot!
b&w, 32pg	$2.95

KENZER & COMPANY

EVERKNIGHTS SPECIAL #1
by Tony DiGerolamo & Ben Hall
From the four corners of Garweeze Wurld came the finest warriors to battle evil (for a price)! For years, the EverKnights have reigned as champions supreme - but now they have a little competition... It's the EverKnights vs. the Knights of the Round Table in this exciting myth-adventure!
b&w, 24pg	$2.99

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE #92
by Jolly Blackburn & Various
"It's A Small Wurld After All!"-Knights of the Dinner Table is the longest running comic on the subject of games ever! Though B.A., Brian, Bob, Dave and Sara may play different characters in different games, their personalities always shine through. KoDT also features articles for gamers from a gamer's perspective; a hilarious and hysterical slice of (fantasy) life in strips and a wonderful celebration of the gaming culture. Cover by Blaine Taggart.
b&w, 112pg	$3.99

KNIGHTS OF THE DINNER TABLE: ILLUSTRATED #35
by Mark Plemmons, Brendon & Brian Fraim
When Knuckles gets "beard envy," a traveling snake-oil salesman offers a tempting solution. But it is all it appears to be? And what about those rampaging hordes of ogres on their way to town? Don't miss the hysterical "Hair Be Monsters!"
b&w, 24pg	$2.99

KYLE BAKER PUBLISHING 

KYLE BAKER, CARTOONIST VOLUME 2: NOW WITH MORE BAKERS TP
by Kyle Baker 
The laugh-packed sequel to Baker's surprise hit Cartoonist! In a refreshing change of pace, Kyle Baker has chosen to break no new creative ground for this book. This time he's just sticking to what works! Enjoy another visit with "The Bakers"; the return of "Sweet Sue, Defense Attorney", and more! 
MATURE READERS
SC, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

LEGION OF EVIL PRESS 

CHIP ZDARSKY'S PRISON FUNNIES #3
by Chip Zdarsky 
Dear Fans, I love your eyes, your smile, your silken moustache. We need more "us" time, more time to snuggle together and read the latest issue of Prison Funnies in front of a roaring fire made from previous issues. So come away with me to a hilarious land where anything goes... and usually does.-Love, Chip. P.S. This is the perfect jumping-on point for people who read The Collected Prison Funnies or Prison Funnies #1 & #2! A character dies! A character loves too much! A character learns a lesson! Note: 20% better than "Hush."
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$3.00

LINSNER.COM

JOSEPH MICHAEL LINSNER "SCARLET STORM" DIGITAL PRINT 
by Joseph Michael Linsner
Linsner.com is proud to offer yet another splendid image in a continuing series of digital prints! This latest offering features a stunning painting of the Goddess, twisting around in an ocean of emotion. Originally gracing the front cover of Linsner's Three Tiers Limited Edition #3, this strikingly dramatic piece of art is sure to appeal to comic fans, fans of pinup art, and the hard-to-please Goth crowd, too. Each full color 11" x 17" print is individually hand-signed by Joseph Michael Linsner, and comes housed in an archival, crystal clear protective plastic sleeve. 
Print, 11x17, FC	$25.00 

THE OFFICIAL LINSNER.COM DAWN T SHIRTS
Show your appreciation of the goddess Dawn by sporting this "wearable art!" Featuring "old school" Linsner red-and-white art on a quality black T shirt, these fashionable tops make a definite statement. Men's style shirts are a 50/50 blend high quality shirt; the ladies demi-sleeve babydoll and spaghetti strap tops are 100% cotton and very soft and sexy. 
T-SHIRT-S-XL	$20.95
T-SHIRT-XXL-XXXL	$22.95
DEMI-SLEEVE BABYDOLL-M-XL	$22.95
DEMI-SLEEVE BABYDOLL-XXL	$23.95
SPAGH. STRAP BABYDOLL-M-XL	$22.95

MIRAGE STUDIOS

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES #16
by Peter Laird & Jim Lawson
This issue: Leo fights for his life against the mysterious warrior; Mike and his new friend walk the Marginal Way; Don and the Utroms learn more about their bizarre predicament; and Raph doesn't like it when you touch his food!
b&w, 36pg	$2.95

MOONSTONE

LANCE BARNES, POST NUKE DICK TP
by Stefan Petrucha & Barry Crain
GASP! as gumshoe Lance Barnes snips the wrong wire on an ICBM and ends the world! SCREECH! as he guiltily wanders the post-nuke landscape with his one-legged secretary Peg! THRILL! to the collected comic and a new text adventure! READ! what Stan Lee called "[full of] amazing originality and offbeat humor!" Includes the previously published Epic 4-issue mini-series, as well as a brand new Lance illustrated short story by creator Stefan Petrucha (The X-Files)! All for a "the world is ending, so what the heck" price! Cover by Joel Naprstek
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 136pg, b&w (Note Price)	$11.95

THE CISCO KID #3
by Jim Duffy & Jerry DeCaire
Dont dare miss the fiery conclusion of the very first Cisco Kid mini-series! Cisco and Pancho give the slavers hell as their headquarters ignites. They must work quickly to free Pancho's sister and retrieve Cisco's amulet, a bitter-but-consuming reminder of his past, and the events that set him on this road to damnation. But it is those kinder days that may meet him, and destroy his only chance of salvation!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (3 of 3)	$2.95

MR. MOTO #3
by Rafael Nieves & Tim Hamilton
A blackmailed Ken Takashi must infiltrate a Japanese spy ring in post-WW2 Chicago. His hatred for Sato propels him to go along with a corrupt G-Man's plan... maybe his only chance to get close to Sato and avenge his father's death. But as the lies he has been told dissolve into a web of deceit, Moto appears. Moto, who by showing him a world of intrigue and shadows, forces Ken to see that the difference between "pawn" and "player" is slight enough to fool even the most inscrutable of spies...
b&w, 32pg (3 of 3)	$2.95

SHERLOCK HOLMES MYSTERIES VOLUME 2 TP
by Martin Powell & Seppo Makinen
Two tales of the Great Detective in one volume, by the Eisner-nominated team behind Scarlet by Gaslight! First, in Return of the Devil, the many drug addicts of London have fallen victim to a poisonous supply of cocaine, trapping Sherlock Holmes himself within its deadly grip! Then, in The Loch Ness Horror (the never before seen in its entirety sequel to Return of the Devil), lured out of retirement, Holmes is called upon by the Vatican to investigate the bizarre murder of a priest. He swiftly deduces that this is no ordinary crime, and that an immensely powerful holy relic as been stolen from the secret vaults. Aleister Crowley, the self proclaimed "Most Wicked Man in the World", casts his evil designs against all humanity in a mad scheme to arouse Doomsday.  All the while, Dr. Watson returns to Baskerville Hall, where something demonic is once again haunting the fog-shrouded moors! Cover by Tim Seelig. Squarebound.
SC, 7x10, 142pg, b&w	$14.95

MOONSTONE MISSIONS FROM GOD PACK
Includes one copy each of: Kolcjak Devil in Details, Vampire: Nosferatu, Mr. Keen #1, and Mr. Keen #2. 
Pack (x4)	$12.50

MU PRESS

WILD! #6
by Various, Edited by Edd Vick
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION  
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$3.75

MUSE WORKS

SINFEST VOLUME 1 TP
by Tatuya Ishida
First compilation of the online comic Sinfest, featuring Slick, Monique, God, the Devil. Pooch, and Percival, and others. Here the Sinfest universe is introduced, a place where God speaks through handpuppets, the Devil goes hunting, the Eastern Dragon floats around, and mortals kick back and watch the whole cosmic play.
MATURE READERS
SC, 8x01, 228pg, b&w	$17.95

MVCREATIONS

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE VOLUME 3 #5
by Lori Ann Scott & Emiliano Santalucia
King Hsss' plan surfaces as an ancient force is embraced to complete his calculations.  Important truths are revealed about key characters' past as the history of Eternia begins to play an important roll in the destiny of all. Cover by Emiliano Santalucia. 
FC, 32pg	$2.95

ROB ZOMBIE'S SPOOK SHOW INTERNATIONAL #9
by Rob Zombie, Pat Boutin, Fabio Laguna, & EJ Su 
Rob Zombie is mad! Simply mad!!! Suzi X loses more clothing while fighting against alien masterminds and horrific monster badies! Then El Superbeasto helps hot babes lose more clothing still as he fights for mankind and his manhood! Then Simon Deadmarsh and his monster hunting crew take on ghouls from another dimension!... well, maybe not. The greatest show in the world continues... the Spookshow! Cover by Fabio Laguna.
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	$2.95

NBM PUBLISHING

THE P. CRAIG RUSSELL LIBRARY OF OPERA ADAPTATIONS VOLUME 3 HC
This collection of Russell's classic adaptations concludes with Pelleas & Melisande by Maeterlinck and Debussy, Salome by Richard Strauss and the all new The Godfather's Code from Cavalleria Rusticana by Mascagni. 
HC, 8x12, 128pg, FC	$24.95

GENERALISSIMO EL BUSHO
by Ted Rall
In time for the election campaign, Rall compiles his most scathing cartoons and commentary aimed at what he portrays as our first non-elected president, one of the most hawkish and mean-spiritedly incompetent in U.S. history. 
HC b&w, 6x9, 208pg	$19.95
SC b&w, 6x9, 208pg	$13.95


SWARM VOLUME 1 TP
by Patrick Conlon
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 9x11, 73pg, FC	$13.95

THE ADVENTURES OF A LESBIAN COLLEGE SCHOOL GIRL NEW PRINTING
by Petra Waldron & Jennifer Finch
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 9x11, 48pg, b&w	$8.95

GRIN & BARE IT #13
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
Magazine, FC	$5.95

GRIN & BARE IT #9-12 SET
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
Set, FC	$19.95

GIRL SECOND COMING VOLUME 1 NEW PRINTING 
by Kevin Taylor
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
SC, 9x11, 56pg, FC	$10.95

SIZZLE #18-21 PACK
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
Pack	$17.95

NEKO PRESS

DE SKETCHITOES: FSC SKETCHBOOK
by Fsc
From her personal sketchbooks comes this all new collected version of some of the most eye-opening images from the one and only Fsc. Known for her works in mainstream and international comics such as "Lost Stock of Children" and "Mince." This collection contains 64 pages of brand new images never seen in previous publications. This edition is printed on partial color and black-and-white paper to set a very esoteric mood.
SC, 7x10, 64pg, PC	$9.99

KICKASS GIRL: SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET #3
by Billy Martinez 
Just in time for summer comes this third installment of this exciting and dark journey of Katrina Vasquez. A girl with powers that she has not know to possess until recent events have taken place. In this issue, Katrina must hunt down and destroy what could be mankind's worst enemy as she finds out more answers and takes on some puzzling questions to who Dave the Skeleton is and if Lenny G. can be trusted.
b&w, 24pg	$2.99

NOW COMICS

VESPERS VOLUME 1 TP
by Tony Caputo, D. Mowry, & Various
Vespers follows the exploits of Vesper, a Madonna-like rock star, who also happens to have mystical, supernatural powers. She may be a talented singer, but it's these powers that fuel her success, distorting her image and how many of the public perceive her; witch, demon, whore, saint, disciple. The overwhelming paparazzi alone take her to the brink of insanity, but cult worshippers, animal sacrifices, and the inability to find even a regular date isolates her from the rest of the world. Movie stars and fellow rock stars are afraid of her, shadowed by her iconic image, and strange powers, further drowning her in a loneliness that drives her to drugs and alcohol. Until one day, while promoting her new music CD, she meets Connie Severin a.k.a. Kinesis, a fellow super-freak, who's last real relationship was with a self-destructive, drug addicted vampire. Together they create Vespers, a support group for the inhuman, the superhero, and the supernatural. A rock star, a centerfold, a supermodel, a navy seal, a zombie and a guardian angel all eventually realize that their meeting wasn't a coincidence at all, but were brought together by fate to fight the ultimate evil in the battle for all life on Earth! 
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 136pg, b&w	$14.95

OBION COMICS

ALONG THE CANADIAN #2
by Joel Rivers
Sheriff Johnston returns to Fort Smith troubled by the memories of his dead deputies. Finding replacements will not be easy. Neargasaw Fred's pretty niece has a dangerous admirer: "Cottonmouth Jones" and the horse thief needs the Sheriff's help. Will Johnston's own troubled past be his undoing? No Ads.
b&w, 24pg (2 of 6)	$2.95

ONI PRESS

SPAGHETTI WESTERN GN
by Scott Morse
Sometimes you have to go for broke. Take the would-be bank robbers of Scott Morse's Spaghetti Western: an old man with a terminal illness and his aimless young friend. Convinced modern convenience has edged out all the cowboy rebels, the duo descends upon a California savings and loan, ready to take the rich "fatcats" for all they're worth. And then the fun begins...
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x8, 136pg, b&w	$11.95 

THE TOMB GN
by Nunzio DeFilippis, Christina Weir, & Christopher Mitten
Jessica Parrish wanted to be the next "Indiana Jones," but she's down to one last shot - lead a team into the booby-trap-ridden estate of Mathias Fowler. Fowler, the "lost" member of the 1922 King Tut expedition, stole a number of coveted artifacts from the dig. Can Parish's team navigate the deathtraps and ghosts hidden beneath the mansion, or will they just end up more bodies in The Tomb?
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x8, 144pg, b&w	$14.95

QUEEN & COUNTRY SCRIPTBOOK
by Greg Rucka with Steve Rolston
Tara Chace is a spy. Her missions are dangerous, clandestine, and often require a grey sense of morality. Greg Rucka is a writer. His work is topical, extremely well-researched, and totally unpredictable. This new book gives fans a unique at the building blocks of the Eisner Award-winning debut story arc of this acclaimed series. As a bonus, this volume includes sketches, thumbnails, and designs by Steve Rolston (One Bad Day, Mek).
MATURE READERS
SC, 6x9, 160pg, b&w	$15.95 

QUEEN & COUNTRY #25 
by Greg Rucka & Steve Rolston
Steve Rolston returns for this special double-sized Anniversary Issue! More than three years after the series debut, it's time for spy Tara Chace to get away, and what better way than with a trip to Switzerland? A special stand-alone story perfect for new readers and old fans alike! 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg (Note Price)	$5.99

LOVE FIGHTS #10
by Andi Watson
The net tightens around the Flamer smear-campaign suspect. Will Jack, Nora, and the Flamer catch the rumor monger or will Future Feline foil their plans? Continuing the ongoing battle from Andi Watson.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

BLUE MONDAY: PAINTED MOON #2 
by Chynna Clugston-Major
Bleu has become so stressed out about everything that she spazzes at the slightest provocation. Sensing that the poor girl carries around way too much tension, Erin hips her to a method of self-relief that every teenager uses now and again. But Bleu ends up indulging a little too much!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 32pg (2 of 4)	$2.99

OPPOSITE NUMBER

THE WONDERVERSE: NEXUS #3
by Kottler, Avery, & Garcia
On his feet at last, we begin to see some of the true power of the man known only as Spook. Granger and Jane face the terrible truth of Bergman-Jones's savagery in Africa. Jack, beset by old doubts, has no time for contemplation as he faces a new threat - the mighty Strongarm.
b&w, 24pg (3 of 4)	$2.95

OVERCAST COMICS

THE GIFT #6
by Gregory, Kirham, Galli, & Keith
There is a being of Ancient power that walks the earth giving items of incredible power to normal everyday people. A grocery store bag boy moves through a mediocre life filled only with distaste and envy. But when he receives a "Gift" that allows him to control the thoughts and actions of others, all will bow before his terrible might. But for this power... there is a price. Bi-monthly/Ongoing.  
MATURE READERS
FC, 24pg	$2.95

PENNY-FARTHING PRESS

PARA #4
by Stuart Moore, Pablo Villalobos, & Mostafa Moussa
Penny-Farthing's high-tech thriller explodes with revelations! What catastrophic accident really hit the Supercollider particle accelerator, 20 years ago? What deal did the U.S. government strike with the Devil? And just who are those damn aliens, anyway?! Sara Erie will learn the answers - if she can survive her first trip to another world!
FC, 32pg	$2.95

PHOSPHORESCENT COMICS

THE WATCH: CASUS BELLI #1
by Christian Read, Stewart McKenny & Annette Kwok
The 'superhero' fad has passed, and those with powers have become celebrities, criminals or, like The Watch, formed mercenary teams. Yet, powerful beings remain dangerously political, such as Lucifer, who invades Beijing with a host of super-human minions! A real merger of traditional supers with the political thriller! Not to be missed! 
FC, 24pg (1 of 3)	$3.25

PICKLE PRESS

BIG BREASTED VAMPIRE DEATH #1
by Nik Havert & Renatus
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 48pg	$5.00

PV COMICS

PV COMICS VOLUME 1 TP
by Various
PV Comics is a quarterly anthology created by some of the most acclaimed creators of online comics today, ranging from horror to sci-fi humor, in a wide variety of story-telling and artistic styles.
MATURE READERS
SC, 66pg, b&w	$4.95

RADIO COMIX

FURRLOUGH #138
by Various
Your monthly source for anthropomorphic comics!  Kyle Carrozza brings us a new chapter in "Clare's Stupid Life", plus "Sky Lords" by Gary Bedell Jr., and shorts by Ursula Husted and David Goodman.  Cover by Missmonster Mel.
b&w, 32pg	$2.99

MANGAPHILE #24
by Various
The Magazine for manga fans, bringing you the very best in new American manga talent! Filled with comic stories, including "Wendy Comic" by Joshua Lesnick, "Lourdes Ascension" by Tre, "Tobias" by Jessica Moffett, and "Asuza" by Aimi Tokutake. Also, an informative article on Asian mythology by James Hanrahan. Cover by Heather Bruton.
b&w, 48pg	$4.99

Sin Factory

ANUBIS: DARK DESIRE #2
by Various
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 48pg	$4.99

DANGEROUS #2
by Various
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

GENUS #66
by Various
ADULT MATERIAL
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

RANDOM HOUSE

PERSEPOLIS: THE STORY OF A CHILDHOOD SC
by Marjane Satrapi
The daughter of radical Marxists and the great-granddaughter of Iran's last emperor, Marjane Satrapi's graphic depiction of her life in Tehran from ages six to 14 brings home, with eloquence and force, the contradictions between private and public life. 
SC, 6x8, 168pg, b&w	$11.95

REBELLION

2000AD PROGS #1392-1396
Britain's award-winning, highly influential weekly sci-fi anthology comic surges into summer with a stellar line-up of eye-popping stories from the cream of the UK's scripting and artistic talent! Chopper: "The Big Meg" comes to its explosive climax, courtesy of John Wagner, Patrick Goddard and Dylan Teague, as does undercover thriller, Low Life, by Rob Williams (Cla$$war) and Henry Flint (Judge Dredd vs Aliens); deep space drama A.H.A.B. by Nigel Kitching and Richard Elson; and retro-urban-actioner Savage by Pat Mills and Charlie Adlard (The Establishment). Meanwhile, Sauron saucepot Tyranny Rex makes a fiery return, courtesy of John Smith (Vampirella) and Steve Yeowell (The Invisibles), and future lawman Judge Dredd is on the trail of the terrorist organization Total War in "Terror" by John Wagner and Colin MacNeil! 
Magazine, 32pg, PC	$3.75Ea.

2000AD EXTREME EDITION #4
A quarterly showcase for classic tales and unreprinted rarities from the Thrill-Vaults of the Galaxy's Greatest Comic! Each 116-page edition is themed round a specific character or concept, and comes with a zarjaz new cover by one of Tharg's hottest art droids! 
SC, 116pg 	$5.99

JUDGE DREDD MEGAZINE #220
Five all-new strip adventures from the worlds of Judge Dredd and beyond! Featuring Judge Dredd in "Damned Ranger" (John Wagner & John Ridgway); Mean Machine in "Angel Heart" (John Wagner & David Millgate); Young Middenface in "Brigadoom!" (Alan Grant & Patrick Goddard/Dylan Teague); Black Siddha in "Kali Yuga" (Pat Mills & Simon Davis); and the first in an occasional series exploring the sleazier side of Dredd's world   "Mega-City Noir" (Simon Spurrier & Frazer Irving). Plus, news, features, interviews, and classic British comic thrills, including "Charley's War" (Pat Mills & Joe Colquhoun). 
Magazine	$10.99

RED EYE PRESS

MORTAL COILS VOLUME 1: BODYLINES TP
by Lewis, Copland, Quiring, Woodward & Co.
This award-winning, break-out collection of dark suspense tales also features three all-new stories, a 16-page color section, art by Mike Mignola, Mark Wheatley, Scott Mills, and Joel Priddy, annotations, and a foreword by Mark Waid! 
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 174pg, b&w	$16.95

REED PRESS

SEVEN MILES A SECOND GN
by David Wojnarowicz
Though East Village artist and AIDS activist David Wojnarowicz died before he could finish his memoir-in-comics, artist James Romberger complete the work using text from Wojnarowicz's diaries. Seven Miles a Second endures as a powerful document of the early years of the AIDS crisis and the East Village scene of the 1980s. This revised edition has a new cover, new artwork, and new pages that bring Wojnarowicz's unfinished story to a close. Also includes Wojnarowicz's 1989 essay that freated a firestorm around the NEA's funding of controversial artworks and marked a seminal moment in AIDS activism. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x01, 96pg, FC	$16.95

SILLY DADDY GN
By Joe Chiappetta
This is an endearing autobiographical account of Joe Chiappetta's struggles to be both a committed artist and a loving father. A parenting guide for anyone struggling with balance, it shows his transformation from cranky bohemian anarchist to the doting silly daddy of the title. Chiappetta's comics memoir is a map of the meandering life journey   all too familiar to many of us   that moves from young love and the pleasure of parenthood, through the pain of divorce, and a dearly achieved personal growth, to an embrace of religious faith. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 7x10, 256pg, b&w	$16.95

REFLUX COMICS

REFLUX COMICS #2
Justice League Adventures writer Matthew K. Manning and several of the Meathaus artists join together again with several other innovative contributors to bring you the second exciting issue of Reflux subtitled "The Great Squirrel Riots!" Special back cover painted by Marvel Comics' Cory Petit.  
b&w, 32pg	$3.95

RORSCHACH ENTERTAINMENT

DAYS OF THE DRAGON #1
by Ron Fortier & Gary Kato
It is a time of kings and queens, of magic and mysticism, of warfare and intrigue. It is a time of both adventurous quests and dark scheming. It is also the time of the Dragons. An all-ages adventure from the imaginations of Ron Fortier (Terminator: The Burning Earth, Green Hornet) and Gary Kato (Mr. Jigsaw, Ms. Tree)!
b&w, 32pg	$3.50

SHANDA FANTASY ARTS

MISTY THE MOUSE #1
by David Koppenhaver
Misty the Mouse is a humorous comic anthology about the cute liffle full-figured mouse named Misty and her group of buddies that make every day an interesting adventure. For years, Misty the Mouse has been an online favorite among furry fans. 
MATURE READERS
b&w, 40pg	$4.99

SILENT DEVIL PRODUCTIONS

SILENT FOREST GN
by Various
After the defeat of the golfers, all is well in Silent Forest. A-Bear and Bearymore (the Werebear Brothers), and Wünderwolf (a wolf who thinks he is human), take time to rest and relax in their newfound solitude. But everything is not quiet for long as a new threat rumbles in from the Icky Woods. It first takes form in a series of dreams, then becomes reality when Grit and Foot's army invades. With the help of the Shine Weasels, Didder Dee, and a mysterious cow, the three friends must come to understand their purpose... and make their forest silent once again. Written by Adam, Christian and Nick Beranek, with art by Chris Burke, Taki Soma, Jeff Bracey, Heidi Evans, and Michael J. Bencik.
SC, 7x10, 136pg, b&w	$11.95

SIRIUS ENTERTAINMENT

AKIKO POCKET SIZE VOLUME 2 TP
by Mark Crilley
Collecting issues #8-13 of the Akiko series in a brand-new, manga-sized graphic novel! Akiko and her friends are on their way to rescue the Prince of Smoo from the clutches of the evil Alia Rellapor.  Along the way, they encounter the insurmountable Great Wall of Trudd, reunite with disgruntled hermit P.Q. Goybi, face-off against the villainous Loza Throck, and finally reach Alia Rellapor's gargantuan palace! Akiko Pocket Size #2 is the only way to find these rare stories - all previous editions are long gone!
SC, 5x7, 128pg, b&w	$9.95

AKIKO POCKET SIZE VOLUME 3 TP
by Mark Crilley
Collecting issues #14-18 of the Akiko series in a brand-new, manga-sized graphic novel! Akiko and her friends have entered Alia Rellapor's fortress, only to be captured by the infamous Loza Throck.  After they escape from the ominous dungeon, the mysterious Alia Rellapor appears at last.  Is she really the maniacal monster they suspected her to be, or much more?  To free the Prince from Loza Throck, Akiko and the gang must beat the brutish villain at his own game! Akiko Pocket Size #3 is the only way to find these rare stories - all previous editions are long gone!
SC, 5x7, 128pg, b&w	$9.95

DOGWITCH LIMITED EDITION PRINT
by Daniel Schaffer
She's seductive, she's psychotic, and she wants to be up against your wall! UK superstar Daniel Schaffer presents Violet Grimm, the luscious heroine of the cult phenomenon Dogwitch series, in her first-ever high-end art collectible! This full-color print measures 11" x 17" and is strictly limited to 666 copies. Printed on heavy bond paper, and packaged with an autographed Certificate of Authenticity also created by Daniel Schaffer. Each print is individually shrink-wrapped on board, ready for display. 
Print, 11x17, FC	$18.00

POISON ELVES #79
by Drew Hayes
Lusiphur's life turns into a soap opera from Hell! Old friends, including Hyena, Cynthia, Winston, and Fleece, conspire to see Lynn and Luse fall in love, even if it kills them. Meanwhile, the two most powerful members of the Elvin High Council hold a secret meeting. Do Stefani and Mogré-Ür plot to save the world as they claim, or do they have something more sinister in mind? Also, Lusiphur faces one last confrontation with Jace's tough-as-nails father.
MATURE READERS
b&w, 24pg	$2.95

DREW HAYES' BAD FAIRY LIMITED EDITION PRINT
by Drew Hayes
The creator of Poison Elves follows up the success of his recent Twisted Fairy Tales Portfolio with a full-color print, inspired by the fairy tales you know and love. Measuring 11" x 17", this collectible art print comes packaged with an autographed Certificate of Authenticity by Drew Hayes. Strictly limited to 666 copies. Printed on heavy bond paper, individually shrink-wrapped on board, ready for display. Just 'cause she's cute and blue with butterfly wings, it doesn't mean this bad fairy doesn't have bite! 
MATURE READERS
Print, 11x17, FC	$18.00

SLIP OF THE TONGUE

STRIP XXX #5
SEE PREVIEWS ADULT FOR MORE INFORMATION.  
ADULT MATERIAL
FC, 68pg	$6.50
ST. MARTIN'S PRESS

PAUL AUSTER'S CITY OF GLASS
By Paul Auster
An unknown voice on the telephone is begging for his help, drawing him into a world and a mystery far stranger than he ever created in print. Adapted by Paul Karasik and David Mazzucchelli, with graphics by David Mazzucchelli, Paul Auster's ground-breaking Edgar Award-nominated masterwork has been astonishingly transformed into a new visual language.
SC, 6x8, 144pg, b&w	$14.00

TCZ STUDIO

THE CELESTIAL ZONE VOLUME 2 #11
by Wee Tian Beng
This issue: Xing Yun in Peril! Dancing Butterfly tests Raving Star, hoping to find out if she is a stronger contender than Xing Ling. White Tiger recounts to Xing Ling the battle Wei Qi and Tian Yuan fought against Blazing Sun, and is surprised Xing Ling is not affected by her affection towards Wang Chan. Plus: Part 9 of The New Frontier. Introduction by Art Spiegleman.
SC, 7x10, 60pg, FC (11 of 12)	$9.50

TITAN PUBLISHING

CLASSIC DAN DARE: VOYAGE TO VENUS VOLUME 2
by Frank Hampson
First published in the British comics The Eagle, these are the original adventures of one of the best known and loved British comic characters, presented in new series of gorgeous hardback library editions from Titan. Includes background material exclusive to this book, with rarely seen art and design pages, interviews with original Dan Dare studio artists, and an exclusive foreward. 
HC, 9x12, 96pg, FC	$19.95

MARSHAL LAW: CLOAK OF EVIL GN
by Pat Mills & Kevin O'Neill
A never-before-published graphic story album, from the legendary creative team of Pat Mills and Kevin O'Neill! When San Futuro's leading sec queen hostess turns up dead in an apparent suicide, there is more to the situation than meets the eye. Features an all-new cover and full-color illustrations throughout! 
MATURE READERS
SC, 9x6, 96pg, FC	$14.95

TRANSFORMERS: PREY GN
by Simon Furman, Jeff Anderson, & Geoff Senior
The classic comic strip collections from the Transformers UK comics continue. Optimus Prime is on the run from Predacons! Faturing Ultra Magnus, the Wreckers, Megatron, and the shocking return of the most unexpected Transformers villain of all! Swoop battles his former namesake, Divebomb! Packed with bonus material specially created for this volume! 
SC, 9x12, 128pg, FC	$19.95

TOKYOPOP

Graphic Novels

AI YORI AOSHI VOLUME 4 GN
by Kou Fumizuki 
Kaoru's problems multiply after meeting his obsessed arranged wife! When Kaoru runs into his childhood friend Mayu, who is home after her stay in jolly olde England, she greets him with a big, wet European-style kiss! The longtime companions share an intense, intimate history together, which causes an upset Aoi to wonder if her fiance's brains are getting caught in his zipper. Filled with feelings of guilt, Kaoru sets out to do the right thing...but where does his heart lie?
SC, 5x7, b&w (4 of 9)	$9.99

ARM OF KANNON VOLUME 2 GN
by Masakazu Yamaguchi 
Apocalypse now?! Caged and tortured like an animal awaiting the slaughter, Mao is put to a deadly test. Garama, the secret military contractor that seeks to unlock the mystery of the Arm of Kannon, conducts an array of potentially lethal experiments on the possessed Mao - but he's not going take the role of sacrificial lamb lying down! Will anyone have sympathy for the Devil? Or will the demonic spirits finally awaken, laying everyone's souls to waste?
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, 196pg, b&w (2 of 8)	$9.99

B'TX VOLUME 4 GN
by Masami Kurumada 
From the creator of Saint Seiya/Knights of the Zodiac as seen on TV! Teppei continues his battle with the Shinigami and is nearly defeated. Even worse, Teppei's pride is shattered when Foh tells him that his skills are inferior and that he will die in due time unless he improves them. Meanwhile, Kotaro has incurred the wrath of Misha, has been thrust into Under Hell, from whence no man returns.
SC, 5x7, b&w (4 of 16)	$9.99

CARDCAPTOR SAKURA VOLUME 1 GN NEW PRINTING
by CLAMP 
Now in 100% Authentic Manga right-to-left format! Includes free Clow Card Bookmark and bonus color pages! From CLAMP comes the engaging tale of Sakura, an average 4th grade girl, who accidentally finds an enchanted book called "The Clow" in her father's library. The book once contained a set of magical Clow Cards, but they all escaped while the guardian of the book fell asleep. Now, Sakura is thrust into a mystical journey to capture all of the Clow Cards before they wreak chaos and destruction!
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (1 of 6)	$9.99

CHRONICLES OF THE CURSED SWORD VOLUME 7 GN
by Yeo Beop-Ryong & Park Hui-Jin 
When Shyao transports to the realm of the sages she undergoes a god-like transformation...and a secret is revealed that will decide whether or not Rey should be permitted to continue living! Meanwhile, Rey brings his combat skills to the infamous Muijin Fortress, where humans and demons alike battle for martial arts supremacy. There's just one catch   few ever make it out alive...
SC, 5x7, 176pg, b&w (7 of 12)	$9.99

CRESCENT MOON VOLUME 2 GN
by Haruko Iida 
In the unending quest to procure the precious Teardrops of the Moon, Mahiru moves in with the Lunar Race. While plans for stealing the next Drop begin to emerge, Mahiru's conscience gives her reservations about joining the bandits, leading to the death of a comrade...and the appearance of a mysterious vortex that takes no prisoners!
SC, 5x7, b&w (2 of 6)	$9.99

CULDCEPT VOLUME 1 GN
by Shinya Kaneko
The hit manga series that spawned popular Dreamcast and PS2 video games! In the magical land of Bablashca, card-shaped relics are discovered that are part of the ancient Culdcept, a book that created the universe. Whoever collects all the cards will have the power of gods, but only special people, called Ceptors, can control the cards, and thus, control the universe. When the mysterious Black Ceptors begin destroying city after city in search of the precious cards, the fate of Bablashca rests in an apprentice Ceptor named Najaran, who sets out on an improbable journey to conquer the Black Ceptors before they discover the hidden relics.
SC, 5x7, b&w (1 of 3) 	$9.99

CYBORG 009 VOLUME 6 GN
by Ishinomori Shotaro 
After our double-zero heroes make their way through the jungles of Vietnam, they step out of the frying pan and into a greater fire. The mighty powerful Greek Myutos Cyborg team has heard about their victory in 'Nam and would like to initiate a little tete-a-tete offensive. Never one to shy away from a Sisyphean challenge, our cyborg super group steps up to battle...but will they sing paeans of victory? Or will the Herculean strength of the Greek team overpower the war-weary 009-led company and find their Achilles heel?
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w (6 of 8) 	$9.99

DOLL GN
by Mitsukazu Mihara 
These haunting tales of human-like androids, called Dolls, range from romantic to tragic, from comic to ironic, and everything in between. In these stories, dolls have an uncanny way of working themselves into the lives of their masters: A woman develops an unusual closeness to doll that will affect her human family from beyond the grave... A man wants to make his doll into the perfect human lover, but discovers that humans are not perfect... A father buys his son a doll to help him get over the death of his mother. Doll provides a firsthand glimpse into the psychology of the human/doll relationship and examines the question of what it means to be truly human. English Adaptation by Simon Furman (Transformers, Death's Head).
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w	$9.99

DRAGON HUNTER VOLUME 7 GN
by Hong-Seock Seo 
Seur-Chong and the gang finally arrive at Mount Back-Doo, home of the Blue Dragon and the last place Seur Chong saw his mother. But a second team of dragon hunters arrives atop the mountain, creating mounting tension and the threat of battle. Things sizzle to a climactic head, revealing shocking secrets: What is Seur-Chong's mother's connection to the Shamanic Council? Who is Seur-Chong's father? Is there a family reunion in the works?! 
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (7 of 12) 	$9.99

DUEL MASTERS CINEMANGA VOLUME 1 GN
The series that spawned the hit card game! Shobu Kirifuda is a comical but determined boy who collects Duel Masters cards. He participates in dramatic tournaments with his cards against colorful opponents. His duels bring fantastic creatures from five civilizations to life in the battle zone. He may not always emerge victorious, but Shobu's passion for the game always makes him a winner.
SC, 5x7, 96pg, FC (1 of 3)	$7.99

EERIE QUEERIE! VOLUME 3 GN
by Shuri Shiozu 
Meet Itsuki, a loquacious male itako whom Mikuni schemes with to dupe some suckers out of big bucks   but the paying crowd doesn't exactly go ga-ga over the puerile performance. Meanwhile, Mitsuo signs up for employment as a psychic detective, but his on-the-job training leads to some sexual tensions. Love may be in the air, but Mitsuo realizes that chasing some damsels in distress may be more trouble than it's worth! 
SC, 5x7, b&w (3 of 4)	$9.99

ESCAFLOWNE VOLUME 7 GN
by Katsu Aki
After the battle with Zaibach, trials in Freid have still not ended. As violence is brewing within the Revolutionary Army, Dilandau sanity wears ever thinner. While new enemies emerge, new allies arise and the quest to save Gaea starts spiraling out of control. And in a moment of stress, Van and Hitomi bond in a way they never have before.
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (7 of 8) 	$9.99

ETERNITY VOLUME 1 GN
In the year 184, three leaders named Yoobe, Kwanoo, and Jangbe are killed during an uprising against the oppressive Chinese government. Now, a 17-year-old shaman by the name of Aram Ko has discovered the reincarnations of the three heroes. Yoobin likes to read racy magazines and can talk trash with the best of them, Kwanoon likes to play "patty cake" with ladies and only fights when absolutely necessary, and Jangbang has an attitude and likes to get into fights. Mystery and intrigue ensue as the three reincarnated friends encounter the strange and unusual world of the 20th century...
SC, 5x7, b&w (1 of 5) 	$9.99

EVIL'S RETURN VOLUME 1 GN
HEAVEN, EARTH, AND MORTAL MEN-Yumi is a fun-loving schoolgirl with a deadly fate   she was born with a curse, and now something wicked her way comes. A group called "Heavenly Father" is out for her blood so that they can spread their evil ways throughout the world. When Chail enrolls in Yumi's high school, he teams up with a mysterious monk named Hyung to protect her...to the death. The destinies and fortunes of three lives intersect in an adventure that spans from the heavens to the depths of the underworld!
SC, 5x7, b&w (1 of 4) 	$9.99

FAERIES' LANDING VOLUME 4 GN
by You Hyun
Fanta and Ryang end up in an argument and are no longer conversing. Without Fanta, Ryang ends up making three new evil affinities and gets dragged into a skateboard race against a rival skateboard club. With these new evil affinities skating around and Fanta out of the picture, Ryang gets Pain to give him a new special ability to fend off the recent onslaught.
SC, 5x7, b&w (4 of 13) 	$9.99

GIRL GOT GAME VOLUME 4 GN
by Shizuru Seino
When Chiharu discovers Kyo's true gender, he shows her the door and tells her that he can't be her roommate anymore. Devastated with nowhere to go, Kyo moves into a cardboard box in the park, where her hoop dreams begin to turn into overtime nightmares.
SC, 5x7, b&w (4 of 10) 	$9.99

GTO VOLUME 19 GN
by Tohru Fujisawa
Teshigawara is armed and dangerous now that Onizuka has shattered his fantasy about Fuyutsuki. Looking to shoot anything and everything, he takes a pop at Onizuka and then sets his sights on a larger target, holding the school hostage. With the police on the way and Onizuka struggling to survive his wounds, will Teshigawara carry out his devastating plot to its explosive end?
SC, 5x7, b&w (19 of 25)	$9.99

JING: KING OF BANDITS VOLUME 7 GN
by Yuichi Kumakura
Kir finds his head on the block in the court of the Crimson Company   but he's tickled pink about his perilous predicament in the colorful city. Why? A gorgeous girl of course! Now it's up to Jing to rescue the birds of a feather from being sold on the Black Market! As the last chapter closes on Jing: King of Bandits, don't feel blue   Jing and Kir will return in Jing: Twilight Tales, a new series coming soon that is already leaving fans breathless with anticipation!
SC, 5x7, b&w (7 of 7) 	$9.99

KARE KANO VOLUME 10 GN
by Masami Tsuda
When Maho confesses her true feelings for Takashi, he admits that he's really different from her idealistic view of him. With the arrival of winter comes an end-of-semester school trip to Kyoto, where a little love and tenderness just might fill everyone with good memories and glad tidings.
SC, 5x7, b&w (10 of 13) 	$9.99

KIM POSSIBLE CINE-MANGA VOLUME 7 GN
by Bob Schooley & Mark McCorkle
When it comes to dancing with danger, Kim Possible has evolved into a high-octane crime-stopping super-teen ... but is she brave enough to ask the cutest boy in school to a dance? With Dr. Drakken and Shego turning high-tech into crime-tech, it's up to Kim and friends to stop the dastardly duo. And if that wasn't enough to drive her bananas, Lord Monty Fiske (aka Monkey Fist) returns with an out-of-this-world scheme to achieve magical ninja powers and become the Ultimate Monkey Master! 
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (7 of 8) 	$7.99

KING OF HELL VOLUME 6 GN
by Ra In-Soo & Kim Jae-Hwan
As the competition continues, Majeh is pitted against Crazy Dog, but it's not the opponent in front of Majeh that he needs to worry about as an ominous aura of Next World energy surrounds the competition, suddenly crushing Majeh' opponent. Will Majeh be able to stand against the force of pure evil? Or will death come knock-knock-knocking on the King of Hell's door? 
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w (6 of 8) 	$9.99

LAMENT OF THE LAMB VOLUME 2 GN
by Kei Toume
Kazuna is tormented by his strange new disease, a violent and irrepressible craving for blood. As his long-lost sister Chizuna reveals the secrets of his past, the two find themselves drawn together as their destinies intertwine. As the siblings grow increasingly alienated and alone because of their blood-borne disease, relationships with others close to them fall to the wayside.
SC, 5x7, 196pg, b&w (2 of 7) 	$9.99

LIZZIE MCGUIRE THE MOVIE CINEMANGA GN
by Terri Minsky
Our ever so sweet and endearingly klutzy Lizzie takes us from the living room to the movie theater. In the first ever Lizzie McGuire movie, Lizzie and her classmates say "Arrivederci, America!" and take off to Rome for a little summer amore. High fashion high jinks erupt when Lizzie is discovered as the virtual twin of an Italian pop star. The laughs never end in the Eternal City in this Lizzie McGuire "Cine-Manga Paradiso"! 
SC, 5x7, 96pg, b&w	$7.99

LUPIN III VOLUME 14 GN
by Monkey Punch
When Lupin gets suck in a magic bottle, he may need a woman's touch to pop his cork. But don't break out the champagne glasses just yet   Zenigata is about to unmask Lupin's true identity! To top it all, Lupin's having a hard time penetrating a seemingly impregnable apartment. Let's hope our macho man of mystery is not having performance anxiety as this zany series comes to a climax!
SC, 5x7, b&w (14 of 14) 	$9.99

MAHOROMATIC: AUTOMATIC MAIDEN VOLUME 2 GN
by Bunjuro Nakayama & Bow Ditama
Suguru, Mahoro and company set off to the beach for a little hot fun in the sun, but they soon get sand kicked in their faces when a giant crab robot emerges from the ocean. The Cloud Crab, originally designed to fight androids, has a screw or two loose, and now wants to turn the female sunbathers into a topless and bottomless crowd! Mahoro tightens up the straps of her bikini and vows to make crabmeat out of the robot!
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, b&w (2 of 6) 	$9.99

MARS: HORSE WITH NO NAME GN
by Fuyumi Soryo
MARS creator Fuyumi Soryo spins stories of the young and disenfranchised trying to make sense of their world: In a prequel to MARS, Tatsuya's intense jealousy of class bad-boy Rei turns into an unexpected friendship. Isamu is a troubled teen haunted by a tragic past he cannot change.... Nina and Rui are two high school students who take comfort in each other's dysfunction. These unforgettable tales reveal the hidden strength of the human spirit and the reasons to not only love others, but ourselves.
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w	$9.99

MODEL VOLUME 2 GN
by Lee So-Young
Jae begins to learn more surprises about her tall, undead, and handsome host Michael. Meanwhile, passion turns to competition, as Ken wants to get between Michael and Jae, vying for her sexual attention. And with the arrival of a new guest comes the naked truth about a loving obsession that turns into a blood lust. 
SC, 5x7, b&w (2 of 7) 	$9.99

PASSION FRUIT HC
by Various
Passion Fruit is a unique, unforgettable collection of stories that examines our inner-most secrets and hidden desires. Here two female cousins learn that living together may bring them closer to each other... or drive them apart; two friends discover the true meaning of "loving yourself"; twin brothers share nearly everything, even their nightmarish visions; and a woman's heartbreaking love affair unfolds in silent, breathtaking images. With uninhibited authenticity and pathos, Passion Fruit explores the vulnerability and frailty of the human condition. 
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, b&w	$19.99

PEACH GIRL: CHANGE OF HEART VOLUME 9 GN
by Miwa Ueda
Momo and Kairai appear to be a happy-loving couple, but sometimes things aren't quite what they seem. When Kairi voices some deep disturbing thoughts, Momo wonders if he's strong enough to be her man. She decides to delve deeper into her handsome man's tall, dark life   Momo wants to know the truth, but when she discovers a picture of Kairi with another girl, will she be woman enough to handle the truth?
SC, 5x7, b&w (9 of 10)	$9.99

PET SHOP OF HORRORS VOLUME 7 GN
by Matsuri Akino
Doom, donor, duty, and diet! In this next volume of Petshop of Horrors, Count D displays his magic as he tries to set Leona's mind at rest after his partner is killed. And when D's sister drops into his life, she's willing to give him a piece of her heart, literally. Meanwhile, Leon is called to deliver justice to a 15-year-old assassin.
SC, 5x7, b&w (7 of 10)	$9.99

PITA-TEN VOLUME 4 GN
by Koge Donbo
Aiming for Joudai Middle School, Kotarou and his classmates take the middle-school exams while Misha takes her own angelic test in order to earn her wings. If she is able to pass the test, she will finally be able to prove to Kotarou that she is indeed an angel. Ten-chan seems to be succeeding in his quest for Shia's affections, but discovers that he has a rival in Kotarou.
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (4 of 8) 	$9.99

PRIEST VOLUME 12 GN
by Min-Woo Hyung
CHOIR OF WOLVES-Though the baptism of blood continues to spread, one last sanctuary for the afflicted remains. Nera, the guardian saint of Windtale, will not remain silent as a sheep before its shears when evil moves in on her beloved flock. With her resurrected wolf Bendo, she will bear the fangs of determination against Ivan Isaacs, Temozarela or anyone else who threatens their way of life.
SC, 5x7, b&w (12 of 15)	$9.99

PRINCESS AI VOLUME 1 GN
by Courtney Love & D.J. Milky
Controversial rock star Courtney Love reveals her passion for manga by co-creating a gothic shojo comic with Ai Yazuwa (Paradise Kiss) and D.J. Milky! Ai is the only royal princess of Ai-Land, a magical kingdom caught in the midst of a horrific revolution. When Princess Ai makes a hasty escape from her war-torn land, she finds herself in modern-day Tokyo. Confused and in shock, Ai wanders the streets in this strange new land to unravel the secrets that could tear her and her kingdom apart...The first volume of Princess Ai is a journey to the heights of fame and fortune found in this world and beyond!
SC, 5x7, 192pg, b&w (1 of 3)	$9.99

PSYCHIC ACADEMY VOLUME 3 GN
by Aki Katsu
A mysterious new girl named Faafa sweeps into school and enchants Ai with the romantic notion of ditching class, a way to achieve true "freedom." Ai isn't necessarily sold on the idea, but he's also not the biggest fan of school, so he humors her by at least attempting to embrace this new form of academic self-expression that is until Myu shows up to take him back to class. However, Faafa won't surrender her new playmate without a fight, and the chase begins!
SC, 5x7, b&w (3 of 10)	$9.99

REAL BOUT HIGH SCHOOL VOLUME 6 GN
The decadent Daimon High School spectacular will be concluded mano y mano in a group of magnificent melees and explosive exchanges: After stopping the Project Z, Ryoko loses her memory; the battle between "Shinsen-gumi" and "G-gumi" goes to the second round; and the battle of Ryoko vs Shizuma just might go the distance. Nobody pulls a punch in this no-holds-barred final installment of the kicking-butt-and-taking-names series! 
SC, 5x7, b&w (6 of 6)	$9.99

RISING STARS OF MANGA VOLUME 3 GN
A Tokyopop exclusive featuring the works of top ten prize winning writers in the nation!
SC, 5x7, b&w (3 of 4)	$9.99

SAIYUKI VOLUME 3 GN
by Kazuya Minekura 
In the midst of battle with the cursed human, Rikudo impales Sanzo while he tries to protect and Goku. In the melee, Goku's Yokai power limiter, the device that keeps his Yokai madness from taking over his soul, shatters, sending Goku into a violent rampage that yields for neither friend nor foe. It may take divine intervention to bring the ancient warrior back to his senses.
SC, 5x7, b&w (3 of 9) 	$9.99

SGT. FROG VOLUME 3 GN
by Mine Yoshizaki
Science and technology are truly miraculous things   except when in the hands of a super-genius super-jerk like the Keroro Platoon's recently recovered tactical officer, Sergeant Major Kululu. Kululu is developing biochemical weapons that can turn everyone on the planet into helpless children! But where can a fugitive alien find test subjects for such diabolical weapons? Where indeed but the Hinata household! Meanwhile, it's not easy being green as Private Tamama and Angol Moa vie for the Sergeant's affections, until a frog of the fairer sex appears on the scene!
SC, 5x7, b&w (3 of 6)	$9.99

SNOW DROP VOLUME 4 GN
by Choi Kyung-ah
Sun-Mi just can't stand that Hae-Gi and So-Na are growing closer with each passing day, so she concocts a plan to break up the happy loving couple. After hiring some goons to do an after-school special on So-Na's face, Sun-Mi lures Hae-Gi away to make him her boy toy. Meanwhile, Charles wants to be paid the 300-grand that Hae-Gi owes him for nude modeling   and he'll stop at nothing to collect it. And in a shocking proclamation, the wedding of the summer is announced! In the pursuit of happiness, will true love conquer all?
MATURE READERS
SC, 5x7, b&w (4 of 12)	$9.99

SUIKODEN III VOLUME 2 GN
by Aki Shimizu
The Karaya clan takes refuge in the caves of the Lizard clan, and Lucia learns about the mysterious assassination of Zepon, the Lizard clan leader. She is relieved when Hugo safely returns after his dangerous mission. However, he has come back with vigor and resolve: He wants to avenge the death of his friend!
SC, 5x7, b&w (2 of 4) 	$9.99

THAT'S SO RAVEN CINEMANGAVOLUME 1 GN
That's So Raven is based on the Disney Channel hit show starring Raven, who plays an unusual teenager with a talent you can't teach in school: She can see into the future! Despite her gift, Raven's uncanny ability to misjudge events sends her family and friends on a psychic roller coaster of comedic turmoil. Don't miss Raven's hilarious adventures of misfortune in this exciting new Cine-Manga series! 
SC, 5x7, 96pg, b&w (1 of 2) 	$7.99

TOKYO BABYLON VOLUME 2 GN
by CLAMP
In his quest to protect Tokyo from the spirits, Subaru drifts off to the dream world where he encounters Mitsuki, a mysterious childhood friend with a painful secret. Will the horror of Mitsuki's past drag Subaru into a permanent sleep state? Meanwhile, Subaru's twin sister, Hokuto, tries to help a girl who is in need of something very important...a friend. This volume of Tokyo Babylon is a search for truth from the surface of sleep to the depths of our strange, beautiful world. 
SC, 5x7, 200pg, b&w (2 of 7)	$9.99

TRANSFORMERS: ENERGON CINEMANGA VOLUME 2 GN
Unicron, a vast, planet-sized menace, recruits the evil Decepticons to help him regain his former power by extracting Energon from Earth. But Unicron isn't the only one who needs Energon it's essential for life. The Autobots, along with Rad, Carlos, Alexis, and Kicker, will do anything to protect the Earth's Energon, but the clock is ticking can they stop the Decepticons before it's too late? 
SC, 5x7, 96pg, b&w 2 of 3)	$7.99

VAMPIRE GAME VOLUME 7 GN
by Judal
The war brewing in the castle of Ci Xeneth boils down into a final showdown as Ishtar, Duzell, and Darres face off against Lord Jened and his High Sorcerer, Diaage. Falan observes helplessly, caught between the love of her father and her desire for justice. Duty, loyalty and devotion are all pushed to the breaking point, as everybody's decisions meld into an explosive, heartbreaking and pretty darn funny climax!
SC, 5x7, b&w (7 of 12)	$9.99

WILD ACT VOLUME 7 GN
by Rie Takada
Love the One You're With... When Maki rescues Yuniko from a fight, she decides that he is the man for her! But before they can get off the streets and hit the sheets, she has to wipe the slate clean of Ryu. Her heart is with one man and her body with another, so Yuniko has to decide: If she can't be with the one she loves, will she love the one she's with? 
SC, 5x7, b&w (7 of 10)	$9.99

TONY RAIOLA

ALEX RAYMOND'S JUNGLE JIM COLOR SUNDAY PAGES VOLUME 1
Collecting Sunday straips from January 7, 1934-July 7, 1935. This was the top strip of Flash Gordon Sundays   Alex Raymond artwork, classic reprint   same color as the original Sundays!  NOTE: Some copies may show some slight discoloration and rusting stapler.
SC	$47.50

TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS

LESS THAN HEROES GN
by David Yurkovich
In the city of Philadelphia there is a tall building at 18th and Market Street, atop of which lives four individuals. They are the official protectors of the city. Their job is to be around when traditional law enforcement fails. But are they really heroes? Meet Philadelphia's contracted super-hero team, Threshold. A quartet more interested in milk and cookies than crime and punishment. A team more concerned with battling indigestion than their arch enemies. Sure, they have super-powers. They can leap tall buildings, fly, and do all the stuff other heroes do. More than human? Probably. Less than heroes? Without a doubt.
SC, 7x10, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

BOY TROUBLE: 10TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE
edited by Robert Kirby & David Kelly
Editors Robert Kirby and David Kelly celebrate Boy Trouble's 10th anniversary with some of today's best gay and lesbian cartoonists as they riff on the alternative boy aesthetic. Jennifer Camper's protagonist spends a whirlwind day with his juvenile delinquent dyke sister; Ivan Velez, Jr. chronicles the heartaches of the well-endowed; and Craig Bostick captures the bittersweet angst of teen rock'n'roll boys. Kelly and Leanne Franson explore alienating bar life; Kirby and underground legend G.B. Jones present an encounter with an artsy adolescent; and Andy Hartzell offers a whimsical and beautifully drawn 12-page fantasy. Also featured: Cavalcade of Boys creator Tim Fish, Anonymous Boy, C. Bard Cole, and Michael Fahy.  
SC, 7x9, 80pg, b&w	$8.95

HAPPY #1-4 PACK
by Josh Simmons
Laugh hysterically and weep desperately to the maliciously deranged comics of Josh Simmons, wherein you'll find aggressively experimental stories on: Insanely ecstatic bunnies, and the world they inhabit, the joys of scholastic enterprise, a dressing down of autobiographical comics, the true traveling shenanigans of a cirkus/gypsy performing group, scary monsters, sultry ladies, laughs, and more! The Happy pack contains all four issues of Josh Simmons' controversial mini-series, Happy. 
MATURE READERS
Pack (x4)	$10.00

2 SISTERS GN
by Matt Kindt
From the artist and co-creator of Pistolwhip and Mephisto, comes an all-new World War II era spy thriller that spans not only the globe, but time as well   from England to Spain and from ancient Roman times through the era of Pirates and Buccaneers. This daring spy story is the backdrop for the unique tale of two sisters, their relationship and the secrets they share. Weighing in at well over 300 pages, this epic has everything   shady gypsies, mysterious rockets, buried treasure, pen-guns, cyanide teeth, and romance. This will be the thrill ride of the year.
SC, 8x10, 336pg, b&w	$19.95

WORLD WAR 3 ILLUSTRATED # 35: LIFE DURING WARTIME
edited by Seth Tobocman & Peter Kuper
In this issue, the WW3 gang asks the question: "Are you better off today than you were four years ago?", and gets some insightful answers from cartoonists like: Sue Coe, Peter Kuper, Seth Tobocman, Sabrina Jones, Sandy Jimenez, Issabella Bannerman, Paula Hewit, Susan Wilmarth, Kevin Pyle, Christopher Cardinale, Ryan Inzana, Kate Evans, and others. World War 3 Illustrated is the longest running comics zine in history, and this cutting-edge, politically charged publication is not to be missed. 
SC, 8x11, 72pg, b&w	$5.00

TWOMORROWS PUBLISHING

ALL STAR COMPANION TP 2ND PRINTING
Roy Thomas, internationally known as a major writer and editor for Marvel and DC Comics, has assembled the most thorough look ever taken at All-Star Comics! Drawing on his lifelong passion for The Justice Society of America, he traces its origin from its beginnings in the 1940s, through its rebirth in the 1960s, the 1970s resurrection of All-Star Comics, and beyond. Thomas has compiled exhaustive research to highlight key issues, outline the genesis of this fabled series, and document the contributions of the artists, writers, and editors who made All-Star Comics one of the most sought-after collectibles in comics history. Along the way, he tracked down numerous pages from a never-published JSA story, presented here for the first time. In addition, there's a discussion of four "lost" issues of All-Star, plus more insights, explorations, and conjectures than you can shake a Junior JSA badge at!
SC, 9x11, 208pg, b&w (Note Price)	$21.95

MODERN MASTERS VOLUME 3: BRUCE TIMM TP
You don't have to be a fan of comics to know the name Bruce Timm, the subject of Modern Masters Volume 3. As a producer, director and designer of the Emmy Award-winning Batman: The Animated Series, as well as The Superman Adventures, Batman Beyond, and currently Justice League, Timm is making an enormous impact in the field of animation, creating work that both kids and adults can equally enjoy. His impact also extends into the comic book industry - Timm's first foray into comics was the Eisner Award-winning The Batman Adventures: Mad Love, and his soon to be released mini-series Harley and Ivy is a highly anticipated event. Now, this third volume in the new Modern Masters series spotlights the artist's career, with his most comprehensive interview to date, discussing his influences, how his style evolved, and what it takes to succeed in both comics and animation. It also showcases page after page of rare and unseen artwork, including a gallery of his best commissioned work, as well as behind the scenes animation concepts! Often imitated but never equalled, he blends the cartoony and the realistic in such a way that is undeniably appealing, and this book is the ultimate look at the work of a true Modern Master: Bruce Timm! 
SC, 9x11, 128pg, b&w	$14.95

VANGUARD PRODUCTIONS

WIZARD KING TRILOGY BOOK 1: KING OF THE WORLD HC
by Wally Wood
The King of the World Volume 1 of Wallace Wood's The Wizard King trilogy, is similar in tone and setting to J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings trilogy. MAD magazine and Daredevil comics artist extraordinaire, Wally Wood, takes us on a magical journey filled with elves, warriors, wizards, maidens, Unmen, and kings!  The Immi, a medieval society of elves, lived deep in the forest, completely isolated from the rest of the world, and were happy until a strange shadow fell over their village: a shadow with EYES!  A young Immi known as Odkin is tricked into volunteering to investigate, and is drawn into the intrigues of Alacazar the wizard to save the world from Anark, the blackest villain of all space and time.  Through his journey, Odkin meets and enlists the aid of Iron Aron, Lord Vandall and Weer the lizard man, and saves the Immi from the monstrous Unmen, but is then ordered by Alacazar to face even greater perils! 
REG. HC, 9x11, 88pg, FC	$24.95
DLX. HC, 9x11, 88pg, FC	$39.95

VARMINT PRESS

DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY #1
by Jim Massey
Death is not such a bad guy. Honest. This collection of hilarious strips follows death as he deals with the profound and mundane challenges of simply getting through he day. Sometimes it's a loudmouth at the movies. Sometimes it's Jesus and Muhammed spoiling for a fight with the devil. Death is coming!
MATURE READERS
b&w, 48pg	$2.95

VIPER COMICS

DEAD @17: BLOOD OF SAINTS #3
by Josh Howard & Greg Gatlin
It's a crucial turning point as the mysterious Violet's true motives are revealed, and the return of Bolabogg and his army seems imminent. Meanwhile, Hazy's life hangs by a thread and Nara may be powerless to save her. 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg (3 of 4)	$2.95

WCG COMICS

ROB HANES' ADVENTURES #5
by Randy Reynaldo
The Xeric Grant award-winning series returns in an all-new, complete adventure! For years, Justice International private eye Rob Hanes has been haunted by rumors that his father Patrick, who disappeared when Rob was just a child, was a notorious double agent known as "Glowworm" who worked for the Soviet Union during the Cold War. However, when Pat Hanes recently resurfaced under a new identity, he claimed he was innocent. Ronb has fought to uncover the truth ever since, and during an air raid on the high seas of a decommissioned Soviet submarine being sold on the black market, Rob finally learns the truth behind the Glowworm identity! 
b&w, 32pg (Note Price)	$2.95

WIZARD ENTERTAINMENT

WIZARD: THE COMICS MAGAZINE #153
EXCLUSIVE MARVEL HEROCLIX XORN LIMITED FIGURE OFFER!
AVENGERS #500 PREVIEW! 
* Read 6-pages from Avengers #500 by writer Brian Michael Bendis (Ultimate Spider-Man) and David Finch (Ultimate X-Men) from Marvel Comics!
* Finch creates a dazzling new cover to Wizard #153 featuring Earth's Mightiest Heroes-Captain America, Thor and Iron Man in honor of this special event!
SPIDER-MAN 2 MOVIE ISSUE!
* Spider-Man 2 director, Sam Raimi, sits down for an exclusive Wizard Q&A interiew. Get the inside scoop on the new film straight from the director himself.
* Go back to the set and to the special effects creators to learn more about the biggest film this summer ,which opens in July. Learn about what will happen with stars Tobey Maguire (Spider-Man), Kirsten Dunst (Mary Jane) and Alfred Molina (Doc Ock). 
* See an all-new Spider-Man photo from the film on the cover to this issue.
SUPER SUMMER PREVIEW SPECTACULAR!
* From Joss Whedon's Astonishing X-Men to Jim Lee's Superman, this issue will cover over 100 of your favorite comic book titles. Find out what the top event of the summer will be, and what will drive you crazy at the end of the year!
* Artist Michael Turner (Fathom/Soulfire) presents a special 3rd cover to this issue of Wizard featuring Superman, Batman and others from Identity Crisis!
THE ULTIMATE CREATOR SURVEY!
* We ask over 100 of the industry's top creators who they think is the best writer of comics today, the best artist, the best publisher, the most overrated and more!
* Find out who they like and who they don't! You'll be shocked by these honest answers. See how the top-selling books get ranked and how your favorite books and creators perform.
Magazine (SPIDER-MAN 2 PHOTO COVER)	$4.99
Magazine (MICHAEL TURNER SUPERMAN, BATMAN CRISIS COVER)	$4.99
Magazine (AVENGERS#500 DAVID FINCH COVER)	$4.99

TOYFARE #84
INSIDE TRANSFORMERS: THE MOVIE!
* The movie you've waited all your life for is almost here! After 20 years of fantastic toys and cartoons, the Transformers are finally coming to the silver screen in a way you've never seen them-in live-action! We'll talk to producer Tom DeSanto about the film, which is currently in pre-production and is slated for a 2005 release, and we'll ask the hard questions, like what robots we'll see in the film, and whether we're talking G1 or Energon!
GIANT DC DIRECT PHOTO PRICE GUIDE!
* The hottest toy line in America is now the latest complete visual price guide in ToyFare! We'll have over 20 pages, with tons of pictures of every figure in the line. See the new Jim Lee Superman toy on the cover to this issue, plus a slew of DC Direct figures that haven't even been announced yet! 
SPIDER-MAN 2 TOYS ARE HERE!
* Spider-Man 2 opens in July and this issue of ToyFare will have the latest on the toys from the new film. Movie Spider-Man appears with Doc Ock on the cover to this issue.
MORE TWISTED TOYFARE THEATRE!
* Mego Spidey and the gang are also excited about the new Spider-Man film. After seeing Aunt May and Doc Ock try to join the "mile high club" in ToyFare #79, who knows what will happen next? Get this issue and find out!
* ToyFare's "Top Ten" list tells you which toys are the most in-demand this month, and which you should keep an eye out for. Ask the price guide editor your questions in "Dear Jon Letters." Plus, laugh your ass off at "Big Shots"! ToyFare has the most complete, full-color action figure price guide available-track how much your figures are worth and which ones have changed in value!
* Whether you're a casual toy fan or an obsessive super-collector, you can't afford to miss this issue of ToyFare: The Toy Magazine!
Magazine (JIM LEE SUPERMAN by DC DIRECT cover)	$4.99
Magazine (SPIDER-MAN 2 and DOC OCK by TOY BIZ cover)	$4.99

INQUEST GAMER #111
MEGA MAGIC PLAYERS GUIDE
* BEHOLD MORE THAN 45 PAGES jam-packed with the ORACLE wordings for every Magic: The Gathering card in existence! The most comprehensive Magic guide anywhere, ever!
* More Magic killer decks. More strategy. More stumpers. More drafting tips. More cheap decks. And more combos! MORE MORE MORE THAN EVER BEFORE!
* This is truly the ultimate Magic guide!
THE BEST OF MAGIC: FIFTH DAWN
* We pick the 10 best cards from Magic's new set. These are the weapons that will dominate tournaments at local stores and Pro Tours alike! You won't survive your next game without this list and the play tips we give you for these monster cards.
* PLUS, look for the most dangerous new decks, based around the latest bombs. Make sure your friends don't beat you to the punch!
LETHAL HEROCLIX STRATEGY!
* See the "ultimate" super hero team, with figures from the new Marvel HeroClix set-Marvel Ultimates.
* Play Ultimate X-Men, Ultimate Spider-Man, the Ultimates and more!
THE ULTIMATE DUEL MASTERS DECK!
* Duel Masters is new to the U.S., but it's been heavily played in Japan for years. We give you the decks that rocked the Land of the Rising Sun. These are the decks to beat.
* If you want to crank up your deck for advanced play, you need these secrets and strategy tips, backed up by years of play.
* Still want more? InQuest Gamer #111 gives you the scoop on Duel Masters' first expansion before anyone else. If you want to know about the nukes in the new set, you can only get the information here! Hint: There's a reason the next set is called "Evo-Crushinators of Doom."
THE DEADLIEST PRICE GUIDE IN GAMING
* Okay, we don't know what it means to be the "deadliest price guide in gaming," but it sounds cool. We have the most complete and up-to-date prices for your favorite games: Magic, Yu-Gi-Oh!, HeroClix, MechWarrior, Lord of the Rings and much, much MORE.
* See tens of THOUSANDS of prices, plus buying tips for the hottest cards on the market and the sleepers just waiting to skyrocket.
Magazine (Magic: The Gathering: Fifth Dawn cover)	$4.99
Magazine (Duel Masters cover)	$4.99

WIZARD MEGA POSTERMANIA!
NOW BIGGER THAN EVER BEFORE! 
The ultimate poster book returns full of pull-out posters with the greatest comic characters and artwork.
* New X-Men, Wolverine, Ultimate Spider-Man, Michael Turner's Soulfire, Mike Mignola's Hellboy, Joe Linsner's Conan, Witchblade, Tomb Raider and tons of other fantastic heroes are collected in this new special enlarged summer issue!
* The Ultimate comic art poster book features breathtaking posters from Brian Bolland, Joe Quesada, John Cassaday, J.G. Jones, Marc Silvestri, David Finch, Mike Mayhew, Greg Horn, Frank Cho, Adi Granov and so many others!
PLUS!
* PREVIEW COVER ARTWORK FROM NEW BOOKS from Marvel Comics, Top Cow Productions, Dark Horse Comics, Aspen Entertainment and more!
* Get an exclusive unpublished Marvel poster by JIM LEE!
* YOU CAN CHOOSE THE POSTERS YOU WANT! Log on now to wizarduniverse.com and pick the artists and posters that you'd like to see collected into this special edition of Mega PosterMania!
* We also raid Wizard Magazine art archives for the most amazing art collection ever assembled. Don't dare miss this one!
Magazine	$4.99

WIZARD ANIME INSIDER #15
WIZARD ANIME INSIDER #15 explodes in June with massive coverage on GHOST IN THE SHELL! Everything you need to know about the forthcoming television series "Stand Alone Complex" and the feature film, Ghost In The Shell: Innocence, from DreamWorks will be here. Plus, meet the film director Mamoru Oshii in an exclusive Anime Insider interview. Behold an exclusive new Ghost In The Shell: Stand Alone Complex image on the cover to this issue. 
* Our alternate cover features Duel Masters, the new hit card game that is getting bigger everyday.  We've also got the latest news on the game and the television show on Cartoon Network.
* Take a tour of Production I.G., the studio behind such hits as the Evangelion movies and the Kill Bill anime segment.
* Get all of the latest news on anime DVDs, easter eggs, soundtrack CDs, manga comics and so much more! 
* Find out everything that's going on with anime and manga and learn about these exciting worlds, creators, sub-categories, manufacturers and more. From Dragon Ball GT to Heat Guy J, the next sequels and amazing new stuff that you haven't heard of, it's all in here!
* Read about the TOP 30 Manga trade paperbacks and much more, including awesome stuff you can import from Japan!
* Sort through tons of properties with ease as we divide and conquer the world of anime for you, covering Gundam Seed, Robotech, Hikaru No Go, Captain Herlock, Witch Hunter Robin, Trigun, Fushigi Yugi, Street Fighter, Ranma 1/2 and more from Tokyopop, Anime Works, Bandai, Central Park Media, Manga Entertainment, Geneon Entertainment, U.S. Manga Corps and MORE!
* This magazine is the indispensable resource for those who are curious about this gigantic entertainment category and those who love anime and manga.
Magazine (GHOST IN THE SHELL cover)	$4.99
Magazine (DUEL MASTERS cover)	$4.99

WIZARD AUTHENTIC

WIZARD JIM LEE MILLENNIUM EDITION LIMITED DELUXE HARDCOVER -SIGNED BY SUPERSTAR ARTIST JIM LEE
Wizard Entertainment proudly presents the all-new Wizard Jim Lee Millennium Edition Limited Deluxe Hardcover. Fully authorized by Lee, this giant 256-page hardcover book is lavishly illustrated with hundreds of pieces of Lee artwork from his entire prolific career at Marvel Comics, Image Comics, WildStorm Productions and DC Comics along with a dazzling assortment of unpublished art from his personal collection.
HC, 7x10, 256pg, FC	SRP: $69.99

BATTLE OF THE PLANETS #1/2 BONUS PACKAGE
The smash hit series Battle of the Planets gets the 1/2 treatment and Dynamic Forces and Wizard Authentic are combining forces to offer an ultra-rare Blue Foil Edition of this exclusive 1/2 story! This edition with the Wilson Tortosa cover will also come with a bonus book at no extra cost!
FC	SRP: $2.99

BATTLE OF THE PLANETS #1/2 ALEX ROSS BONUS PACKAGE
The smash hit series Battle of the Planets gets the 1/2 treatment and Dynamic Forces and Wizard Authentic are combining forces to offer an ultra-rare Blue Foil Edition of this exclusive 1/2 story! And to top it off, DF is adding a bonus book at no extra cost!  This is the Alex Ross cover, so you know this baby will fly (like a Phoenix!)
FC	SRP: $2.99

XMACHINA

HALLOWEEN RETURNS TO HADDONFIELD
Featuring an all-new and shocking comic story, this limited edition souvenir magazine was created to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the film franchise. It's jam-packed with special extras! Features the final bow of Doctor Sam Loomis, the legendary nemesis of Michael Myers and articles on the making of the films, penned by the actors and filmmakers themselves, and a dazzling retrospective of each special guest who appeared at the anniversary convention. Over 100 rare photos, press clippings, posters and beautiful graphic design and artwork by some of the most talented artisans! Our centerfold pin-up is an elaborate map of Haddonfield, with over 50 confirmed "kill sites" notated! And there's a custom soundtrack album on compact disc, containing a complete, original score to accompany the comic story! 
MATURE READERS
FC, 32pg	SRP: $5.99

